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Workshop  Coordinofor 
ScJnnrarh B. Rulankularne 
Sri 1.anka is one of  the few countries that utilized irrigation for agriculture 
from ancient times dating back to 25 centuries. This lost hydraulic civilization 
was  rediscovered  early  and  most  irrigation  works  restored  and  rebuilt  by  the 
middle of this century. By  harnessing moderi science and technology, entirely 
new and complex irrigation systems have been built, even diverting water from 
onc river basin  to another. In thc management of these irrigation systems, the 
participation  of the user-farmers has now bec3me a central focus in government 
policy and field implementation. 
The Need for the Workshop 
This intercst has resulted in several part.cipatory approaches in the various 
types  of irrigation  works  in  Sri Lauka,  the  latter  commonly distinguished  as 
large, mediurn, and small systems. The roles that farmers and their organisations 
on the one hand, and officials on the other, have to play in irrigation manage- 
ment  need  further  clarification.  Strategies for  assisting  farmers  to  develop 
organisational capaoity also need further refir ement. 
The current approaches show a great de,d of diversity in their organisation 
strategies and management structures as well as differences in the relationship 
of thcse organisations to state agencies and to one another. Their scale, replica- 
bility, and sustainability are also divergent. Most projects have existed in isola- 
tion Erom  one another resulting in little pooling of knowledge and experiences. 
These approaches are old enough to offer vahiable lessons. 
The effort  to promote farmer particip;,tion is  of  interest  to  the Interna- 
tional  Irrigation  Management Institute (IIMI) which  is engaged  in research  to 
improve  irrigation  management.  In seeking ways to collaborate  with  national 
agencies,  IIMl sponsored a workshop in  co3peration with  the Irrigation Man- 
agement Division of the Ministry of Lands and Land Development. It was held 
at the IIMl Headquarters in Digana from 15 :o 17 May 1986. 2 
Objectives of the Workshop 
The 42 participants consisted of policy planners, implementors, managers 
and researchers from Sri Lanka, IIMl staff, and a few expatriate specialists. All 
these persons are involved in various aspects csf  participatory management  of 
irrigation projects. 
The objectives: 
1.  To  review  the  more  important  and  promising  recent  and  current 
approaches in participatory irrigation manzigement so that a larger body of 
concerned  officials and  students of  the  iubject  could  benefit  from  an 
interchange of  experiences and ideas. 
To enable a systematic analysis and compai.ison of the,  diverse experiences 
in order to derive the most salient policy ard strategy lessons. 
To  present  recommendations of  the  Woricshop  to  the  Government and 




4.  To publish the Workshop papers so that a wider national and international 
audience could broaden  their knowledge and  compare the experiences in 
Sri Lanka. 
This volume includes the edited  version  of  the papers  presented  at  the 
Workshop as well as an interpretative overview incorporating the themes and 
issues that emerged from the papers and the discussions that followed. 
The Organisation of the Workshop 
The Workshop spread  over 2  1/2  days  and  comprised  several  sessions, 
divided  into three areas, dealing specifically wilh  case studies on the different 
types of irrigation systems, general topics such IS  policies, legislation, research 
and training, and one group session and a final plenary session meant to draw 
out conclusions and recommendations. 
Due to limitations of time and logistical difficulties, only a few of  the varied 
types of participatory approaches could he dealt with. The Mahaweli project was 
an  obvious  choice. So was  the well-documented  Gal  Oya  Water Management 
project. The Tank Committee exercise, now  a Far'  of  history, was selected for 3 
the many lessons it had to offer. The INMAS programme, the latest effort, has 
generated a great deal of hope as well as interest. Of the small-scale systems, the 
choice was restricted to three distinctly varit:d projects:  the Wew Sabha, the 
Village  Irrigation  Rehabilitation  Programme,  and  ihe Small  Farmer Develop- 
ment Assdciation. Although these do not  co3er  the full spectrum of  participa- 
tory approaches to irrigation management in Sri Lanka, we believe that they are 
representative of the more interesting exercises. 
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bY 
Kapila P. Wimaladharma 
The purpose of this short chapter is to pll  together the key arguments in 
the 13 Workshop papers and to notice the salient trends of  the lengthy discus- 
sions that followed their presentations. An attempt is made to brief the reader 
with an interpretative summary of the Workshop proceedings drawing attention 
to the themes explored, the issues debated, an1  the conclusions arrived at.  I 
In common with must developing nations in the region, heavy investments 
on irrigation  loom large in Sri Lanka's plans for agricultural development. But 
the economic  performance  of  the irrigation  systems has been  far  helow  their 
potential.  This  is partly  because  of  the  tendency to  neglect  their  continuous 
maintenance  and, more  importantly,  becau!ie  the water-users have  remained 
peripheral  to the management  system. There  is evidence  now  of  a  shift  in 
emphasis from an earlier, heavily technically  oriented concern with  construc- 
tion and control of the main system, to one where operation and maintenance of 
the downstream  system and  the organisation  of water-user  farmers for  water 
management, are deemed equally important. This latter task is recognized as an 
inter-disciplinary  one.  However,  there  is  a  lack  of  systematic  data on  many 
aspects of irrigation systems management. 
The problem  of  the dearth of  informaiion and  research  on the different 
types and styles of irrigation management, ir; a critical one faced by  the policy- 
makers and implementing agencies. One might find this surprising, particularly 
because  Sri Lanka boasts of  a long tradition of  irrigation, hearkening back to 
ancient times.  Different  types  of  irrigatior  works  ranging  from minor  scale 
(even as small as 5-10 acres) to giant schemes (e.g.  Mahaweli)  with a range of 
other intermediate types, variously termed n,edium and major, found within the 
geographical area called the dry zone, or more appropriately "tank country." In 
the hill country, anicut schemes dominate the irrigation scene. The management 
'Contributions made at the discussions are acknowkdged by  reference to the participant's "ante 
given in parentheses. 6 
systems that  hake evolved  over the years or  have been  imposed  hy  technical 
design and by administrative fiat in recent timm:s  are as divcrse as the types of 
systems. Though the use of the term "participrtory management" is  of  recent 
origin, the ideas and activities that this phrase connotes are not unfamiliar to 
Sri Lankans.  Obviously  there are different  nuances in approach and divergent 
strategies in the hroad area of  irrigation water management. 
Different approaches bespeak  of  different irrigation  management policies. 
The very  fact that there are three separate Ministries and a host of  implement- 
ing agencies under them and that each Ministry deals with  a distinct type of 
irrigation system explains this diversity of apprcaches and the resulting absence 
of  a common policy. Given this situation, Nariia Aheywickrema questions the 
feasibility, and indeed the relevance of  a commoii irrigation policy for Sri Lanka. 
The whole question of the need for participatory management and the con- 
ditions impeding or favouring it should therefore form the core in an examina- 
tion  and  review  of  the  Sri  Lankan  experie:ice  in  participatory  irrigation 
management. 
The workshop was structured in a manner that facilitated the tr.;atment  of 
the participatory management  problem  from tlie perspective  of three distinct 
irri'gation  systems and their associated management patterns. There were work- 
shop papers on the Mahaweli and Gal Oya, representing the large, multi-purpose 
project type; on the INMAS projects, which repvesent the intermediate category 
ranging from medium to major  project;  and on the village systems. The latter 
exhibit  divergent  characteristics  within themsdves, as can  be  seen  from the 
observation that the village irrigation rehabi1itat:on programme was significantly 
different from the wew-sabha projects. The tendency to treat the three systems 
in isolation of each other was reflected at the E'orkshop too. A paper exploring 
the cross-system relations was missing.  Fortunaiely this lacunae was recognized 
and filled in at discussion  sessions which  surfaced similarities and differences 
between the different systems, particularly in relation to water-user involvement 
in management. 
There was  general agreement on what pailibipatory management  meant, 
and  what  it's  character  was.  There was  gened consensus  that  officials  and 
farmers represented the two sides of  the equation. However, there was a sharp 
difference of opinion on its boundaries and limit:;. 
This disagreement in a way  can  be anticipated from the manFer in which 
the participatory management equation was worked out. Its formulation at once 
raises  the ideological and  theoretical issues in which  the conflicts of  bureau- 
cracy vs.  peasantry, controllers vs.  users, have become  key  debating points in 
the social  sciences. The present  workshop  concern  was  fortunately  more 7 
mundane. It boiled  down  to  the question of  defining the rrlativr  roles of  the 
officials and farmers, and that  was  decided largely on their wlative capacities. 
However, a residue of  a paternalistic attitud,:, inherited  from a bygone  era of 
colonial administration, was evident in the way some officials wished  to define 
the limits of farmer-participation. 'They prclerrd to coiifin~  thc farmers to the 
downstream and the officials to the main  system, with a possihblc  concession in 
regard to the systems in hetween consisting  01'  distl-ibutory rhanncls, in which a 
combination of official and farmer control coiild tic allowed. On the other hand, 
some researchers suggested  a  larger  concess on with officials  confined  to  the 
headworks  and  its  regulation  and  limitrc  to  tlic  maintenance  and  law- 
enforcement of the rest of  tlic system. This xrrangerncnt was urged even in an 
experimental  way  (Wimaladharrnn).  Thr  officials  were  unduly  apprehensive 
about thc farmers' capacity whilst the researdiers werc overly confident. 
Hitherto, conceding a place fur farmer participation  was broached only in 
relation to the major  schemes because it  was believed  that such participation 
already existed in village schemes. The establlshed convention is that in a major 
scheme, the farmers are responsible only for the maintenance of the field chan- 
nels and that everything else is the responsildity of  the Irrigation Department 
officials. A  shift in government policy, strentcthened by the encouraging results 
from the experimentation in Minipe, Gal Oya  etc., is largely responsible for this 
recent concession to farmer involvement. 
When it came to the village systems, it was assumed, often wrongly, that 
they were fully farmer-managed systems, anti that what was required for them 
was  to systematize and  strengthen farmer nanagement  whilst  simultaneously 
refurbishing and improving the physical apparati. The State stepped in to physi- 
cally rehabilitate the village works and to ariange for their better management. 
What resulted from this well-intentioned state intervention was on one hand a 
throw-hack to a paternalistic attitude in the officials and a concomitant depen- 
dency syndrome among the farmers, and on ihe other hand, an incorporation of 
the  village  unit  into  an  island-wide  and  uniform  organisational  structure in 
which the officials played even a larger rok. As reported by  Shyamala Abey- 
ratne, the Village  Irrigation Rehabilitation Programme seems to have achieved 
this result, which was the opposite of what it:, planners intended. 
State intervention is becoming inevitalile under  the various  government 
programmes for rural development in which irrigation is a key component. The 
result is a pervasive tendency towards incrcasing farmers' dependency on the 
irrigation  bureaucracy.  This  process  of  oiganisational  uniformalisation  and 
bureaucratic  domination  is  aided  by  the parallel  and  inexorable  process  of 
market, social,  and political  incorporation  if hitherto somewhat independent 
rural units into the regional and even national networks. 8 
Farmer  participation  in  irrigation  managwuekt  in  the  major  projects, 
including the Mahaweli Project, was admitted as a goal  worth pursuing. On it's 
form and content no hardlive positions werr taken. On the contrary there was 
flexibility, c'ompromise,  and a willingness to learn  from one's  own  experiences 
and the experiments of others. Nanda Abeywicki,ema posed the challenge to the 
professionals and to the social scientists, and in doing so revealed the underlying 
objectives, when  he concluded  that, "Any govemmeot would  be interested in 
participatory management if it could be demonstrated that such measures would 
help reduce government comniitmcnts  for main1 enance and rehabilitation,  and 
more importantly, if it would reduce grievanccs  within the farming community, 
leave alone the governments desire to see a prosperous community." Lands Min- 
.istry's  own  response is tho programme  for the  Integrated  Management  of  Set- 
tlenients (INMAS). 
Ananda Gunasekera describcs the nature of the INMAS organisation, cur- 
rently executed by the Irrigation Management Division  (IMD) through the new 
cadre of the project managers, and the structure of the farmer organisation, it's 
centre piece.  Tho Field Channel Croup of about 15 to 20 farmers and its rcprc- 
sentative are the basic building blocks of  a 3-tiercd organisation. Strcturally it is 
similar to the Mahaweli farmer organisation ot  which the basic terminal unit 1s 
the Turn-Out group of  about the  same oumher of  farmers. T.H. Karunatilleke 
relates the vicissitudes that the Turn-Out Group underwent to reach its present 
state. The Mahaweli Turn-Out Group and the urified management system have 
influenced IMMAS's  organisation principle, whilst  Mahaweli  has moved  in  the 
direction  of  farmer  participatory  management,  which  IMD  has  successfully 
demonstrated. 
Significant  lessons  wcrc  drawn  from  two  previous  exercises-the  Tank 
Improvement and Modernization Project  (TIMPI and the Gal  Oya Water Man- 
agement Project. Terence Abeysekera draws attention to the heavy bias towards 
construction and engineering aspects and the poor  design for farmer involve- 
ment in the TIMP which resulted in the bureaucxatization and eventual failure 
of irrigation management. On the other hand, in Gal Oya, Jayantha Perera notes 
the conscious attempt to involve farmers early on in the decision making on 
designs and  construction  during physical rehablitation  and  continuing during 
the operation and maintenance of  the system.  As  a prelude, this step-by-step 
preparation of the farmers for participatory management, using a new but well- 
trained cadre of  catalysts called  Institutional Organizers, yielded  good results. 
The Gal  Oya  lessons  have now  been  incorporated  in  the INMAS Programme 
(K.D.P.  Perera).  However, the "learning proce:is"  and therefore the tentative 
nature of the results have to be borne in mind. l'he project progress monitoring 
has to he continued for sometime so that the simple but effective progress mea- 
surements developed there could he further tested and validated before they are 
replicated in other projects (C.M. Wijayaratne). 9 
Once policy  and strategy  for participatory management  was  disposed  of, 
there was a search for the conditions that promoted or impeded farmer partici- 
pation.  The difficulties arose from diverse sources -  statutory, organisational, 
socio-political, and engineering designs. 
J. Alwis traces the historical  source of  (certain statutory and institutional 
barriers. He locates within them the conflict Ibetween the principles that govern 
an agricultural democracy  with those that are required to govern an irrigation 
democracy.  In short, it  is the age-old problem of  individual benefits from agri- 
cultural activity versus the public good resulting from the sharing of  a common 
source of 'irrigation, water. The laws ensure individual rights whilst  operations 
demand collective responsibility. The sphere ,f  statutes too contained conflicts. 
For  example,  Irrigation  Ordinance  of  the  Iands Ministry  clashed  in  certain 
operational aspects with the Agrarian Services Law of  the Agriculture Ministry. 
The discussion  session  brought  out  many  nore instances  of  incongruencies 
which  impede effective field  management.  Some of  these were;  inconsistency 
between the INMAS Project boundary and Agrarian  Services Center's area of 
jurisdiction  (Jaliya Medagama); the responsibility for kanna  (cultivators) meet- 
ing charged  to both the Government  Agent .and the Commissioner  of Agrarian 
Services (Chris Panahokke); and varying procedures for conflict resolution and 
prosecution for offenses (R. Wijesinghe). Therefore the time has come to pro- 
vide for jurisdictional clarity, statutory consistency, and legislative innovations 
in  the matter of  irrigation management.  Th,:  problem  needs to he  approached 
from  the integrated  perspective  of  the farmers  and  of  systems management 
rather than from the segmented ministerial point of  view. 
Socio-political factors impeding improved management were more intracta- 
ble.  Certain features have evolved  over the jeers and arose again in our discus- 
sions: encroachments on reservations set apart for drainage, roads, and canals, 
with about 20%  exceeding the irrigation spe,:ification  area (N. Kumaraswamy); 
the varying sizes  of  present  holdings which have resulted from surreptitious 
sub-divisions and from authorized fragmentation  (J. Bandaragoda) ;  the differen- 
tial capacities of  farmers in adopting imprc,ved technology  (S.  Weerasinghe). 
There has been a growth of  middlemen entrepreneurs who have enlarged their 
holdings by renting-in or huying-out from the imprudent allotees (Jayantha Per- 
era), who have established symbiotic relationships with the project officials and 
the political influencials (Douglas Merrey), and who usually disregard collective 
action demanded by participatory management. 
Them was a wide-ranging discussion on the question of what could be done 
about thesz features which appear to be built into the social system. The statu- 
tory stipulations to dislodge and punish the deviants in matters of  water distri- 
bution, and administrative orders to disreg,vd them in extension work,  credit 
disbursement, crop insurance, kanna meetings etc., do not accord with current 10 
socio-political reality. On the other hand, a goald  measure of  collective action 
was obtained in Kimhulwana-Oya Project by co-opting the encroaches and lease- 
holders into the project organisation. The challmge before project management 
is  therefore  to discover  ways  in  which  it  could  deal  with  this vexed  socio- 
political problem. 
The major irrigation systems constructed before the 1970s were invariably 
designed for a Maha (wet) season cultivation orly. Extracting a Yala (dry) sea- 
son cultivation even from a fraction of  the irrigable extent is therefore a diffi- 
cult proposition which the best  management system would find it hard to over. 
come. Further, the channels were earlier  designed  for continuous flow which 
posed  no  serious  problem  for  a  single  Maha  cultivation.  It  was  only in  the 
Mahaweli  and in the projects that  followed, that  two  season  cultivation was 
consciously planned for and small turn-out areal and one-cusec canals designed 
specifically for rotational water distribution. Pioper management thus became 
an important guide in irrigation systems design. Even then, management in the 
early days, e.g. at the time of  TIMP, was  concc:ived  of  in terms of  an officer- 
dominant system, in which farmer involvement  was expectedly minimal (K.A.T. 
Nikapitiya),  if  not  altogether  absent.  Nevertlieless,  irrigation  officers  were 
obliged to seek the co-operation of the farmers, ,and as at Minipe, to experiment 
with  organisational  measures to secure and sustain that co-operation  (Godfrey 
de Silva). It took a considerable time for the Irrigation Department to realize its 
importance and to adopt an explicit policy aimed at fostering farmer participa- 
tion. Thus a virtue was made out of a compelling necessity. 
Granted that farmer participation  was a virtue as well as a necessity,  the 
prohlem  of  preparing  both  farmers and  officer:,  for  participatory  management 
remained an important issue. Training, which ha  hitherto been largely confined 
to  technical  aspects for  the  professionals  and  to  extension  matters  for  the 
farmers, was  soon  recognized  as an  effective  instrument  for this new  found 
purpose. Ganewatte’s review of  past training prcigrammes highlights their short 
comings for the attainment of  the specific objective of  farmer involvement  in 
the management decision-making process. In the Mahaweli project, a continuous 
and  comprehensive training programme  covering  not  only  the  organisational 
aspects of  water  management, operation and miiintenance but also agricultural 
extension and community development was vignously pursued and, according 
to Jayantha  Jayawardena,  yielded  satisfactory results. The specialized training 
programmes conducted by the Agrarian Research and Training Institute (ARTI) 
for the Gal  Oya  Institutional ,Organizers, and ty UNDP-Sri Lanka  Project for 
Achieving  Settlement Expertise  (PASE)  for  I UMAS  Project  Managers  have 
made positive contributions towards participator:,  management. 
The three case studies of  village  irrigation projects in fact presented three 
different  approaches  to  participatory  managenent. In the Monaragala  VIRP 11 
project Shyamala Abeyratne observes little or no participation of the beneficiar- 
ies either in designing or constructing  the rehabilitation programme;  in fact 
what was left of  farmer management soon evaporated once the state-sponsored 
rehabilitation work commenced. On the othei. band, the Wew-sabha (tank coun- 
cil) set np by the Freedom From Hunger Campaign Board to restore small village 
tanks,  sought  to preserve  and  strength&  self  management.  D.R.  Wijetunge 
reports on their successful implementation. T.B. Suhasinghe describes a recent 
attempt to mobilize  local  man-power  and  o:her resources  through  the  Small 
Farmer Development Association; though success stories have been reported it 
is admittedly too soon to pronounce a judgem'mt. 
Wimaladharma brings  to light  less-known  examples  of  a  high  degree  of 
farmer involvement in irrigation managemen  t,  where non-governmental organi- 
sations have played the Catalyzing role. Comparing several exercises in irrigation 
management he draws attention to the significance of three variables, viz.  pro- 
ject  scale, age  of  the settlement,  and  sponsoring  agency.  Where the projects 
were  small and sponsored  by  an NGO, there was  a greater  degree of  farmer 
participation  and  self-mauagement.  On  the contrary the large  scale  and  the 
infant stage of  settlements in  the Mahaweli  and later projects,  ips0 facto, set 
limits to farmer involvement  purely because a greater  responsibility is cast on 
the officials. Though both groups "participatc,"  the officers do so more than the 
farmers. There is the much publicized  but exceptional case of  Kibulwana Oya 
where a research study revealed that water was  well distributed and the system 
was effectively managed without much participation from the farmers. 
David Groenfeldt compares the experience of  seven foreign projects  with 
that of some well known projects in Sri Lanl:a.  He notes the crucial role of  the 
catalyst agent, variously called institutional  xganizer or community organizer, 
in procuring farmer participation, and  the limited  role assigned to Sri Lanka's 
farmer organisations, particularly in relation  to management  of  finances and 
secondary system operation and maintenance when compared to the more suc- 
cessful projects in Philippines. 
Two significant trends surfaced at the Workshop: one emphasizing cross- 
fertilization and the other signalling unifor malization.  The first trend  results 
from a growing realization that some of  the enperiences in one type of irrigation 
system can enrich other types too. What threads the different types together is 
the long but living tradition of irrigation to which Sri Lankan farmers are accus- 
tomed. The core of that tradition is collectivt, action based on the recognition of 
irrigation water  as a  common  resource.  This tradition  survives in the village 
systems, The organizing principles  behind  that tradition are embedded  in  the 
smallness of the terminal group, homogeneity of interests, local leadership, and 
closer  identification with  the physical  systc:m, among  others. The Workshop 
participants evinced a willingness to explore the possibility of incorporating the 12 
valid  principles  of  tradition  into  the complex  management  structures of  the 
najor systems. In the reverse direction, the village systems could benefit from 
key  management  aspects of  the major  systems such as a coordinated  project 
management approach, the fielding of a catalyst  (who could  be a local person 
himself),  and systematic training and extension. 
Such cross-fertilization was furthered by the Workshop, because, it brought 
together  policy-related  and  implementation  officials  from  the  three  different 
types of  irrigation systems and researchers, and it gave equal emphasis to each 
type. 
The second trend  noted  was  the somewha: uniformed  shape the manage- 
ment structures seemed to be acquiring. The IN.HAS Project Committees, VIRP 
Tank Committees and to a lesser extent the M: haweli Turn-Out & D Channel 
committees all seemed to be structurally similar and likely to be operationally 
rigid. Whilst admitting that standardization is wquired for good administration, 
it  must also he recognized  that  local  initiative  project-specific solutions, and 
implementational  flexibility need not be altogether  sacrificed in the pursuit of 
uniformity. It would be a loss if the innovative :.nd  experimental spirit in which 
participatory management was approached in the past, is also abandoned. WORKSHOP 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Compiled by 
Senarath B. Bulankulame 
Law and Policy 
Participatory  Management  in  Sri  Lanka's  irrigation  schemes  has  been 
accepted as policy  hut  law  does  not  always correspond  with  it. The principal 
statutes dealing with irrigation were originally devised at a time when the con- 
cept of  participatory management,  as it  is  now  understood,  was  little in evi- 
dence. It is natural that law usually lags behind programmes. 
Therefore  to bring the law  in line with  the present policy as well  as to 
strengthen current implementation it is recommended that farmer organisations 
be given legal recognition to sustain them as a forum of discussion and decision 
making. Economic transactions  (i.e.  contracts for construction  and rehahilita- 
tion work)  can be undertaken only by a legally recognized organisation. Given a 
corporate personality, it will  help guarantee the organisation's  continuity and 
stability, as well as cordon it from unhealthy influences. 
The law needs to spell out the joint respmsibility of  farmers and officers, 
in order to prevent the bureaucracy from hindering farmer participation. 
The laws must reckon with groups and r.ot with  individuals. The innova- 
tions in irrigation design as well as the present management  structure can be 
made effective only if the group of farmers at the turnout, D channel, and whole 
system levels are treated as corporate bodies, 2nd irrigation water is treated as a 
common good. 
The two principal statutes, the Irrigation Ordinance and Agrarian Services 
Act,  are the exclusive  responsibility  of  two  separate Ministries,  two  distinct 
departments;  they  cover  two  distinct  systems  (major  and  minor), and have 14 
originated at two different historical periods;  as such there is hound to be  cer- 
tain mutually contradictory provisions. Such conflicts that affect the promotion 
and  growth  of  farmer  participatory  management.  need  to  be  identified  and 
corrected. 
Law  and policy should he made flexible so  as to adapt to the differences 
between old and new schemes and large and smaller systems, and to recognize 
the variations within and between individual prcijects. 
Strategies for Farmer Organisation 
The major emphasis in this group of recommendations was the introduction 
of  a  catalyst to promote  Farmer  Organisations.  The success of  Gal  Oya and 
similar experiments all point to the need for the' proper preparation, motivation, 
and education of  farmers to receive and to operate innovative management  sys- 
tems. This preliminary stage as well as the subscquent stage of institution build- 
ing are best approached through the stationing cf catalyst agents. 
In medium and large scale systems it was felt that a start be  made at the 
tertiary level in a more informal manner, and at the distributory level and above 
in a mnre formal manner. At  each level there should be joint  participation  by 
officers and farmers in the appropriate management committees. 
The Catalyst 
It was recommended that the agency managing the schemes should employ 
its  own  catalysts,  but  if  it  cannot,  an  independent  agency  should  take  the 
responsibility, but only in the initial stages. Three types of catalysts were identi- 
fied:  1)  Catalyst  proper;  2)  Catalyst-cum-research  worker:  and  3) 
Catalyst-cum-officer. 
However, the agency should not allow the catalyst to take leadership away 
from the farmers, but take care that he will  only facilitate farmer Participation 
and growth of local leadership. The source of  citalyst could be: 1) farmer lead- 
ers:  2) local  level officials; and 3) newly recriiited persons.  The feasibility of 
utilizing these sources should be examined, and such persons should be trained 
in their catalyst role. 
Optimum farmer participation is realized not only through the use of cata- 
lysts, but  also  through  the establishment  of  nlanagement. structures in which 
farmers at various levels can fruitfully participate. 15 
The best prospects for increasing farmer F,articipation in management lie in 
the small systems. However, state intervention through the recent programmes 
of rehabilitation and modernization, have had  the adverse effect of  eroding this 
age-old community participation base. Such in :ervention programmes should be 
judiciously  designed  to increase and not to retard community involvement  in, 
and farrncr management of, small-scale systems. 
Research and Knowledge-Building 
It was noted that studies focussing on participatory management are .few in 
number, and even less so properly executed research. The need for systematic 
research and studies was highlighted. 
The following areas were  identified  as needing policy-oriented  as well  as 
substantive research. 
1.  The overall policy  environment relating  to participatory  management  in 
irrigation schemes.  This involves an examination  of  policies on pricing, 
rural renewal, settlements, irrigation development, local self-government, 
agriculture policies, agrarian structures and so on. 
A  comparative  study of  the different  stiategies and management systems 
that  have evolved  over the years, in  relation  to different  irrigation  sys- 
tems, and in terms of performance in costs, impact, methodology, etc. The 
yardsticks used to evaluate project performance should be standardized. 
2. 
A  formal, institutional  mechanism  should be  established to foster closer 
linkages between researchers, policy planners, trainers, and practitioners and to 
disseminate research findings. There is need  for  a clearing house for research 
work by institutions and individuals. 
A well laid out research plan should be built into future action programmes 
designed  for improving participatory  management.  In addition,  budgetary and 
other provisions should be made to ensure the continuance of the research pro- 
grammes for an adequate period after the project's  completion. 
Training and Extension 
It was  noted  that  some training  programmes  have been  executed  on an 
adhoc basis by different agencies. Existing training institutions such as the Agri- 
culture  and  Irrigation  Departments  have  fwussed  largely  on  the  technical 
aspects,  whilst  those  in  the Agrarian  Services  and  Mahaweli  Authority  and 16 
~  ~  ~~~~~ 
Project for Advancing Settlement Expertise haw: dealt with certain management 
aspects. Participatory management is somethin!; new for most of these Depart- 
ments and Agencies. Therefore, systematic train lng in participatory management 
as well as the larger process of  irrigation management, need to he treated as an 




The following spec@  recommendations are mzde: 
Training should include not only farmer5  and project-level  officials, but 
also  district  and  headquarters  staff  too. The  latter  are important  links 
because in their supervisory capacities the I  can further the cause of irriga- 
tion management training, if fully oriented to it. 
Attendance at training programmes, is of1:en  less than desirable, because 
officers are not motivated towards training. To overcome this deficiency, it 
is suggested that certain incentives be given to them. These incentives can 
take one or several of the following forms: (a) monetary inducements, (b) 
opportunity for foreign scholarships and study tours,  (c) conducive ser- 
vice conditions, and (d) training recognized for career advancement. 
Past training programmes have tended  to be  overly generalized.  There is 
need to tailor training to specific project needs, such as identified officer 
and farmer needs, and targetted programme activities.  In  short the gap 
between training and doing should be closed. 
Management  agencies  should  develop  their  own  training  capacities  for 
which purpose a training wing in each agency has to be established. Advanced 
training for training of trainers etc. could be obi:ained from a specialized agency 
(eg. ARTI, SLIDA, PASE, IMMI, or foreign institutes). 
The need for an institutional device, such as an "Irrigation Extension Ser- 
vice," modelled  on the Agriculture Department:$  T&V system, was highlighted. 
This "service"  could best undertake the tasks of: 
Bringing together researchers and practiti'mers at a professional level for 
actual exchange of research findings and rield  requirements and two way 
feed hack. 
Converting research recommendations int'i a package of  practices, simpli- 
fying research data into field-officer and fa:mer-oriented information. 
Training field staff, and assisting in the preparation  of  training materials 
and training manuals. 
Steps  should  he  taken  to  systematicall? collate  information  on  pro- 
grammes,  costs, facilities, curricula, etc.  in  training and to monitor and 






Nanda A beywickrema 
Indigenous Irrigation Institutions 
Perhaps the most  enduring of  institutions coming down from ancient Sri 
Lanka  are those related  to the use  of  irrigalion  water.  Obviously, these have 
evolved on account of  the heavy dependence on water  for rice cultivation and 
the need to carefully manage a scarce resource on a communal basis. A range of 
disciplines  and  practices  related  to  water  ui.ilization  that  developed  over  the 
years, have been  established as customary laws (sirith).These  relate to mainte- 
nance of irrigation  works and the control and use of  water to ensure an equita- 
ble  sharing in  times of  water  stress (bethm,z).  These customs were  observed 
generally by the beneficiaries while the council of  village elders (Gum  Sabawu) 
adjudicated over breaches. The British ruler*,  revived and gave official recogni- 
tion to these customs through Ordinance No. 9 of  1956 (Irrigation Ordinance). 
The Irrigation Ordinance requires the p~oprietors  at a meeting (referred to 
as  a  Cultivation  Meeting  or  Kanna  meeting)  to  determine  the  cultivation 
calendar and details of  the seasonal operafoils at the heginning of  each season. 
This institution has proved to be an effective method of  enforcing'the cultiva- 
tion calendar and practices and of  maintaining a dialogue between the bureau- 
cracy and the farmers. It has worked  well with  village irrigation  works and is 
still complied with today (Gunasekera 1981). 18 
There were  many features in the village  irrigation schemes that nurtured 









Heavy dependence of the community on tie  irrigation system for agricul- 
ture as well as domestic needs, inducing community participation in plan- 
ning and restoration. 
Relatively homogeneous nature of the village community 
Ability  to control  and  manage  the system due to its small  size  and  the 
farmers' intimate knowledge of the entire system. 
The Kanna meeting, which provided for f;irmer participation in the plan- 
ning of the cultivation season and the enfo  :cement  of these decisions. 
Bethma, to assure equity in times of water stress. 
The village  social organisation and later the "Vel Vidane" system which 
ensured proper administration and equitable distribution of water. 
Proper maintenance  ensured  by  contribution  of  labour or  payments in 
kind. 
The oroblem then is to combine the traditimal irrieation institutions with  " 
the modern technology of irrigation management. 
Minor Versus Major Systems 
Although the current distinction between minor and major works is on the 
basis of  acreage benefitted, vis. 200 Acres, the earlier division was based  mure 
on management criteria. 
All irrigation works were divided into major and minor works by Ordinance 
No.  32  of  194.6.  Minor  works  were  those  constructed  by  proprietors without 
government aid  or with  the aid of  masonry works and sluices supplied  free of 
charge by the government, which were maintaimd by the proprietors. The main- 
tenance of all major irrigation works then became the total responsibility of the 
government  (the Irrigation  Department), and proprietors became liable to pay 
rates.  While  the cultivators in these major  scnemes still  bad  to  undertake a 
nieasure  of  maintenance  work  in  regard  to  tteir own  distributory  and  field 
channels, they were at the mercy of  state officials for the proper maintenance 
not only of the headworks but also of  structures (gates, sluices, etc.) and main 19 
channels. In this regard  they had  little contrvl or say. Indeed the proprietors 
were  even  unaware  of  maintenance programries formulated  by  the Irrigation 
Department  (ID). Seasonal paddy  cultivation had  to be done regardless if the 
maintenance work had been undertaken or had been carried out satisfactorily by 
the ID. This unsatisfactory  position  did  not  change with  the definition of  a 
major work  by  Ordinance NO. 1 of  1951 as "an  irrigation work constructed and 
maintained  by  or under the authority of  the Ilirector of  Irrigation with monies 
provided by Parliament." Inadequacy of  funds and their misuse resulted in poor 
maintenance.  While such is the position  regarding  major  works,  the mainte- 
nance of  all other schemes (minor works)  remained  the total responsibility of 
the  proprietors  themselves.  The  Agrarian  Services  Act  defined  an  irrigation 
work commanding less than 200 acres as a minor scheme. 
For purposes  of  management, there are many other criteria  that could  be 
applied  to  irrigation  works  which  currently  range from small village  tanks to 
massive systems, operating in regional context. (See Table 1 for a possible classi- 
fication of irrigation systems.) 
Presently,  major  irrigation  systems are ;governed by  the Irrigation  Ordi- 
nance. Their design  and  construction,  operalion  and  maintenance are under- 
taken by the ID, and the management of selected projects entrusted to the Irri- 
gation Management Division.  Roth  these organisations are within  the Ministry 
of  Lands and  Land  Development.  Minor  irrigation  systems are  administered 
under the Agrarian  Services Act, through the Agrarian  Services Department. A 
few abandoned minor tanks are renovated  by  and managed under the guidance 
of  the Freedom From Hunger Campaign  Board. These latter two  organisations 
are under the Ministry of  Agricultural Developent and Research. The massive, 
multi-purpose Mahaweli Project is under the Mahaweli Authority, created by  a 
separate  statute,  and that  Authority  functions  under  a  separate Ministry  of 
Mahaweli  Development.  This separation  of  responsibilities,  has an  important 
bearing on the policies for managing the vario1.s categories of irrigation systems. 
Public  investment  in  irrigation  and  its  influence  on  government  policy.  By 
far the heaviest investment of  puhlic funds in jri Lanka during the past 50 years 
has been in irrigation and land development. Ibis trend is likely to continue for 
a few more decades with the Mahaweli Development Project and other irrigation' 
projects outside Mahaweli.  Investment  in iwigation  started with  ahont Rs.  3 
million annually in 1940 and increased to an aiverage of Rs. 50 million by 1950. 
This trend continued with  slight fluctuation until the latter part of  1960s when 
a major  increase  occurred with  the commencement  of  the Mahaweli  project. 
Tahle 2 shows the trends in investments in irrigation. 20 
TABLE I:  Classification of Irrigation Works 
MiRor  Village irrigation  -  irrigated by  a  single canal  and 
works up to 200 Acres.  -  .served  from  field  with  no FCC. 
-  manaped  by  DAS  and mainained 
by  farmers. 
-  predoninantly praveni or private 
land. 
.  designed  lor  I  season--Maha-- 
cultiviition. 
-  orop  invariably  rice-for 
subsis  :mcc 
Medium  200-500/1000 
Major  500/1000 Aeres.to 
about 25.000 Acres 
.  has a  distribution  eystem 
with  V.C.C. 
manaped  and maintained by  ID. 
a  mix  of  private and  LDO Land. 
designed  for a  Maha end par1  Ysln 
eultivi~tion  crop,  mainly  rice. 




with  Ilraneh Distributory and 
Field  Channels. 
predoninantly LDO plus  a  limited 
extent  of  pri.uate  land. 
- 
-  fairly uniform  holdings designed 
for a  Maba  and  a  substantial Yala. 
-  Rice  plus other 
"on-farm  activities  important 
Major  (River basin schemes)  .  sim'ilar  to above but most 
mena(ement decisions and allocations 
deeidtd from a  central point. 21 
TABLE 2: Investment in Irrigation 1950. 1982 (in million rupees) 
Year  Village  Majw  River Basin  Total 
works  worlrs  Development 
1950-1954  16.4  171.9  84.7  273.0 
1960-1964  6.4  153.6  15.3  175.3 
1970-1974  70.4  17:.0  280.7  526.1 
1575-1979  190.6  36i .O  1654.2  2212.8 
1955-1959  11.0  133.8  35.3  ino.1 
1%5-l%9  23.3  245.3  20.4  289.0 
1980-19n2  285.4  12CC.3  7100.0  8585.7 
‘Total  609.5  2441.9  9190.6  12242.0 
Sources: Administration Reports of the Director of hiption  and Progress Reports of the Minislry 
of Irrigation Power and Highways. 
In the 1960s irrigation and land devehpment received  about 12% of  the 
total capital investment and 36% of the budgiet  allocated to the agriculture sec- 
tor. This .rend continued in the 1970s. In the latter part of the 1970s and early 
1980s irrigation  absorhed 24% of  the resources allocated.  During  the period 
1983-87  the share of irrigation in the total resources allocated to the agriculture 
sector  is  expected  to  rise  to 66%  (Public  Investment  1983-87, Ministry  of 
Finance and Planning, Sri Lanka). 
Table 3 indicates the extent under irrigation during the last three decades. 
Although accurate information about the extent irrigated  each year  in the dif- 
ferent sub-sectors is not  readily available, there is a clear indication that the 
investment has been fairly well distributed between major and I.iinor works and 
between new works and rehabilitation comb ning economic development objec- 
tives with social objectives (Abeywickrema 1983). 
Some of  the ”Existing lands” provided with  irrigation under the Mahaweli 
project were either rainfed or under minor schemes previously. These extents 
are now  shown  as  “existing  land”  under  major  schemes.  The total  increase 
under major works is therefore more than the extent shown in column 2 above. 
There  will  be  a  proportionate  reduction  in  the  total  acreage  under  minor 
schemes. 
It is  clear  that  the  management  system  that  evolved  during the  post- 
independence  era has been  influenced  in large measure by  these investment 
decisions and three important aspects of Government Policy: 
1.  The State is the owner of most of the land rendered irrigable and Govern- 
mknt policy been tried to retain at leart a remote control over the land via 
the Land Development Ordinance: 22 
2.  Most of  this land has been distributed in fairly uniform holdings to small 
farmers, primarily for rice cultivation; 
Heavy  investment in initial development  and  subsequently in operation 
and maintenance has made it necessary for government to intervene regu- 
larly in irrigation and land policy. 
3. 
TABLE 3:  Extents Provided with Irrigation Facilities 
(Includes lands irrigated under Gal Oya, Walawe and  Mahaweli) 
-  ~~ 
Major & Medium works  Minor works  Total 
Year  New  Existing  New  Existing  New  Existing 
Extents  Lands  Extente  lands  Extents  Lands 
1Y54-6%  %,000  77.000  173,WO 
1%5-68  71,OW  15,049  8,611  18,096  79,692  33,145 
1970-74  62.763  15,356  12,571  48,095  75,334  63,451 
1975-79  37.809  142,920'  31,690  174,M)3  69,499  317,523' 
1980-82  32.684  12,988  26,902  57,394  59,586  70,382 
Total Increase  300.337  186,313  163.774  298,188  457.111  484,501 
Participatory Management 
Over a period of five to six decades, one co ild observe that, while the best 
features of the customary law and rules relating lo participation were retained in 
the  planning,  restoration,  maintenance,  and  management  of  minor  irrigation 
works, there were major departures in policy, consciously or otherwise, when it 
came to the planning and management of major .migation works. Here it may he 
possible  to classify  some of  the medium  work:;  with  the former, as  they did 
retain  the traditional  character,  depending on  the extent  to  which  the  local 
community was associated with the system. There were many factors which led 
to this departure. First, the village systems were  planned and developed for the 
local community, invariably in consultation with them at village level and at the 
level of  the District Agricultural Committee (DAC); second, the larger systems, 
particularly those related to settlements, were planned from the centre for a set 
of people who due to logistical reasons could nct participate in the planning or 
development.  Therefore,  participatory  principles  of  management  could  not 
develop at the outset. 
The structure of  the system itself, viz. the size of the scheme, the proce- 
dure for the selection of beneficiary settlers and  their background, the physical 23 
planning and the settlement patterns,  and the objectives of government, com- 
bined  to make  any  kind  of  participatory  management  in  the major  projects 
extremely difficult. 
While the farmers were  not associated with  the planning and were  unac- 
quainted with  the operation  of  the system, their participation  in  mainteriance 
and management was minimal. Many factors contributed to this situation. 
Physical factors included:  1) the design  of the system, allowing individual 
outlets on a massive and complex  distribnti'm system; 2) the large number of 
small  farmers  involved;  and  3)  the remoteness  of  the main  system  and  the 
reservoir from the beneficiaries. 
Institutional factors included: 1) social .Nelfare policy of government which 
accepted responsibility  for operation  and  maintenance;  2)  the heterogeneous 
nature of the farmers, which made community participation extremely difficult; 
3) the inadequacy of the kanna  meeting mechanism to meet the needs of  a large 
system; and 4) the insensitivity  of the settlwnent-irrigation bureaucracy to the 
need for participatory management. 
Many other factors led to this situation an(l  eventually influenced government 
policy. 
Although government invested large  sims of  money  in major  irrigation, 
land  policy  was  directed towards  the  social  welfare  objective  and  the major 
schemes ended up with a large number of  smdl,even subsistence leve1,farmers. 
The economic return on this heavy  investment  was  low.  The quality of 
agriculture itself was not a great improvement on the traditional rice-based pea. 
sant farming. The economic objectives of waching self-sufficiency in rice pro- 
duction through the irrigation schemes induced the government to follow pnli- 
cies that sustained the physical and social sy:item without a major dislocation. 
Since the economic return was  low,  the State was  compelled  to provide 
direct and indirect assistance, a major component of  which was meeting the cost 
of operation and maintenance, This policy got  so extended that when farmers 
failed to contribute their share in maintenance, the State stepped in to under- 
take a restoration or major rehabilitation of the system. The State also commit- 
ted substantial amounts of  money each ye;ir to maintain these systems, espe- 
cially  to the larger schemes which were becoming much mnre expensive than 
the village systems. This policy of State intervention in maintenance and reha- 
bilitation continues today. 
In the area of operation and maintenance and water management, there are 
three technical  reasons  which  make  pa.ticipatory.  management  in  major 24 
schemes difficult and different from the village :ystems:l)  the maintenance of 
the headworks can be handled only by trained professionals; 2) management of 
the main system, at least down  to D-Channels and in many cases down to the 
field ChanneWturnout. requires the services of many paid officers: and 3) man- 
agement below  the field channel level by.  farmexs is possible only if  the main 
system functions at optimum level.  For these and other reasons,  it is safe to 
assume that there was no evidence of  a conscious and positive effort to promote 
participatory management even in the area of operation and maintenance. The 
only visible effort is the institution of  the kanna meeting at which the proprie- 
tors  (tenants  included  later)  were  given  an  opportunity  to  participate  in 
decision-making. It must be emphasized that even the kanna meeting did not go 
beyond the operations of a cultivation season especially in the major schemes. 
The upshot  of  the above situation  was  thal. the State from  time to time 
considered  it necessary, for economic as well  as political  reasons, to intervene 
with an injection of  capital for maintenance and rehabilitation, even in village 
works, where conditions were more conducive to participatory management. 
Institutional Efforts At Participatory 'Management 
Successive governments have from time to t me, established institutions to 
promote the management of these systems, although not confined to irrigation 
management. The Cultivation Committees formed under the Paddy Lands Act of 
1958, and the recognition of the tenant farmer  iri the irrigation system, was an 
attempt to induce the participation  of  the farmi:rs  in  the management  of  the 
total  agricultural  system.  Similarly,  Multipurpose  Co-operative  Societies 
(MPCS) were expected to play a major role in assisting in the agricultural activi- 
ties. Although  well conceived, the cultivation committees eventually failed to 
satisfy the aspirations of either the planners or c,f the farmers due to excessive 
politicization and an inability to identify the leadership. The Agricultural Pro- 
ductivity Committees that succeeded the cultivation committees with  a nomi- 
nated membership were a total failure, in  so fa], as participatory management 
was concerned. 
These developments bring us to the logical  question: what in fact, is the 
government's  long term policy perspective on participatory management ? 
It  was  pointed out earlier, that all the ingredients of  participatory manage- 
ment are found in village  systems. If  so, was it part of  conscious government 
policy ? Did this policy extend to the medium anmi  major systems ? Is it possible 
to extend the same principles and policies ? 25 
Aspects to be examined in this regard are: 
1.  Whether participatory  management is ;it all  feasihle  (a) in medium scale 
works and (b) in major irrigation systems. 
Whether such participation  would  extf nd to  (a) planning and designing, 
(h) water management/operation  and miintenance, and (c) rehabilitation, 
The Kimhulvana experience clearly brings out that with a sustained effort 
and an enlightened leadership, it is feasible to  develop a participatory manage- 
ment  programme  in  a  medium  scale  irrigation  system.  Replicahility  of  this 
development  will  he  demonstrated  over timi:.  With regard  to  major  irrigation 
systems it  has not yet  been  demonstrated  Jeyond  doubt that a  participatory 
management programme encompassing the en tire system is feasible. 
2. 
Regarding areas and activities to which such participation could extend to, 
the following are fairly clear. 
Planning  and  design.  In the  planning  and  designing  of  large  irrigation 
schemes,  particularly  as  they  involve  land  settlement,  participation  of  the 
farmers at the initial stage is extremely difficult. Given the composition of  the 
farmers who would become beneficiaries under these schemes, it would be naive 
to expect  such persons to have the perception  and ability to comprehend the 
design  and  operational  features of  a  large  irrigation  system.  It 'is  doubtful 
whether  the operation  of  the system at  the: field  level/turn  out level  is  fully 
appreciated  by the farmers individually at the outset of  a major scheme. It is 
well  known  that  all headworks,  the main  iystem  as  well  as the downstream 
development of  all major systems, were planried by trained professionals. 
Unless there are major changes in Govt:rnment policy on such areas as the 
size of  irrigation  scheme, size of  holding, the selection criteria of  settlers, and 
the responsihilities  for  their financing and  management,  it is unlikely  in the 
foreseeable future that any active participation  of farmers, in the planning and 
designing of major irrigation works, could be expected. 
With regard  to medium  scale  works,  ,3ome degree of  participation  at the 
planning and design stage can be promotec  where the beneficiaries are drawn 
from the local community; at least in isolated instances this process dues take 
place.  Government policy  itself encourages this process through the system of 
selection of  irrigation works for restoration and rehabilitation  via the District 
Agricultural Committee. To what extent tkie  local community actively partici- 
pates in the planning is an open question. It is due more to the lack of estab- 
lished procedures and interest on the part 'if the professionals, rather than the 
















Water management. In the area of water management, as stated earlier, the 
medium scale works lend fairly easily to particirmatory management. The kanna 
meeting  institution  itself  is effective,  even  if  moderately.  in  involving  the 
farmers in  the process of  water  management decisions.  In the major  irrigation 
systems, on tlie other hand, it is not easy to achieve the same degree of partici- 
pation from a large number of  farmers, spread ovcx a very large system. 
In the first place the technical problems of ensuring equity in water distri- 
bution will continue to dominate most of  the m:ijor systems. The inability of a 
large  group of  small farmers to  identify  themselves  with  a large  system over 
which the commnnity has no control, is a major institutional problem. However, 
several attempts have been made to obtain the participation of  farmers at least at 
the tertiary and secondary levels of  the distribution systems. These are evident 
in  the experiments carried out at Minipe, Galoya, and  under the INMAS pro- 
gramme. While a fair  measure of  success  has been  achieved  in  the seasonal 
operations and the inter-seasonal maintenance, the sustainability of these exper- 
inirnts and the feasibility of  extending them to cover the entire system has to he 
watched over a long time frame. While it is suffi':iently  clear that farmer partic- 
ipation  in management at the field channel/turn  out level is feasible and analo- 
gous to  conditions operating in a village  system, the feasibility  of  moving this 
responsibility  up to the D-channel level is one which merits consideration  and 
experimentation. With the available knowledge,  it would appear that D-channel 
level  would  he  a  suitable  scale  for  active  fariner  participation  in  irrigation 
management. 
Rehabilitation. Since rehabilitation of  a large number of  irrigation  systems 
restored  during the past  50  years  is  a  major  (;overnment  programme  at the 
present moment, the feasibility of  promoting farrier participation in this activity 
would be an appropriate area for study. Recent experience shows that in some 
major systems farmers have not been associated at all in the rehabilitation pro- 
cess. (e.g. TIMP, MIRP), while inCal Oyaa cons<,ious  effort was made to involve 
the farmers in the rehabilitation process. It would  appear that in  large settle- 
ment irrigation schemes, where farmers have been associated with irrigated agri- 
culture for several decades, the rehabilitation stage would he an ideal opportun- 
ity  to  involve  the  farmers  actively  in  the  pl:.nning,and  redesigning  of  the 
sysrerns and in all matters relating to irrigation management. The development 
of institutions to enable representative pariicipation should be a high priority in 
this area. 
Cost  recovery  and farmer participation. On,: other  area  closely  related  to 
government  policy  is  the recovery  of  operatioi and  maintenance  costs from 
farmers. This  is  a  highly  sensitive area politically,  and  fraught  with  serious 
irnplementational problems. 27 
The policy  adopted  by  government to recover a minimum of  50% of  the 
operation and maintenance costs and increase, it progressively to cover full costs 
is a bold and progressive move. It is important at this stage to examine the best 
policy to promote active farmer participation in operation and maintenance on a 
continuing basis. 
Experience  at  Giritale  has  clearly,  shr'wn  that  farmers  appreciate  good 
operation  and maintenance and  are willing  I o participate both  financially and 
manually. Apart from promoting farmer participation  in operation and mainte- 
nance and in the decision-making process, this has the salutary effect of farmers 
gaining a deeper understanding of  how  their  irrigation  system operates. These 
steps, therefore help to preparc the farmers, tispecially the second generation, to 
accept greater responsibility for the managem'znt of  the total system. 
Government Policy in Participation and Management. 
Having examined the feasibility  of parti8:ipatory  management in the differ- 
ent systems and at different  stages the qiwstion  that  has  to he  examiiird  is 
whether there is a conscious policy on the p.irt ol Governnient towards partici- 
patory  management.  Since large  irrigation  schemes, linked  to land  settlement 
and based  on heavy social welfare objectives, dominated the irrigation develop- 
ment  scene  for  decades,  and  since this bajic  policy  remains,  it  is  doubtful 
whether  the Government can  have a  rigid,  long-ranging  policy  on  promoting 
participatory management at the different stai;es. 
Government's  main  interest  is  to construct  irrigation  schemes, to  settle 
farmers, and to maintain  them  in  such a  way  that  the economic  and  equity 
considerations are met. Government policy  also is still heavily weighted  towards 
farmer dependence on Government to manage the systems. There are scirnc rw 
sons for this. First, for technical rcasons, thc safety of  the entire system has to 
be a concern of the Government. Second, for reasons of equity, the distributiori 
system has to be  operated  and  maintained  3y  an  agency  of  government. The 
main interest of the Government in this operation  will be to reduce or contain 
the cost of maintenance and to minimize griel.ances  of the farmers. 
Experience  has  shown  that,  in  the context  of  a  large  number  of small 
farmers,  Government  agencies  have  faired  poorly  in  achieving  either  of  the 
above objectives. Governments therefore realize that involving farmers in irrigi- 
tion  management  would  he  the best  availaile  alternative. How  this  is  to  tic 
achieved has not been made clear to policy m,ikers. 
In the absence of well developed institutions at the field level and failure of 
previous institutions sponsored by  Government (Cultivation Cornmittre, AP'CC 
etc.), the field has remained  open and lacking in direction of an explicit policy. 28 
Both planners and policy makers have shown concern about setting up stereo 
typed institutions, for fear of these institutions developing into centers of power 
and excessive politicization. 
In a sense, this situation offers an opportunity to professionals, particularly 
to the social scientists, to experiment  with different forms of participation  in 
irrigation  management and in rehabilitation. Any Government would be  inter- 
ested in participatory management  if  it could be  demonstrated that such mea- 
sures would help reduce government commitmerits for maintenance and rehabil- 
itation, and more importantly if  it would reduci: grievances within the farming 






J.  Alwis’ 
Historical Perspective 
I 
The  Colonial Era.  When the colonial goveriirnent  recognized  its responsibility 
for irrigation development in the country, its approach evinced a sense of  mod- 
Colonial  authorities  were  already  aware  of  the adverse impact  created hv  the 
crate cautiousness with a mix of paternalism, humanitarianism, and self-interest.  i 
Colebrooke-Cameron reforms of  1832 by which the ancient institutions of  cam. 
pulsory lahour (rajakariyu) and hereditary t eadmanship were abolished. Irriga- 
tion was one of the principal sectors affected by  the reforms. The implementa- 
tion  of irrigation  programnics therefore had  to be  undcrtaken  with great  care. 
The strategy  was  initially  to resuscitate  the ancient  customs, traditions,  and 
practices in the paddy sector. For this purpose the Paddy Lands Irrigation Ordi- 
nance No. 9 of 1856 was enacted for a limi.ed period of  5 years. The justifica- 
tion for  the proposed  course of  action is clearly stated in the preamble to the 
Ordinance as follows: 
The non-observance of many ancieiit and highly beneficial customs 
connected with  the irrigation and cultiliation of paddy  lands as well as 
the difficulties, delays, arid expenses atlending the settlement of differ- 
I 
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ences and disputcs aniong thc cultivators relating to water rights, in the 
ordinary course of law, are found to he productive Ofgredt injury lo the 
general body of proprietors of  such lands ani  it is expedient to provide 
a remedy for these evils. 
Restricting the validity  of  the Ordinance to 5 years presupposed  that the 
careful  monitoring of  the implementation procc:ss  would  necessitate  revisions 
and modifications.  This illustrates an early perception  by the colonial authori- 
ties of what is today called ”a  learning process.” 
Ordinance of 1856 entrusted the Government’s responsibility for irrigation 
developrncnt to the Government Agent (GA) whc was the administrative head of 
the Province. The GA was expected to perform his functions with the advice of 
the proprictors of the irrigated lands. In that role, the GA was deemed to func- 
tion as a benevolent judge, implementor, and facilitator, 
The same ordinance provides for the revival of the Village Council for con- 
flict resolution in the course of  implementing the law. The GA  was required to 
preside  in  both meetings,  the proprietors’  meeting  to obtain advice, and the 
Village Council meeting to resolve conflicts. 
The implementation of irrigation programmes was constrained by  the lack 
of funds from the central government. Governrnmt had no desire to increase its 
financial hurden by recruiting village level functionaries. Therefore it was clear 
that reciprocal contributions by  the beneficiaries should be the guiding principle 
to mohilize local resources in support of the progxmme. 
The 1856 Ordinance was revised by the Ordinance No, 21 of 1867. In addi- 
tion to the Village Council it provided for the selection of one or mnre headman 
by  the proprietors to ensure the maintenance d  rights and the prevention of 
any act militating against ancient customs and causing damage.  However, the 
headman selected by the proprietors was made accountable to the GA.  The same 
Ordinance demonstrated a remarkable degree of Ilexibility and understanding hy 
allowing the proprietors to decide whether the orseration and enforcement of the 
provisions in the Ordinance should he carried out with the aid of the Headman, 
the Village Council, or both. 
After the enactment of  the first Ordinance in 1856 there were  a score of 
amendments and revisions over the next  125 yc:ars.  Since the Irrigation Ordi- 
nance was expected to spell out the basis of  0r;anisation  for irrigated agricul- 
ture, it throws some light on  policies  and yerc,:ptions  that existed during the 
respective periods. 
During the first two quarters of implementing the Irrigation Ordinance, a 
desire to monitor the implementation of its legal provisions was quite evident. 31 
Regional differences in irrigation practices were also recognized. The basic insti- 
tutional  framework enunciated that proprielors  in an irrigation  area should be 
allowcd to decide for themselves the most d,:sirable  course of  action, subject to 
certain limits of approval which do not seem to have impeded participation  by 
farmers. An  important feature in  the monitoring process was that the colonial 
authorities relied on empirical evidence to support changes. 
With the establishment of the Irrigation Department (ID) in 1900, some of 
the functions handled  locally  by  the GA  were  transferred  to  the Director of 
Irrigation. Leonard Wolf, who held the post of AGA in Hambantota at the time, 
recorded his rcsentment in a diary (Wolf 1959).  In his opinion framing cultiva- 
tion rulcs was  better done by the GA as an  administrative function. However, 
after some time the status quo was restored. 
Changes in policy perspective relating to irrigation  development began  to 
emerge in 1930s with an emphasis on the rcstoration of  major irrigation works 
that lay abandoned in the dry zone parts of the country. With the eradication of 
malaria, prospects for the colonization of the dry zone and its irrigation devel- 
opment appeared to be brighter. By this time the ID had also collected adequate 
data on rainfall, streamflow observations, flood rccords, etc., and developed an 
expertise to handle major  construction work. So the stage was  set for a major 
transformation in irrigation development. 
In the meantime local demand and pressure to improve existing irrigation 
works,  largely  village  works,  continued.  Provincial administrators were  confi- 
den1 about the programmes under implementation. In the ID however, officials 
were  reluctant to  assign  technical  officers  to 'what  they  called  the excessive 
involvement  with  village  works.  It  was  argued  that  from  a food  production 
standpoint the village works were worthless as compared to the major irrigation 
schemes. 
With the emergence of major construc:ion as the principal area of work by 
the ID, the role of the GA  in provincial devdopment grew even more important. 
The Governrncnt looked to the GA to coordinate and manage the resettlement of 
people selected under irrigation schemes opened up in the dry zone. The Land 
Development  Ordinance under which  land  .edistrihution programme was set in 
motion, conferred a special place for the GA  to implement the colonization pro- 
grammes. This was in addition to the functional roles already assigned to the GA 
under the Irrigation Ordinance. 
The setting up  of  the District Agricultural  Committee in the mid-thirties 
facilitated  the  GA's  work  as the principal  coordinator  of  the irrigation  pro- 
gramme in the province. This Committee, cminsisting only of  officials, was incor- 
porated into the Irrigation Ordinance No. 3  of  1946 to provide a legal backing 
to the decisions of the Committee. 32 
A  significant outcome of  this change in perspectives in irrigation develop- 
ment was the enhancement of the d  ionmaking power of the bureaucracy by 
a gradual process of imposing limits on participation by  the farmer community. 
It is  not clear however  whether the new direction was the result  of  problems 
arising out of new dimensions in organisational management applicable to major 
systems. The protected  tenurial  system  prescrited  in the Land  Development 
Ordinance, under which the newly reclaimed  lan,k in the colonization schemes 
were distributed, required continuous supervision  by  officials. This may  have 
had an impact on the irrigation management aspects too. 
In the 1930s the emphasis was on resettling as many settlers as possible to 
achieve targets set by the policy makers. System design, especially in the tertiary 
levels, and the institutional framework for farmc,r participation, both of  which 
evolved in the village works, were superimposed rin the major system. The culti- 
vation meeting is one such element, found to be ineffective in major irrigation 
systems with large number of  farmers. However  Irrigation Ordinance No. 45 of 
1917, section 18, provides for the proprietors to "appoint a committee of such 
members as they may determine to frame rules c,n their behalf, subject to con- 
firmation at a subsequent meeting."  The extent t3  which such a Committee was 
effective is not clear.  It has been allowed to remain in the Irrigation Ordinance 
for about 50 years. 
Post-Independence Era. In the period following the granting of Independence 
in 1948, four key issues, farmer participation, irrigation headman, conflict reso- 
lution, and maintenance, were  dealt  with  by  introducing amendments to the 
Irrigation Ordinance. 
Unlike in the earlier era, a noticeable tendency emerged to introduce con- 
ceptual changes in conformity with  the official perceptions. Such changes werc 
drawn more from ahstract notions of a centralizecl system of administration than 
from an empirical process of  monitoring and evaluations. During more recent 
years, constitutional guarantees figure,more  prt,minently and seem to restrict 
the application of legal provisions embodied in thc Irrigation Ordinance. 
Farmer Participation in 
Irrigation Management 
The Irrigation Ordinance No. 9 of  1856 envisaged farmer participation at a 
public meeting of  proprietors summoned by  the GA. This was  the embryonic 
form of the present cultivation (kanna)  meetinf;. As the area  under irrigation 
facilities expanded and the GA was unahle to hold as many meetings as required, 33 
Irrigation  Ordinance No. 16 of  1906 proviced  for the setting up of  a District 
Committee of not more than 12 nor less tt!an 3 persons to advise the GA  on 
drawing up rules regarding cultivation practices. 
In addition to the ahovc District Advisory Committee, powers were given to 
the whole body of  proprietors under Section I of  the Irrigation Ordinance No. 
45 of 1917. The body of proprietors was to meet under the chairmanship of the 
GA to make rules on matters pertaining to the management aspects specific to 
each  scheme which  included  the enforcer  ent  of ancient  customs, irrigation 
headman, mobilizing farmer contrihution, and system maintenance. 
Furthermore,  proprietors  were  empowered  to  meet  undar  the  GA  and 
decide on the variations to irrigation rate!$, and  to validate any irregularity, 
correct any informality,  decide  on  matters  referred to  the proprietors  by  the 
Governor, and decide on hethma cultivaton. A more significant feature in these 
provisions  was  that  the proprietors  were  allowed  to "appoint a committee  of 
such number as they may determine, to frame rules on their behalf, subject to 
confirmation at a subsequent meeting." 
With the enactment of  the Paddy  Lands Act  of 1958, amendments to the 
Irrigation Ordinance became necessary. In  ntroducing the amendments in Par- 
liament, the Minister noted: 
Government Agents under the Irrigation  Ordinance were more or 
less independent authorities ... . We fincl that there should be more con- 
trol of  the functions of  Government  4gents and closer  coordination 
among them  on the paddy  cultivation  3ide ... . On  the cultivation  side 
the Commissioner  of Agrarian  Services is proposed to he  brought in, 
and under his general direction and control the GA  will work (Hansard 
1968). 
In fact, central control over the management of  irrigation systems was pro- 
gressively increasing with  the Government taking more and  more interest  in 
major irrigation systems. The 1968 amendment to lhe Irrigation Ordinance jus- 
tified such increased control because the Gsvernment transformed major irriga- 
tion systems to food production centers. 'I%e  exercise enjoyed only a short lived 
success. In a way, the new advances in agricultural technology also resulted in 
some alienation of  farmers from the decision-making process due to the short- 
sighted policies adopted in implementing tt e food production programme (Silva 
1985). 
A  significant  change  in  the  composition  of  the cultivation  meeting  was 
effected by the Paddy Lands Act of  1958 wnich sought to introduce far-reaching 
tenancy reforms in the paddy sector. Tenuiial arrangements of most lands in the 
government-initiated major irrigation systr'ms are governed by  the Land Uevel- 
opment Ordinance. Therefore they are subject to a strict tenancy reform. Rut an 34 
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amendment  to  the Irrigation Ordinance was  int.oduced  in  1968 to bring it in 
line with  the Paddy Lands Act.  The Irrigation  Headman was removed  and  the 
Committee appointed by  the proprietors was abrogated and both were replaced 
by  the Cultivation Committee, which was the grass-root organisation envisaged 
by  the Paddy Lands Act. 
The  tenancy  reforms  and  the  success  in  food  production,  the  latter 
achieved through the lateral spread of Green Rexolution technology, opened up 
new  horizons for institutional development in the agricultural sector. For want 
of dynamism in the irrigation  sector to diversif)  its attention from design and 
construction work, this opportunity was not sei;:ed upon. Reforms initiated by 
the agricultural sector were  allowed  to fill the gap,  irrespective of  their rele- 
vance and applicability to the irrigation sector. 
The experience gained during the last 5 years has shown that institutional 
reforms and structural changes promoted by o.ne sector without reference to the 
other sector sometimes result in a negative and aslverse impact at the field level. 
The lack of  integration between the agriculture .md irrigation sectors in policy 
formulation  has been  a major  contributory  factor  to this situation. With  the 
creation of new specialized agencies such as the Agrarian Services Department 
in 1958 and many others thereafter, the diagnosis of field level problems affect- 
ing farmers was  marred hy  individual professional biases and divided loyalties. 
Even more important is the fact that farmer organisations came to be treated as 
a terminal facility available to the bureaucy  wi1.h  which to operate their pro- 
grammes. This is one of the main reasons which ,:onstrained  the continuance of 
these organisations at the field level. 
The past experiences, have made us doubt the relevance of the cultivation 
meeting  as a suitable forum for  farmers. Under  the INMAS programme,  the 
three-tier organisation ranging vertically from bo ttom.level  field channel organi- 
sation to the Distributory Channel Organisation  (Sub-committee level)  to the 
Project  Committee reinforces the decision-making  process  of  farmers. In the 
absence of any other forum for all farmers to mect at least once during a season, 
it is desirable to retain the cultivation meeting as a mechanism through which 
recommendations made by  farmer representatives and  officials at  the Project 
Committee level could be adopted for imp1ement;ition  in the entire project. Sim- 
ilarly, the cultivation meeting can provide an oFportunity to farmers to articu. 
late their views more openly and even represent riinority viewpoints. 
In this respect, it becomes necessary to redcfine thc status of the Agrarian 
Services Committee (ASC) provided for under the Agrarian Services Act in rela- 
tion to the three-tier organisation emerging in major irrigation systems. 
ASCs are the successors to the Agricultural  Productivity Committees which 
were  set  up  earlier  above  the  Cultivation  Committee  with  certain  new 35 
functions.  In the recent  experimental  programmes  in  farmer  organisation  in 
Minipe and Gal  Oya,  water  users were  promoted  to erect  a  new  institutional 
structure which  is  based  on  water  as the key  input.  In  effect  the three.tier 
structure is an outcome of that effort. As a result, the role of  the ASC  is now 
confined to that of courdinating the supply 01'  input services and related matters. 
Accordingly, the Cultivation  Committee, as the representative  body  of farmers 
incorporated in the Irrigation  Ordinance, has to be  replaced  by  the three-tier 
project organisational framework. 
Irrigation Headman 
Irrigation Ordinance of  1867, for the firit time, provide the selection of one 
or  more headman  to  carry  out matters  agieed  upon  by  the proprietors.  The 
headman was selected by  the farmcrs but wxked under the control and direc- 
tiuri of the GA. 
The  Paddy  Lands  Act  of  1958  removed  the  Irrigation  Headmaii  and 
rcplaced him with the Cultivation Committee. The Cultivation Committee was a 
creation of the tenancy reforms. The extent to which the removal of the Irriga- 
tion Headman is relevant to the Act's  princilral  objectives can be explained only 
in the context of the overall socio-political <environment  within  which the new 
Government of 1956 was brought into power, The removal of the Headman from 
the Irrigation Ordinance was completed by tt  e 1968 amendment. 
After  a  period  of  20  years,  the  Irrigation  Headman  (Vel  Vidane) was 
expected to reappear through the Agrarian  Services Act  in the form of  a repre. 
sentative elected by  the farmers in  a tract. But  the functions assigned  to him 
under the Agrarian Services Act do not necemarily justify the attempt to make a 
Vel Vidane out of the tract representative. 
Recent  cxperiences  in  Gal  Oya  and  e sewhere  have  shown  that  farrrlcrs 
themselves are not clear about  the functior s expected of  the tract  representa- 
tive, especially in the major irrigation systems. The new group of  farmer repre- 
sentatives thrown up by  a process of  facilitation  in  Gal  Oya  was found to bc 
niorc acceptable to farmers. But it is not possible to remove the existing repre- 
scntative formally appointed under the Agrai.ian Services Act. It is now accepted 
that where such conflicts occur, the approach should be more conciliatory and 
endeavours should be  made to evolve  interlocking arrangements so  that com- 
munity respuriscs  would  settle the differerces in  favour of  the most  feasible 
organisational arrangement. 
In the three-tier organisational frarnewcsrk envisaged for major projects, the 
need  to demarcate the area  of  authority  ir. tcrms  of  hydrological  buundaries, 36 
especially  for the  field  channel  organisation  and  the D-channel  organisation 
(DCO), is now accepted. The DCO  will remain the formal organisation which 
will  federate representatives  from  field-channe  organisations.  It  is  therefore 
necessary to ensure that the Vel Vidane should come from this organisation as a 
representative of farmers to carry out matters concerned with water allocation, 
distribution, and maintenance so that he would  be  able to function in his origi- 
nal  role more effectively. It is also necessary  tri ensure that  the appointment, 
remuneration, and dismissal  ol the Vel  Vidane  should be  left  entirely  in  the 
hands of  farmers in the DCO  with  no accountability to any position  in the 
bureaucracy. The Irrigation Ordinance should therefore be suitably amended to 
bring back the Vel Vidane in the above manner. As far as matters dealing with 
input coordination are concerned, the DCO may be  requested to appoint another 
person as its representative to deal with such matters, leaving the Vel Vidane to 
deal only with matters concerning water. 
Conflict Resolution 
The system of Village Councils (VCs) reintroduced through the first Irriga- 
tion Ordinance was directed towards compromise and not punitive action. This 
conciliatory approach ideally suited the purpose of  conflict resolution in  irriga- 
tion matters. Dispensation  of  justice in a VC,  vihich  was presided  over by  the 
GA, was  facilitated  by  the creation of  the Irriiiation  Headman,  Farmers were 
given the option to decide whether they should enlist the services of the VC, the 
Headman or both. This feature is important because it recognizes the urgency 
and diversity of  issues and circumstances under which rapid interventions had 
to be provided to sustain the integrity of the physical system and the efficiency 
of the institutional mechanism. 
The character  of  the VC  was  changed  by  the enactment  of  the Village 
Communities Ordinance No. 26  of  1871 which  dealt  with  matters of  a broad 
nature more relevant to local administration.  It was  largely  a creation of  the 
officials with little unofficial support. The powers of  the VC  til  deal  with the 
violation of irrigation rules was handed over to the newly created Village Tribu- 
nals  and  later  to  the Rural  Courts.  Understardably, this  was  an  attempt  to 
introduce a British perception of the principles ol  justice to village affairs. 
Today,  all  laws  are  subject  to  two  impol,tant  constitutional  guarantees 
which ensure the rule of  law and the fundamental rights of the individual. Judi- 
cial reforms have also resulted in impeding eriforccment  measures.  At  the same 
time it would he difficult at this juncture to brinl; back an arrangement by which 
representatives  of  farmers  could  be  enabled  sit  on judgement  of  matters 
which  were  originally  included  under  the  VCs.  However  the  more  feasible 
method appears to be to promote farmer organisations to bring social pressure 37 
on errant farmers as an extension  of an condiatory approach. As a last resort, 
action could be taken to fall back on legal procedures. 
It is  desirable  to formulate legal  proceiures with  regard  to  the need  for 
rapid  interventions and  summary justice hy officers who  tend  to take a more 
practical  view  of  the problems  encountered in the management  of  irrigation 
systems. 'This would mean that a court specitilly designated as a Water Court be 
set  up to hold  its sessions in  the  locality  ,f  irrigation systems on  a regular 
visiting system. Court proceedings could be conducted without lawyers with the 
provision of appeal to a highsr court. 
Persons who preside over Water Court:  will have to be  senior officials in 
the Districts or someone selected from among the senior citizens who displays a 
proven capability to deal with  these conflict:i in an objective manner. It should 
Lc  possible for thcse officers to be trained ard appointed by the Judicial Service 
Commission, 
Experience in Kimbulwana Oya in Kurunegala District indicates that social 
pressure  can  be  effectively  mobilized  in  bringing  about  a  compromise.  It  is 
therefore necessary  to ensure that' conflict  resolution  be  made  an  important 
function  assigned  to  farmer  organisations  so  that  official  interventions  to 
iniliate legal enforcement would  be  treated  as a deterrent and as a last  resort 
action. 
Maintenance Work 
Proper maintenance of  irrigation schemes by farmers was one of  the princi- 
pal  considerations which  motivated the colonial Government  to revive ancient 
customs relating to paddy cultivation. Rut  it always remained a vexed  question. 
At  the beginning, any improvement or repai- to an irrigation system was subject 
to a recovery of the Government cost in 10 qua1  installments from beneficiaries 
and the imposition of an irrigation rate in perpetuity. The willingness of farmers 
to pay the irrigation rate was therefore made an important consideration in the 
administration procedure evolved for the piirpose. The Irrigation Ordinance of 
1935 relates  the irrigation  rate  to  both  cmstruction and  maintenance.  The 
method of  rccovrry was  administered  initi,illy by  preparing  a scheme  for  the 
upcration  and maintenance of  the irrigation  system.  This scheme provided  for 
the imposition of an irrigation rate, and for deciding on responsibilities between 
the Government  and beneficiaries for maintenance, labour contrihution, varia- 
tion of rates, and conditions applicable to iriigation rates. It also provided for an 
exemption from rates in instances where beneficiaries agreed to undertake main- 
tenance work on their own. 38 
Subsequent amendments to the Irrigation Ordinance show that the choice 
of the farmers to contribute by irrigate rates has been restricted by imposing the 
will  of  the  bureaucracy.  Apparently  this  resulted  from  a  low  collection  rate 
because  farmers  were  unable  to  honour  the  collective  agreement  with  the 
Government. In fact the Director of Irrigation in the Administration Report for 
1927 expresses his disappointment and reservations regarding the collection of 
irrigation rates. 
More recently, irrigation rates or water  tax55 have been a politically sensi- 
tive area of irrigation policy. A major revision of this policy was adopted in 1984 
to enable the farmers to contribute towards thr: cost of  operation  and mainte- 
nance in the major irrigation schemes. 
An  important  feature of  this new  policy  is to ensure that  contributions 
made by  farmers will  not he  credited to a centid fund nor allowed  to finance 
any work outside the scheme. In effect, the new scheme attaches more impor- 
tance to promote and mobilize farmer participation for maintenance than to the 
actual recovery of money in econoniic terms.  11 order to take this new scheme 
to its logical conclusion, farmer organisations a'e requested  to identify  mainte- 
nance  items  and  to  set  prioritics  to  prepare  a  maintenance  programme  for 
implementation in each year under the supervision of the ID. In the final analy- 
sis, the result  would  be  to make the bureaucracy accountable  to  the farmer 
organisations and to the Project Committee for collection and disbursement of 
the O&M charges. 
The subject  of  cost  recovery  cannot he  easily  cast  in legal  terms to  suit 
implementation. As such, prescnt experiences 01 the new policy will have to he 
monitored carefully to determine the best course of  action. It is therefore neccs- 
sary to set up broad guidelines  in  law  for implementation with  the maximum 
amount of flexibility for future adjustments. 
Conclusion 
In a social democracy, constitutional rights and guarantees are overwhelni- 
ingly important in safeguarding the rights of  the individual. But thcse principles 
that help sustain an agricultural democracy do not necessarily apply with  equal 
force  to an irrigation  democracy  where a collective  right  to share a common 
resource is the primary concern. In conflicts associated with the equitable dis- 
tribution of a common resource such as water, r.ipid interventions and decisions 
are of prime importance to safeguard the integri!~  of the system and the mecha- 
nisms which ensure equitable distribution. 
To achieve these ends, it is necessary that irrigation legislation develop the 
maximum  level  of  flexibility  to accommodate  such  rapid  interventions and 
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decisions. Flexibility should be the hall-mark of  irrigation legislation. These fea- 
tures have been  recognized  in many  of  the past  Irrigation Ordinances. When 
attention was focussed increasingly on major  irrigation systems which have dif- 
ferent dimensions and magnitude to their problems, poor  understanding of  the 
complexities of such issues compelled the authorities to take recourse to a path 
of least resistance by centralizing most activities in the hands of  a bureaucracy 
and adopting highly uniform and rigid systems. 
It is alsn true that no matter what  policies and programmes are adopted, 
irrigation  systems will  hava to  keep  movir.g,  often  due to  the farmers  who 
change and modify  plans  and schedules to suit their  needs and perceptions. 
Even when  wrong policies  are adopted, the negative impact of such measures 
come to light long after the short-term gains have been achieved. Implementors 
of  irrigation  improvement  plans  get  misled  by  these successes and  repeat  the 
same mistakes. Irrigation systems are often besieged by such short term policies. 
Even  when  such programmes are monitored  closely,  the 'true nature of  their 
essential components has to be understood :yainst a broad scenario of policies 
and programmes which link the past with the present. 
Irrigation legislation by  itsell cannot bring about farmer participation. It 
can only spell out the broad framework for  iuch participation  and, to a limited 
degree, safeguard and facilitate thc viability  of  the organisations in  sustaining 
farmer participation. 
Time has come to provide amendments 10  the current Irrigation Ordinance. 
Amendments Act  No. 23 of  1973 was  adopted  to rectify  certain legal impedi- 
ments concerning repairs  to damaged  irrigs tion  sfructures and jurisdiction  of 
courts to try irrigation  offenses. With the enactment of the Agricultural  Pro- 
ductivity  Law in  1973, the need  to revise the Irrigation  Ordinance to suit the. 
new  institutional order was highlighted over and over again but no action was 
taken. On looking hack, this inaction cannoi be regretted, although it may have 
happened for different reasons. It is contencled that valuable information culled 
from field experiences can provide the hasic framework and the perspectives for 







Introduction  I 
This paper  will  attempt to give an  ovxview of  training programmes  for 
farmers  and  farmer  leaders  during the  decade  since  1976. More  significant 
event3 arid happenings in farmer organisation and training took place during the 
10  years  from 1976, than during the whole  period  since independence. This 
period could justly be called the Decade of th  Farmer. 
In 1976, the first year of  the decade, the first settlers began trickling in to 
the Mahaweli System H. The Accelerated M,ihaweli programme was launched in 
1978. The Training and Visit  System was  first introduced as a pilot project  in 
the Anuradhapura  District  and  later  extended  to  the whole  island  in  1979. 
World wide attention was also focussed on participatory  management of  irriga- 
tion systems. The Farmer Organisations Programme in the Gal Oya was started 
in 1980, utilizing the services of  a catalyst  type change agent called  an Institu- 
tional Organizer (10).  By  1985  the major part of the project was completed with 
farmer organisations at every field, distributory, main channel and project lev- 
els, organized  and managed  by  responsihlt:  self-reliant  farmer  representatives 
(FRs). The success of the Gal Oya experiment influenced government thinking 
and government  policy  on farmer  organisations  for  water  management.  The 
creation of the Irrigation Management Division in the ID was one of the most 
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significant land  marks in  the history of  participatory  irrigation water manage- 
ment. The decade also saw the birth of  several other experiments such as the 
Small  Farmer  Development  Programme, the  V llage  Irrigation  Rehabilitation 
Project (VIRP) the Wew  Sabha system of the Reedom From Hunger Campaign 
Board, the Change Agent Programme (of the Miristry of Plan Implementation), 
and the Farmer Organisation Programmes in  several major  irrigation  systems, 
particularly in the Polonnaruwa District. 
For the purpose of analysis the paper is divided into four major areas: 
1.  The predominantly paddy and subsidiary food crop cultivation areas in the 
dry and wet zones prior to the T & V. 
The uperation of the T & V  system with Farticular reference to Kurune- 
gala District. 
The farmcr training and extension  activitilz in the Accelerated  Mahaweli 
Project Areas. 
The Gal Oya Water Management project  ;area, where an innovative pro- 




Each of  thc four major areas will be reviewed in some detail in the paper, 
and an attempt will be made to pick out the salier~t  features in these areas. 
Agricultural Extension and Farmer Training 
Prior to the T&V System 
An Overview. Since independence  and  up to  the introduction  of T & V 
syslqrn there were many cliarigcs in the administrative structure and infrastruc- 
ture of the Department of  Agriculture. The links between the researcher, exten- 
sion worker, and the farmer were further strengthened. The increased focus on 
extension and training of  farmers was a Aatural  development. The creation  of 
several other departments, corporations, and statutory bodies dealing with some 
aspect or another of agricultural development, not only attempted to fill in gaps 
and inadkquacies hut also forced the Department of  Agriculture to concentrate 
and  focui on  agricultural  exlension.  The gro;th  and  strengthening  of  the 
Ocpartment  of  Agrarian  services  as  the  ageri:y  responsible  for  agricultural 
inputs and credit, took away much pressure and authority from the Department 
of Agriculture. The creation of other Government Corporations particularly the 
Paddy Marketing Board, the Agricultural Development  Authority, the Fertilizer 
Corporation, and special government agencies fa  major and minor export crops 43 
had a similar effect on the Department of Agriculture. One could even say that 
the adoption of the T & V system was inevitable. Extension and research there- 
fore, became the major focus of the Agricultural Department’s activities. 
The Impact of Training and Exteiision. 
A study conducted by the Agrarian  Kescarch and Training Institute (ARTI) 
in the early 1970s in five Districts gives an indication of the agricultural exten- 
sion rncthods practiced in a rural district in !jri Lanka (ARTI 1974). It should be 
noted that the extensiveness of  the area aiid the prohlems of  mobility due to 
difficulties in transport affected the extcnsicn programmes. Moreover the exten- 
sion effort concentrated primarily on paddy ,cultivation. 
A  review of farmer training and exten!.ion programmes of the early 1970s 
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An Agricultural Instructor covered about 300 to 4000 hectares and a KVS 
about 1000 hectares. In the Dry zone the area is quite extensive and poor 
public transport created problems of mobility. 
In spite vf  high acceptance of  the new high yielding varieties, difficultics 
in obtaining inputs such as seed paddy?, fertilizer, and agro-chemicals, and 
low  acceptance  of  proven  methods siich as transplanting  rows, svrding, 
etc., resulted in comparatively poor yidds. 
The optimum use ol credit facilities was not made, with  failurc of  loan 
repayment as a major impediment. 
Farmers showed a great dependency on agricultural extension staff. There 
was little evidence of farmers actively participating in extension work. 
Farmers should have been  actively  involved  in  cflicient water  niannge- 
ment, particularly  in  operations arid  maintenance  of irrigation systems. 
Poor water management often nullified benefits from improved varieties. 
The didactic or one way  rncthod of  training and extension  needed  to he 
replaced by more innovative and dynanic methods. 
Better  coordination  between  the different government  agencies and the 
farmer was needed. 44 
The Training and Visit (T&V) 
System of Extension and Farmer Training 
The introduction of the Training and Visit  (T&V)  system was in a way  a 
logical development of the existing agricultural extension and farmer training 
programmes. Thc T&V system attempted to fill in the gaps and reinforce the 
existing agricultural  infrastructure. The discussion  in this  part  will  be  based 
mainly on the T&V system which was in operatitin in the Kurunegala District in 
1981. 
The main features  of  the  T&V system. Bennr, Harrison, and Baxter  (1984) 
have outlined the main features of  the system as follows: 
1.  It is a systematic programme of training fcr the Village Extension Worker 
(VEW) (in Sri Lanka called the Krushikarna Viyapthi Sevaka-KVS), com- 
bined with frequent visits to farmers. 
2.  The staffing requirements usually are: 
a)  One  agricultural  Extcnsion  Off cer,  (equal  to  Agricultural 
Instructor-  AI) who guidcs and train:, six to eight VEWs. 
Six to eight Agricultural  Extension Officers guided and supervised 
by a Sub-Divisional Extension Officer (equal to Agricultural Officer) 
11) 
(AO). 
c)  Sub-Divisional Extension Officer is supported hy a team of  Subject 
Matter Specialists. 
d)  . Four  to eight Sub-Divisional  Extension  Officers (AOs)  are super- 
vised by a District Extension Officer  (equal to an Asst. 'Director of 
Agriculture  ir!  Sri  Lanka)  also  supported  by  Subject  Matter 
specialists. 
The rah  of  VEW  to farmers is  ~:800.  When the population  is 
dispcrsed the suggested ratio is 1:50('. 
e), 
3.  'l'hc area of a VEW is divided into eight grlups of about equal size 
a)  The  VEW  selects  nne  farmer  in  each  group  to  be  the  Contact 
Farmer. who should be the link between VEW and farmers. 45 
h)  The VEW  visits  each group for ii full day, once a fortnight, on  a 
pre-arranged schedule. 
One day of  the fortnight is ear-miirked for the training of  VEWs by 
the AO, and Subject Matter Specialists. 
c) 
4.  The VEW,  the  AI,  and  the  A0  shoiild  live  within  the  area  of  their 
jnrisdiction. 
The VEW, the AI, and the A0  are guided and supported at the district and 
national level by  the appropriate superv sing officials supported by Subject 
Matter Specialists. 
5. 
The Operation of the T&V System in Kurunegala District 
The Kurunegala Integrated  Rural  Development  Project  (KIRDP) was  in 
operation by  1979 and the T&V system was  implemented systematically in the 
district  as a part  of  the project. At the requ,:st  of  the Ministry  of  Plan Imple- 
mentation, (the agency responsible  for Integiated Rural Development Projects) 
the  ART1  undertook an evaluation  of  KIRCP (Gunawardana and  Chandrasiri 
1981). Subsequently in September 1982, ART1 commissioned another study on 
"The  field  level  implementation  of  rural  cevelopment  projects,"  under  the 
KIRDP (Canewatte et al. 1982). This study too looked at the operation of  the 
T&V  system. The following analysis and re iiew  of  the T&V  system  is  based 
largely on these two studies. 
KVS's visit to farmers. Each  KVS catere,J to 720 farm families in thc Dry 
Zone part  and to 850 farm families in  the Wet Zone part, with  an average  of 
about 800  farm families per  KVS in  the  District. Each  KVS  had  36  Contact 
Farmers. Each contact farmer, on  average, hid about 22 follower farmers. The 
size of a KVS range varied from 3.2 square miles in the Wet Zone part to about 
9.8 square miles in the Semi-Thy zone part. 
KVS and the Contact Furmer. The KVS arld Contact Farmers had close links. 
A majority of  Contact Farmers reported that the KVS visited them regularly and 
that they  estahlished friendly  relationships.  Fifty-two  percent  of  the Contact 
Farmers reported  meeting with  the KVS in the farmcr's home and 24% identi- 
fied the field as the meeting place. When meetings were held in the home, group 
demonstrations were arranged in the nearest field. 
Participation of  nondesignated farmers at Contact Farmer meetings. The partic- 
ipation of nondesignated farmers in Contact l'armer  meetings and links between 
the Contact  Farmer  and  the designated  fol ower  farmers  appeared  to  be  the 46 
weakest link in the chain. It is  interesting to n'>te  that participation of nonde- 
signated farmers at meetings was as high as 80% in the Dry zone part. This may 
be due to thc fact that thc farmers there were wholly dependent on paddy farm- 
ing and placed greater reliance on extension act vities. At present only the Con- 
tact Farmer is identified and the study pointed out the need for considering the 
whole village as forming a cluster of Contact Farmers and follower farmers. This 
seenis a logical step to take as the pattern of mojt dry zone settlements is of the 
cluster type. 
Fortnightly training of KVSs. The study ind:cated that the fortnightly train- 
ing sessions organized by  the AIs and the Subjxt Matter specialists were  held 
regularly and were well attended. Hawever, 82% of KVSs reported that the con- 
tents and methods of training could be improved. The subject areas of  training 
and thc extension messages  to  be carried out ,:entered on a  variety of  topics, 
ranging from paddy cultivation, land preparation, water management, nursery 
management,  cultivation of  subsidiary crops, home giirdens, and cheria crops, 
pest and disease control. 
It appears that the training of  KVSs had some impact  in upgrading their 
knowledge  and skills.  A  careful  assessment  of  the curricula  and  schemes of 
training has  not becri undertaken systematically. The KVS tended to follow a 
didactic relationship with  farmers.  It  was also 'observed that emphasis in the 
training was on paddy farming and not so much on subsidiary food crops, home 
gardens, and chena crops. 
Non T&V activities of  extension .stafl. One'aslect that came out clearly in the 
study was the pressure on the KVSs'  time. He/She had to spend a fair amount 
of time on activities not dircctly connected  to tic  'I'&V  system, such as attend- 
ance at meetings of voluntary organisations, conferences of other Government 
departments, etc. 
Mobility ofcztension staff. A  major grouse i,oiced by KVSs and AIs was the 
difficulties they face due to the extensive areas they had to cover and the poor 
transport  and communication  lacilities  available  to  them. They .also  reported 
that public transport facilities were better in thc: Wet Zone areas of the district. 
The study also revealed that about a sixth of the AIs owned motor bicycles and 
another one third had only push bicycles. Near.y 50% had to depend on public 
transport. In thc case of KVSs ahout 80% had push bicycles. Those who did not 
have push hicycles were usually women KVSs wlio would not ride bicycles. 
Dia,logue between  research  and  extension pcrsonnel. The study  reported an 
improvement in the dialogue between field cxterisiori personnel and the research 
staff. The Kegiurial  Technical  Working Group meetings  and conferences pro- 
vided opportunitics lor closcr interaction. The improvement in the mobility of 
AOs and Subject Matter Specialists helped the dialogue. 47 
FARMER TRAINING IN THE 
MAHAWELI PROJECT AREA 
The discussion  of  farmer training  in  the Mahaweli  Project  area is  based 
primarily on the writer's  personal experiencf:  gained in the Mahaweli  H  system 
and on the discussions with senior officials of  the Mahaweli Project. 
During a short time span from 1976 on, there was much exploration  and 
experimentation  on  farmer  organisations,  farmer  training,  and  community 
development. The settlement pattern, organi!#ation,  and infrastructure provided 
a good base for training and commnnity devel3pment activities. 
The Settler/Farmer Training Programmes of the Mahaweli  is  much more 
broadbased  than  the T&V  system.  Jayawar(lene  (1983) in his preface  to  the 
Training Manual for Project Officers and Fanner leaders states that: 
When I 'talk  of  settler  training, I  am  not  speaking in  terms of 
merely training the farmers to cultivate various crops successfully and 
profitably. I am speaking in terms of training the settlers in a multiplic- 
ity  of  disciplines  that  include  agriculti re,  irrigation, marketing and 
credit, and equally important, community development. 
The farmer  training and  farmer organi.;ation in  Mahaweli  H  system  was 
first started by the Mahaweli Development Board during the 1979 Yala Season. 
Earlier, there was pandemonium when  the xater issues were made and, due to 
lack  of  organisation, the tail-enders  were  bgdly  affected and  much  water  was 
wasted;  as a result  the Mnhaweli  authorities looked for ways of  developing  an 
efficient  irrigation  water  distribution  systeni. The turnout with  its  12 to  20 
farmers operating about 30 to 50 acres provecl to be the logical starting point for 
farmer organisations. 
Agricultural Extension and Farmer Training 
At the outset, when training needs were identified, there emerged the need 
for training of farmers, farmer leaders, and of!icials  in three main areas: 
1.  rater Management  -  including equitable: distribution, operation and main- 
tenance, and problem solving at the Turnout level. 
Agricultural Extension - educating farmers and farmer leaders in land prep- 
aration,  sowing  of  crops,  usc  of  fertilizer  and agro-chemicals,  on-farm 
water management, etc. 
2. 
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3.  Community Development .  Fostering community participation, local leader- 
ship,  input  delivery  systems  and  undertaking  community  development 
work. 
The Turnout Farmer Organisation 
The field workers in the three disciplines (Water Management, Agricultural 
Extension and Community Development)  agrecd  that  education pertaining to 
agricultural production should he coordinated  by the Water Management Unit. 
For the first time in Sri Lanka, the authorities recognized the need for organis- 
ing farmers around water and its distribution and in this sense, it was a fore: 
runner to the farmer organisation  programme  of  the Gal Oya Water  Manage- 
ment  Project.  It  is  significant  that  activities  relating  not  only  to  water 
management  but  also  to agricultural  extension  and  community  development 
were organized at the Turnout level. 
The first farmer leaders training programme commenced in August  1979. 
Farmers were asked to select two leaders per Turnout group, one as farm man- 
ager  to deal with  water management and community development  matters and 
the other as the Contact  Farmer. A joint team drawn from  several disciplines 
decided  on  the  strategy  and  methods  of  trair.ing. The selection  of the  two 
farmers at the turnout lcvel was left to the farmws. The training programme was 
closely monitored. By  1981, after 3 years of the programme, 56%  of the Turnout 
Leaders  and 75%  of  Ihe  officers  were  attend ng  the  training  classes  (Khan 
1982). The biggest achievement of  the training programmes was bringing about 
coordination  and  understanding  between  farmers  and  officials.  Agricultural 
extension  is  done  fairly  well  but  needs  further  reinforcement.  Community 
development has a long way  to go. Somc water  management problems continue 
to trouble thc farmers. 
'The initial cnthusiasm and optimism for Turnout group farmer organisation 
was apparently not evident in later years (Winaladharma ,1980).  It was gener- 
ally believed that with the passage of time, farmcr needs and aspirations undergo 
change. The initial prublems werc in respect  of  land and water for cultivation; 
latcr on, religious, social, and cultural aspects demanded the attention of  the 
settler farmers. 'They  needed a lorum with a broader hase than a Turnout organ- 
isation to look after their affairs. It was then ttat the authorities came up with 
the idea of  Settler Development -4ssociations. 
Settler Development Associations 
The Settler Development Associations of  the Mahaweli  were largely influ- 
enced by  similar societies of the FELDA  schem,: in Malaysia. The essential fea- 
tures of the Settler Development Association are: 49 
1  A formalized  organisation with a constitution drawn  up by the Mahawcli 
authorities. 
The chairman was  the unit manager,  md the trcasurer was  another ex- 
officio appointee. 
The SDA  encompassed a hamlet  with  ibout 200 to 250 families and was 
thus hased on residence rattier than on field operations. 
The functions of SDA involved the whole gamut of  community activities, 




After about 4 years. the SDAs were alliwed to die down. From  1985, the 
Turnout Groups have been  revived  and fed,:rated  into a Distributary Channel 
Organisatiou in the Kalawewa area. For training purposes, the Tim-out Group 
remains the active forum. 
The Gal Oya Farmer Organisation Programme 
The Gal Oya Project undertakcn in 1948, was the first large reservoir irri- 
gation system of the country prior to the Mahaweli Project. After ahout 30 years 
of  operation, decay and deterioration had sei in and the system operated at low 
cfficiency. The Government, with assistance from USAID, commenced rehahili- 
tation of the project in 1980. An important xtivity of  the project was initiating 
a farmer organisation programme for water management. 
The strategy adopted was to carefully train field catalyst agents, 10s. Their 
main  task  is  to promote farmer  organisations  for  efficient  water  management 
and in the process develop a self-confident  and self-reliant  farmer community. 
The I0  also facilitated the formation of  farmer groups in  small  hydrologically 
defined areas, usually a field channel of 10 t J  15 farmers operating in an area of 
ahout 30 to 50 acres. The farmer group selects by  consensus a FR  who functions 
as the link  between  farmers, different  levelr  of  farmer organisations, and  offi- 
cials, It has been decided that the FR  will  ill the future he selected as the pya 
palaka (tract supervisor) required to be appointed under the Agrarian Services 
Act. 
'IAE TR.4IRIW OF F.4RMERS 
ASD VAHMER  REPRE:SE\'TA'lI\'ES 
An important role of  the 10  was  that  of  an educator and trainer. It  was 
recognized  that training of  farmers and FRii  is  a continuous and on-going pro- 






lnfornial on-the-job training  of  farmers and  FRs  in  developing  skills  in 
basic communication techniques, group di:,cussions, planning and organis- 
ing farmer meetings, 
Formal in-service training of FRs in subject areas such as role and func- 
tions of  the FR,  irrigation  and  water  management,  programming  the 
cultivation of  paddy and subsidiary food crops, etc. 
Agricultural extension activities carried out under the T&V System; par- 
ticularly land preparation, nurseries, transplanting, high yielding varieties, 
use of insecticides and weedicides, application of  fertilizer, etc. 
The monthly meeting of  the Distributory  Channel and the Main Channe- 
I/Area  Farmer organisation. 
The Main Channel or Area Councils in collaboration with the officials of 
Irrigation,  Agriculture,  and  Agrarian  Swvices  Departments  organized 
study  tours  to  other  agricultural  settlements  and ‘research stations  to 
examine  the  latter’s  water  managemmt  and  farmer  organisation 
programmes. 
Field Channel Farmer Representatiw and the T&V System 
The T&V system is operating effectively in  the Gal Oya Project area, side 
by  side wilh  the  Farmer  Organisation  Progranlme.  The Assistant  Director  of 
Agriculture, Ampara district has agreed to recognize field channel FRs as Con- 
tact Farmers nnder the T&V system. This propclsal is still under consideration. 
The federation of  farmer  organisations at  the I’ield  distributory main  channel 
and project levels could be utilized as an effective mechanism for farmer train- 
ing and extension. 
A salient feature of  the Gal  Oya Farmer Organisation programme was the 
initiative and leadership taken by  the FRs in agricultural extension and farmer 
training, under the guidance and direction of field personnel of the Departments 
of  Irrigation, Agriculture, and Agrarian  Serviccis. A major contribution of  the 
Farmer  Organisation Programme  was  the clos,: and  cordial  links  established 
between these three Government agencies and the farmers. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This  paper  discussed  programmes  in  agricultural  extension  and  farmer 
training during the period prior to and after thr: T&V System, in the.Mahaweli 
Project  Area,  and under  the Gal  Oya  Water  Management  Project. There are 
some similarities and major differences  which cal  be observed: 51 
0  In the T&V  System, the lowest  unit  viz.  the Contact  Farmer  Group, 
included about 60 to 100 farmers; the 'Turnout Group in the Mahaweli €1 
System was  about 12 to 20  farmers and  in Gal  Oya, the Field  Channel 
Farmer Group consisted of about 10 to 15 farmers. 
The second level  of  organisation  in  the T&V System is the area of  the 
(KVS) with about 500 to 800 farmers. 11  the Mahaweli, it was the SDAs at 
the hamlet level  with  about 100 farmers. In the Gal  Oya the equivalent 
level is the Distributory  Chauncl Farmer Organisation with about 15 to 
100 farmers. 
In the T&V System, thc field level worI:er  is the KVS; in the Mahaweli, it 
is the IJnit Manager; in Gal Oya it was the 10  who was a catalyst type of 
change agent. 
The T&V System, and SDAs of  the Mahaweli  H  System, optnted within 
administrative boundaries;  whereas in  Gal Oya the Farmer  Organisation 
Programme operated undcr hydrological boundaries. 
It is evident. that in the T&V  System arid  in the SDAs, it is the officials 
who take the initiative. In the Gal Oya Farmer Organisation Programme it 
is thc FRs who takes the leadership, facilitated hy the 10. 
The federation  of  Farmer  Organisatio,~  at  different  levels  in  Gal  Oya 
greatly facilitate problem solving. In thr  Mahaweli there is no such federa- 
tion of farmers, although there is a  hierarchy  of  officials at  the Unit, 
Block, and Project levels. The federatioil of Mahaweli Turnout leaders into 
a D-Channel organisation has begun 0nl.i from .Maha  1985. 
Making the field channel FRs the exdicio  Contact Farmer  would greatly 
facilitatc agricultural  extension and trining. The existence of  a  farmer 
organisation  mechanism  at  the differelit  lcvels,  also  facilitates the same 
tasks. 
The dependency  of  the farmer on off cials was  noted  in  the T&V and 
Mahaweli  areas.  This should he  graddly reduced.  A  concertzd  effort 









The extension and farmer training programmes  in Sri Lanka have under- 
gone many  changes during the Decade  of  the Furmer  (1976-1985). The T&V 
system, in spite of many problems and short-comings has proved to be effective. 
The  three-way  dialogue  between  the  reseaicher,  extension  worker,  and  the 
farmer should be  further strengthened.  A  federation  of  farmer organisations 52 
would be a suitable mechanism for strengthening these links. The full benefits 
of  improved  irrigation,  in-put  supplies,  agrit:ultural  credit,  marketing,  etc., 
would  be  possible  through  well  planned  progiammes of extension  and  farmer 
training. So far water management has not beel given enough emphasis in agri- 
cultural extension and farmer training, though water is becoming and important 
scarce  resource.  Therefore  we  should  ir clude  irrigation  water  man- 
agement  in  the  extension  and  farmer  train ng  programmes.  It  is  good  to 
remember  that, "Professional  extension, tuned  to  farmer  needs  and  counlry 
capacities is a most powerful tool to attain an early impact on producitivity and 
farmer incomes and thereby improve the quali~  y of life of millions of people on 








Kupilu P. Wimuladharma 
PART I 
The concern with  improving  the rnana5ement  of  irrigation  systems is of 
recent origin Still more recent is the realization that beneficiary involvement in 
irrigation management is something desirabl".  The change in attitude in an ear- 
lier  era  was  largely  influenced by  an egalitarian  and populist  ideology  which 
demanded  that decision-making authority be  transferred from the bureaucracy 
to the farming community  (e.g.  the Cu1tiv:ition  Committee under the Paddy 
Lands  Act  of  1958). In more recent times. the overriding consideration  has 
been,  on the one hand, the escalating cost:,  of  operation and maintenance  of 
irrigation works, whilst on the other, the progressive scaling down of the budge. 
tary allocations for such works. 
The challenge had to be faced by effectitlg major organisational changes and 
policy  shifts. These changes stipulate that tlle cost burden which  had hitherto 
bcen borne by government alone, be shared with the beneficiaries, and therefore 
irrigation  management,  previously  an  exclusive  concern  of  officials, be  also 
shared with the farmers. Even voluntary agmcies were brought into the arena. 
'Thus beneficiary participation in irrigation nianagement, which once was an end 
in itself, has now become the means. 
' 54 
Today, participation  bas  become  the c,onci:rn of  the many.  It is  best  to 
remember that “  .... participation  can refer  to mmy diffcrent  things, not all of 
which are relevant or desirable in any specific prujcct context. Overly enthusias- 
tic arid uncritical advocates of participation have impeded its extension as much 
as have its adversaries.  Social  research  has awived  at a  stage  at  which  it  is 
possible  to be  more precise  about participatiin”  (Uphoff 1985). Therefore, il 
becomes necessary to distinguish between  types and degrees of  participation as 
well as between different Corms of participatory rranagement. 
The intent of this paper is to draw attentiori to a few recent approaches to 
participatory irrigation nianagcmcnt in Sri Lanka, and whilst doing so to present 
the results of social research and related writings bearing on the subject. 
One could view beneficiary participation as the combined effect of  several 
factors: 
1.  Macro-policies of which the key  instruments such as price policy or mar- 
keting policy either favour participation or not; 
Technology  which  favours or  discourages employment  creation, income 
distribution,  and  is made available  to the few or  the many, due to costs 
and complexity; 
institutions which are by the very nature popular or hureaucratic, pro-rich 
or pro-poor, urban-biased  or rural biased. 
2. 
3. 
However, in this paper, 1 propose to deal 1ai.gely with the institutional fac- 
tor, for that remains to be fully explored, due to  the variability in  the socio- 
cultural settings across countries and within the same country. Even here I am 
tempted to select one administrative district in 5ri Lanka, wherein a number of 
noteworthy  approaches  to  participatory  irrigati’m management  have  recently 
been experimented with. 
”Axioms” of Participation 
Participation by  the local community is today taken as a defining feature of 
community development. However, confusion remains as to whether all  com- 
munity members or only select target groups nee<l  to participate. 
The sponsoring agency  could  be  either iniligenous or  exogenous.  In Sri 
Lanka,  most projects  have  been  sponsored  by  .in outside  agency;  even  those 
initiated by local officers would more correctly  be  called  exogenous efforts. In 55 
evaluating these projects,  it is best  to  postulate the principles of  community 
participation  against  which  the empirical evperience will  be  matched.  Emrich 
(1979) has suggested the following "axioms"  of  participation: 
1.  Participation must begin  at the very hwest, and  must offer opportunities 
for the  poor to be involved in decision making; 
Participation  must  take place  at  all  Etages  of  the development  process, 
from pre-planning,  plan  design  and  implementation to monitoring  and 
evaluation; 
Participation must be by groups and not by  individual members; 
Participatory  process must  deal  with  ihe allocation  and control of goods 
and services: 
Participation will  causc conflicts in some form, and suitable machinery to 





In this model the focus is on the weakest sections and require their empow- 
erment. Hence the approach is confrontational rather than consensual. 
Recent Experiments 
The management of irrigation schemes, meaning the season to season oper- 
ation  of  the system for water  distribution  and  its on-farm  use as well  as  the 
periodic maintenance of  the physical appar:.tus,  is a crucial area of  water  user 
participation. In Sri Lanka, during the last  3ecade and a half, several different 
experiments were launched in which the central focus was on the involvement 
of the water-users in irrigation management. Kurunegala district is one area that 
carries representative types of  these various ttxperiments, and further, where the 
activities in most experiments have been doc imented. 
These several experiments in the Kurunegala  district can  be presented  in 
the following typology, with examples of each type. 
The distinction between a major and minor irrigation work reflects both a 
statutory prescription and an institutional avrangement.  A minor scheme is one 
which  commands a  cultivated  area of  less than 200  acres.  Socially too, this 
distinction  is  important.  A  minor  scheme  is  always a  village  tank  where  the 
land-owners and  cultivators  under  it  are closely  related  as  kinsmen,  fellow- 
citizens, and residential neighbours, who haire developed as a community over a 
long period. On the other hand, the major schemes, are those that were recently ~~  ~~~~ 
TABLE 1: Irrigation Project Experiment in the Kurunegala District 
Size  Spoqsnring Agency 
Goverrirnent  K.(:.O. 
~~~ 
Village Tank  I. IRDP Tanks (DAS)  1.  Kelcgama (Marga Institute) 
2. ':ank  Restoration  (National  2. Wew Sabhas (NFFHC) 
Heritage Movement) 
Major Tanks  1.  Kimbulvana  Oya  1. I&nbulvana  Oya Project 
Pioject  (1rrig.Dept.)  llHAP Project) 
2. Ilakwatunu oya  2. !jmd Farmer Development 
INMAS pmject (IMD)  ii~sociation  (FAO/ARTI) 
renovated or constructed by government. Especia ly in the case of large schemes 
of over 2000 acres or so, where the majority of  the cultivators are introduced to 
the arca as new settlers, and where community fo:mation  and collective spirit in 
these new settlements or colonization schemes, ai'e less evident due to dispersed 
residences, heterogeneity of  social and geo-cultural origins, and an absence of 
long-standing historical traditions. These contrasting historical origins as well as 
the present c.ircumstances therefore, are relevan! factors which influence com- 
munity participation by villagers and colonists. 
The type of agency which initiated and concucted the management experi- 
ment is also an important factor bearing on the nature of participatory manage- 
ment.  'The  broad  distinction  here is  between  government  officials and  non- 
government  agencies.  Government  officials  have  got  involved  due  to  two 
reasons:  one is  where  democratic idealism  has motivated  certain  officials to 
begin  innovative management systems, where  such experimentation was toler- 
ated by  the establishment  (e.g. at  Kimbulvana  iy a  Technical Officer and at 
Minipe  by  a  Deputy Director, both  of the Irrigition Department, and a little 
earlier by  the Turnout Groups of  the Mahaweli H  area initiated by  officers at 
headquarters and project level). The other reason is the project officials' com- 
pliance with a government policy requiring the involvement of farmers through 
some kind of grass.roots organisation. Must such Jrojects are foreign funded and 
the donors have insisted  on  mechanisms for blmeficiary  participation  in the 
decision-making process. 
For  most NCOs,  popular  participation  was  a compelling ideological  com- 
mitment combined with a search for either indigenous technology or preserva- 
tion of a heritage or the promotion of  self-reliant rural community development. 
Improved irrigation management was only part of  a comprehensive rural devel- 
opment strategy that the NGO's pursued. 57 
The selected experiments in the Kuru:iegala district will  be  briefly exam- 
ined in this short paper, in the hope that it will yield insights into various styles 
of  irrigation management  in Sri Lanka,  wliich  in turn should provide  useful 
guidelines for policy orientation and for worl;ing out implementation strategies. 
PART I1 
Village Tank Restoration under the Integrated Rural Development Pro- 
gramme (KIRDP) 
Agriculture Department's  researchers  developed  what  was  popularized  as 
the Walagamhuhuwa  concept,  with  two  eiisential  features:  (a)  changing the 
farmers'  habit  of  beginning cultivation  only after the tank  is full with  Maha 
rains  (at Walgambahuwa, sowing was  done early with  the onset of  rains, thus 
saving tank water); (b)  Adopting a short-ai;e  (three to three and half months) 
variety as against the customary four-to-five-months variety of paddy. 
As a result, farmers adopted  improved  rice technology, and  were  able to 
increase rice  yields  and  expand  the acreagie  cultivated  because  of  saviug  on 
water (Sikurajapathy et al. 1980). 
Even  before the research  at Walagamliahuwa  was  finalized,  it's  tentative 
results were adopted to frame the model for the rehabilitated minor tanks under 
the KIRDP. The results of its application in  the first 10 village tanks are exam. 
ined by  Gunewardene  (1981). The model  required  (a) the controlled issue of 
tank water,  (b) dry sowing of  the crop early  in the season to capture the rains, 
(c)  adoption  of  certain  improved  managenent  practices  which  entailed  pur- 
chased inputs such as weedicides and fertilizcr for weed control. 
For the purpose of  water management, extension workers (KVS) of  the Agri- 
culture Department were newly appointed, me  for each tank. The KVS took all 
the decisions  regarding  water  management.  "There was  little participation  of 
farmers in the water management activities. Participation was largely limited to 
the KVSs  working with  few farmers  (usually good  farmers from an extension 
point of  view,  often contact farmers were included). In certain instances even 
the kanna meetings were not involved. However, it was found that the KVSs to 
a large extent were able to achieve what they desired (as far as control of water 
is  concerned)  through these means ...  . The success of  this approach  is  less 
likely when farmer numbers are greater and when conditions are more complex" 
(Cunawardene  1981). The few  recorded  iiistances  of  farmer participation  at 
meetings  of  the management  project,  were,  occasions when  they  made useful 
suggestions as well  as  castigated  the authorities  for many  defects in  physical 
structures as well as for irregularities in watcr distribution. Wew-Sabhas under the National Freedom 
from Hunger Campaign (NFFHC) 
The NFFHC programme of  small tank (wew,a) restoration seems to be the 
most  successful attempt  in procuring  communif  y participation. Indeed,  com- 
munity  participation,  community  management  and  local  self-reliance are  the 
major planks of the NFFHC‘s philosophy and thqr guided project activities from 
beginning to end (Katnatunga 1982). 
In  the  NFFHC  programme,  community  participation  is  reportedly  very 
high.  (Richards 1983; Howes  1984) The initiative in  the identification  of  an 
abandoned tank to he restored or an existing tank to he improved came from the 
interested village  community. The NFFHC helpe3 with guidance and technical 
investigation  and information. Once a tank  was  included  for restoration,  the 
local community was required  to form themselvw into a wew-sabha  (reservoir 
canal) and to elect a wew-lekam (Reservoir Secretary). 
The wew-sabha was required to start its own maintenance fund with contri- 
butions from the membership, which amounted tc’ a small sum equivalent to the 
value of a season’s seed paddy. The monies were kept in a deposit account with 
the local bank. Matching contributions were madt: into the fund by  the NFFHC. 
The operation and control of this fund was left in the hands of  the wew-sabha. 
Another strategy adopted to increase local self-reliance was to develop some 
simple technical and managerial  skills within  th:  community. The wew-sabha 
Secretary and others were exposed to seminars and training classes where they 
were able to discover and  develop urganisational capacities among themselves. 
The  construction  work  required  some  technica.  knowledge.  Were  the wew- 
sabhas to expect them from the government officials, there would be considera- 
ble delay and over-dependence on the hureaucrac y.  To overcome the possibility 
of delay as well as to make such skills available within the community itself, the 
NFFHC selected educated unemployed youths and arranged for their technical 
training. Even certain survey instruments were niodified  and simplified so that 
they could be used by these village youths. 
By  insisting on  and  helping develop  the cwnmunity’s  own  maintenance 
fund, its own wew-sabha  organisation, and its own  trained personnel, NFFHC 
has laid the groundwork for local self-reliance  &d  project  sustainability. The 
smallness in the size of tank and its community, :is well as the smallness in the 
scale of operation were no doubt contributory factxs. 
The Kelegama Project of  the MARGA Institute 
MARGA Institute’s interest in irrigation manngement is a by product of it’s 59 
wide-ranging research  into forms and varielies  of  indigenous technology.  The 
persistence  of  traditional agricultural  methods and irrigation practices  in the 
face of a demanding modern paddy cultivation clearly demonstrated the strength 
of tradition and the adaptiveness of indigeno is technology. MARGA researchers 
focussed on these aspects and launched, wh;rt is called, an action-research pro- 
gramme. The Kelegama village in Kurunegali District was selected as the locale 
for the experimentation (Fernando and Gunaiekera 1982). 
The main features of  the Kelegama proj(:ct which are of immediate concern 
to irrigation management, follow: 
1.  MARGA  placed  one of  its employees  as a  resident  researcher  who  also 
functioned as a educator and catalyst. Me  was backed by  other specialists 
from MAKGA headquarters, who visiteil the village from time to time. 
MARGA researcher and specialists, assisted the village citizens to identify 
the agricultural problems and to design an action-plan to overcome them. 
Local resources wcrc taken to mean mire than the cash/materials  contri- 
butions and free labour, usually  denoi.ed by  that term. Already existing, 
stable social networks and their ledder!ihips,  the folk knowledge and tech- 
nical  competence  possessed  by  the village  citizens  were  also  treated  as 
equally important local resources. 
To implement the project, no new organisation  was  created, but existing 
networks and leadership  were  mobilized.  In other words,  water  manage- 
ment was not  treated as a separate and distinct activity, but as one of the 
many activities which make up the tota ity of community life. 
External funding was kept  to a minimum, and in [act  was negligible. The 
total direct cash contribution from MARGA was a mere Rs. 68/-  for a steel 
gate. The government contributions we're nil. Most construction materials 
were purchased with funds raised by tlie community, and that too did not 





The project resulted in an equitable distribution of water, and the cultiva- 
tion of certain fields, which hitherto had remained abandoned. 
Village Tank Restoration by the National Heritage 
Movement (NHM) 
The philosophy of  the hationnl Heritags is grounded on the desirability of 
resuscitating the traditional and organic link, between village, temple, and tank. 
The tank  restoration  executed  by  the PIHM  represents  its most  cogent 60 
demonstration of the "ideas-in-action" programme.  A  series of  village tanks in 
Devamedi  Hatpattu  of  Kurunegala  District  war, taken  up  for  restoration  or 
improvement in 1976. The NHM sent trained voliinteers who, together with the 
Buddhist  priest  of  the village  as  the leader, prepared  the people  for the pro- 
gramme. The priest took the position of  an overall programme leader in organiz- 
ing  voluntary  labour  and  the cultivation  programme  assisted  by  the village 
elders.  Collectivc  action  in  water  management  resulted  in  achieving  higher 
paddy yields, almost double that of previous years, as well as expanded acreage. 
Heavy emphasis was placed  on the social and cultural aspects that existed 
as  part  of  the strategy  for economic advancement.  For  this purpose,  old  and 
{orgotten  rituals  were  revived.  For  example,  at  Madulla  village,  ihe priest 
revived  the custom of commencing work at an "ciuspicious  time" for which  the 
help of  astrology was enlisted. This made it necessary  that  all farmers should 
start cultivation work at the same time, and hence a certain discipline,  which 
was not earlier evident, WdS b-ought about in the farmers, so that they kept to a 
given and agreed cultivation calendar. Similarly, I esuscitating what is claimed to 
be  an ancient ritual, the alut-pen-vedima (offering of  the new  water  from the 
tank to the village  temple), and the associated organisation of  the people of  the 
same village and those of the neighbouring village for the conduct of the ritual, 
generated an atmosphere of  unity and fellow-feeling and inspired  many collec- 
tive activities. 
Ratnapala  (1976)  has documented  a  succersful  attempt  to  revive  socio- 
cultural traditions and to mobilize local religious leadership for irrigation devel- 
opment and  its o orderly management. Unfortunately, the study was completed a 
mere one year  after the programnie  was  launched, without follow-up, so that 
questions regarding the continuity and sustainahility of  the innovation are left 
unanswered. 
The exercise in renovating village  tanks is, however, a useful  one, in its 
tenacious pursuit of  idealism. "National Heritagii believes it is possible to dem- 
onstrate that an existing herilage shared by  a people  can be  used  as a set  of 
organizing principles around which they can corn,: together and solve their prob- 
lems with  little expense other than  to  themselves.  Such a  demonstration,  if 
accepted  as valid,  will  obviate the need  for much foreign  assistance and will 
allow  greater  precision  in  the  pinpointing  of  specific  needs  for  information, 
goods, and services to make lives that  they deem desirable" (Moles and Riker 
1984). 
Kimbulwana Oya Water Management Project 
of  the Irrigation Department 
Kimhulwana Oya scheme, commanding an imgahle extent of  1,650 acres is 61 
a medium-sized scheme for which the Irrigation Department is responsible. Fol- 
lowing a substantial rehabilitation  funded by  the World Bank-financed KIRDP, 
the Irrigation Department officials (Irrigation Engineer and Technical Assistant 
((TA)) began the difficult task of bringing order into the chaos that prevailed in 
regard to water distribution. With the transfer out of the Irrigation Engineer, it 
fell to the lot of the TA to undertake the bulk of  the work. 
By this time, the Irrigation Department, hacked by its Water Management 
Division, has experience in a rotational distribution system, and in organizing 
farmers to help in operating that system, and in the initial experiments at Hak- 
watunaoya and Vannikulam, followed by Rajangana, in the mid-1970s  (Shanmu- 
garajah  1976).  It  is  natural,  therefore,  that  Kimbulwana  Scheme  too  was 
modelled on these early experiments. 
At  the helm  of  affairs in Kimbulwaua, is the Technical  Officer, who pre- 
sides over a Water Management Committee which meets regularly once a week. 
The Committee consists of local officials and the Vel Vidane,  the elected farmer 
representatives. The water management system imposed by the TA is understan- 
dably functioning efficiently. Its efficiency is demonstrated by three activities. 
First, maximizing the use of available water, including rainfall. This is done 
by imposing water  conservation measures such as making  use of  rainfall, and 
hence advancing cultivation schedules; issuirig the minimum amount of  water 
required for cultivation operations; avoiding water loss by proper maintenance 
of  the entire hydraulic system: and by  enforc,ing a strict rotational water issue 
schedule. 
Second, reducing disputes within the faiming community. This was  done 
primarily by ensuring that water deliveries wcre made on due time and in suffi- 
cient quantity, by ensuring impartiality in applying sanctions against offenders, 
and by these means, building confidence in thci officials. 
Third, providing water for all categories'of farmers including those who are 
deemed to be encroachers, and hence with no legal right to water (Weeramunda 
1985). 
In applying a generalized, stereo-typed  nodel that developed in the Irriga- 
tion Department, there was evident a great deal of imagination, innovation, an& 
adaptiveness in the way the TA  set about his tasks. Though this experiment will 
hardly be treated as a participatory approach, it is a successful example of the 
imposition of good water management. 62 
Kimbulwana Oya Project: the Irrigation Component 
of the IHAP Programme 
The International Human  Assistance  Pro{;ramme (IHAP) launched a corn- 
mnnity development  project at Kinibulwana C~ya.scttlerucnt,  with  funding Iar- 
gely from USAID.  One of  its major  compunents was  the construction  of  new 
irrigation facilities to benefit 32 farniers and 40 acres. 
'Thc  irrigation  development  under  the IHAP was  relatively  small  indeed. 
The  designing  was  done  by  the Technical  Pssistant  (TA)  of  the  lrrigdtiun 
Department, the construction financed by  the ].HAP  and the labour contrihuted 
by  beneficiaries.  The management  of  the new  facilities was  thereafter  trans- 
ferred to the Kimhulwana Oya Water Managemwt Project headed by the TA. 
Whilst  the government-sponsored water  inanagement exercise in  the sct- 
tlement was confined to the improvement and intensification of  paddy  cultiva- 
tion, the IHAP project sought to promote crop (diversification. The IHAP project 
included roads, community Centers, library nuisery schools and children's feed- 
ing programme,  skills  training fur non-farm  employment,  agricultural  support 
activities such as supply of equipment, home-girden competition, extension ser- 
vice,  and  a  credit  programme  for  agriculture  diversification.  To  orchestrate 
affairs, IHAP had a residential full-time project manager and a staff. 
,.  lhough there were short-comings in thc ddivery of  these community scrvi- 
ces  and  in the mobilization  of  popular  participation, the IHAP  approach  was 
eclectic, both in terms of the variety of  activities undertaken as well as the range 
of  beneficiary  groups  convened.  Especially  noteworthy  was  the rural  credit 
scheme,  founded  by  IHAP  initially,  but  operated  quite  successfully  by  the 
settlers own Co-operative Credit and Thrilt Soiety (Wimaladharma and Bryan 
198.5). The IHAP project thus had the potential to complement and support the 
government sponsored  water  managcrnent project. But  the two  were  at cross- 
purposes,  une  promoting crop diversification  and  the other  continuing paddy 
cultivation. The links that  should have been  lbrged  between  the NGO project 
and government project were almost non-existent, and the policies that guided 
them were in conflict with each other. Both failed to promote local participation 
(largely due to the dominance and officious personalities of  the Project Manager 
and TA)  and also failed to recognize the potential of a fairly well  cstablished 
local institution, such as the Co-operative Crecit and Thrift Society, to develop 
into a powerful instrument for socio.economic powth in the settlement. 
Hakvatuna Oya Water Management Project 
Three successive  exercises  in  improving  water  management  were  carried 63 
out in Hakwatuna Oya Scheme, which is a major irrigation system. The first,in 
mid-l970s,  was  launched  by  the Irrigation  Department's  Water  Management 
Division.  After  certain  studies into  water  availability,  systems improvement, 
conveyance efficiencies, etc., a rotational issue system was tried out by the offi- 
cials.  The involvement  of  the water-users  in  the experiment  was  taken  for 
granted. Therefore, no attempt was made to experiment with  a suitable institu- 
tional device, The second, in late 1979-80,  was initiated by the Lands Ministry's 
Water Management Division. This organized I he farmers into Water Committees 
with  a part-time  Project  Manager  at the apew.  The third followed  the current 
management system which is part of a national system instituted by  the Irriga- 
tion Management Division (IMD) of the Lands Ministry. It seeks to consolidate 
the experience of  the immediately preceding experiment and to institutionalize 
the Water Management Committee. 
Hakwatuna  Oya  is one of  50  major  schemes included in the Integrated 
Management of  Settlement (INMAS), which is a comprehensive programme for 
agriculture and  socio-economic development  of  the settlement-cum-irrigation 
projects, However, the initial phase of  INMPS, concentrates only on the water 
management  and  agricultural production  ar,pects. The  main  features  of  this 




The adoption  of  a  project  approach  to management  of  the settlements' 
irrigation distribution, maintenance of  the physical system and agricultu- 
ral  production.  The  several  field  officers  of  the  line  departments  are 
brought  together  into a Management  Committee, headed  by  a full-time 
resident Project manager appointed by the IMD. 
The organising of  water-user farmers at the Field Channel, D Channel, and 
Project  levels  in a serried  hierarchy of  committees  comprising elected 
farmer representatives and field officer3. These groups will be involved in 
decision-making at the respective level in  water distribution, canal mainte- 
nance, and production programming. 
The provision  that  farmers pay  for  maintenance  works  into  a  separate 
fund,  thus,  giving  a  voice  to  the Farmer  Committee  in  the  decisions 
regarding the utilization of funds. 
The experience In the two earlier experinents have not been systematically 
evaluated, nor have the details of  the actlvit es been properly documented. The 
ill-effects of disturbing the existing and tim<:-tested adjustment by the farmers 
themselves by the introduction of stereotype management innovations to satisfy 
administrative fiats, have been pointed out in a short study of the second exper- 
iment (Wimaladharma 1984). 64 
Small Farmer Development Associati'on (SFDA) 
of  the DAS/ARTI 
FA0  launched  a  programme  to  improve  the  lot  of  the  small  farmers, 
tenants, and agricultural labourers in eight Asiarl countries including Sri Lanka. 
The ARTI and Department of Agrarian Services (DAS) collaborated  in the pro- 
gramme. A number of SFDAs were set up first in the Galgamuwa area and later 
expanded  to cover areas in Kurunegala District  and  elsewhere.  FA0 provided 
technical assistance;  ARTI conducted training (classes and did  implementation 
monitoring and DAS furnished the administrativ(: back-stopping. 
The small farmers, tenants, and labourers vrere organized into groups on a 
tract/hamlet  basis with an elected group leader: and the leaders formed a man- 
agement council. The emphasis was on group edeavour in planning production 
activities,  obtaining credit  and other inputs, mxrketing, etc. The group leader 
had a pivotal role in collecting and analysing data on each small farm family, 
identifying new  income generating  activities, nrganizing  group  meetings  and 
group production, liaising with local leaders and officials, obtaining institutional 
services,  etc.  An  implementation review  confirms that  the SFDAs have been 
able to perform  well on the production front  (I'aihirana  1986). In these rural 
areas, it has essentially meant the organisation  of  the majority of  water.users 
under either a small tank or major scheme, thou1;h the efforts of  SDFA, covered 
other aspects than water management. 
From  a  participatory  management  angle,  the  SDFA  illustrates  two  key 
points: (a) giving a voice to poor families when organized as groups and hence 
assuring genuine participation in activities based  on felt-needs, and (b) through 
trained leaders, building up skills and knowledge within the locality. 
The SFDAs are cast in a manner that neces,iarily brings them in a confron- 
tational course with the well-to-do and powerful iarmers, with greater confronta- 
tion in major schemes compared to purana uiXag?.  There is therefore the further 
possibility of conflict in interest between SFDA and other agricultural and water 
management institutions in the area. These aspects have as yet to he studied and 
documented. 
PART 111 
A Comparative Overview of  the Different Experiments 
Below is a brief  analytical overview  of  the aliove experiments, placing them 
largely within the framework of the "axioms"  of  participation. 
Nature. A general comment that can be made embracing all these exercises is  that  they were  not  meant  to be  scientific experiments.  Some were  more 
orderly whilst most were  adhoc attempts to come to grips with an immediate 
problem.  None were haphazard affairs, hut,  m the contrary undertaken in all 
seriousness, with even a missionary zeal evident in a few instances. 
Scope. For most of the government sponsored projects, water management 
was the major, if  not the sole, specific goal, whereas, the NGOs saw it only as 
part  of a  comprehensive  community  develapment.  The former  were  heavily 
influenced  by  the early  attempts  of  the Iriigation  Department  to introduce 
technological  change;  the institutional  builc-up  adopted  later was  more as a 
back-stop  to  technology  (Shanmugarajah 19’76). The extreme case is  Kimbul- 
wana Oya project, which is so strictly confined to water management, it makes 
no attempt to link up with the IHAP Community Development Project operating 
within  the same geographical  area. On  the tither  extreme is  the INMAS pro- 
gramme of  the Irrigation  Management  Division, which  is comprehensive in its 
long-range  goals,  but in  its initial  phase  restricted  to water  management  and 
related  agricultural production, leaving the  Dalance  aspects of  socio-economic 
development  to  other agencies.  There is  virtue in  this approach  only if  the 
broader perspectives are kept in sight. 
An  overly  compartmentalized  view  prevailing  within  the  technically 
oriented  departments,  is  only  natural  because  each  department  is  founded 
around one specialized discipline of  another. Hence the Irrigation Department 
would pursue rotational water issue schedules, the Agriculture Department, its 
Walagambahuwa concept, and the IMD, its Froject management technology, as 
exclusive and undiluted management objectivcs. 
On the other hand, the NGOs meet  wiih  no such inhibitions, and hence 
tend to cast their nets wider, even to the extent, as in the case of  Kimbulwana 
IHAP  Project,  of  letting  irrigation  management  become  a  less  important 
component. 
These  two  extreme  positions  in  regaril  to  irrigation  management  have 
important  implications  for  the  question  cf  beneficiary  participation.  Is  a 
functionally-specialized  and  interest group-s ?ecific organisation  better able to 
procure  fulsome participation  than a  multi-liurpose organisation  comprising a 
diffuse membership? There is little or no research on this issue. A skeptic might 
add that for the Sri Lankans the form of the crganisation is of little concern: the 
rural community will either create its own informal  organisation,  discover an 
existing one, or even commandeer a formal institution,  through which it will 
attempt to achieve the commonly felt community needs. 
Coverage. Whether the whole community or only a segment of it should be 
covered by an organisation is a question which has ramifications for the issue of 
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participatory management.  Once again, the NGOs prefer to mobilize the whole 
community, irrespective of  economic class or social status through the instru- 
ment of traditional leadership, religious institutions, and social networks, as was 
successfully achieved by the NH Movement and Marga Projects. 
Of the government initiated projectb, the SF'DA, by definition, excludes the 
large-landowners  and large-scale farmers, from its membership.  However, the 
dynamics of this situation, the conflicts in interest between the large farmer and 
the small farmer, and the mobilization of state stpport on behalf of small farmer 
have yet to be studied. On the whole the other types of government sponsored 
organisations have sought to include all water- isers within  their membership. 
The very fact of giving a voice to the hitherto neglected poorly endowed farmers 
(and even encroachers as  at  Kimbulvana)  is  a  progressive  step. In  the IMD 
projects this is  successfully  achieved  through  the  device of  establishing  field 
channel level groups both as the basic unit which sends up elected representa- 
tives to the higher management committees as iuell as the primary unit for the 
organisation of all field activities. 
Some see an inherent contradiction in situation where a commonly owned 
resource (irrigation water) has to be shared by individual users for private gains 
(Weeramunda 1985). Faith in the efficacy of  traditional technology (eg.  Marga 
and NFFHC)  or in the wisdom  of  preserving a shared heritage  (eg. NH Move- 
ment), are positive ways of seeking a resolution of  this conflict, 
Stages. That participation  must take place ;it all stages of  the development 
process is a condition  that is satisfactorily met  with  in  the small.tank  villages. 
The smallness of  numbers (eg.  15 to 20 members of  the wew-sabha), the smal- 
lness of  the investment, the simple technical ta:,ks involved, and the traditional 
freedom  from  bureaucratic  control  hitherto  allowed  to  farmers  under  small 
tanks, ensured that from pre-planning to progre!is monitoring of the project, the 
local community was directly  involved  in all  tl.e stages. Even then, where the 
government took the leading role in executing rehabilitation works and water 
management, full participation of the farmers, e:,pecially in decision-making, was 
the least evident (eg. the KIRDP village tank project). Participation, therefore, 
was  evidently  in direct  proportion  to  the  sponsoring  agency's  willingness  to 
promote self-reliance in the beneficiaries. The NFFHC went so far as to train the 
wew-sabha  members in the various aspects of  p;irticipatory management as well 
as to develop the needed technical skills within the locality. 
Organizing Farmers: The Unfinished Experiment 
The observation is often made that there is a multitude of farmer organisa- 
tions in Sri Lanka.  Some complain that institutions have not heeo allowed  to 
continue and grow for  5 to 6 years, and that  instead, we  have had a series of 67 
experiments. We are the great experimenters:  experimenting at village level with 
different farmer institutions, at the district level with DDC, and even at national 
level, for example, with the new constitutions  ,This  reminds one of the fact that 
change  is  a  crucial  feature  in a  developinl;  country.  There is  intrinsically 
nothing wrong in changing things and institutions. But the problem is that what 
is good for one is not good for another and .what was good  at one time is not 
good later. But hefore we condemn one experiment, it must be appraised. What 
is required  is, to examine the results and  tlie processes  in a  dispassionately 
non-partisan  manner and  then to draw  conclusions.  In  chalking out a  future 
path one needs to apply the lessons drawn from the earlier experiments. 
In Sri Lanka, one often has to wait for a new government to come to office, 
to evaluate an experiment that the previous government had launched. There- 
fore, these evaluations become ex-post facto evaluations or more properly post- 
mortems. Many so-called evaluations of social experiments, which are sometimes 
undertaken whilst the experiment is on-going, are often little more than “appre- 
ciations” in which only the good things are pinted while excluding the bad. It 
seems to me, that the persons who are ready to critique an experiment during its 
lifetime,  are  foreigners,  who  have  a  freedom  which  many  Sri  Iankan social 








T.  H.  Karunatilleke' 
The Mahaweli Programme 
The original FA0 Master  Plan for the klahaweli  Ganga Development pro- 
gramme anticipated the development of  900,0(10 acres of land with the provision 
of  irrigation facilities. This comprised 650,OElO  acres of  new  land and 250,000 
acres  of  lands,  already  irrigated  but  needin;? supplementary irrigation.  Over 
200,000 farmer families were to be settled in these newly developed areas. The 
many dams to be constructed under this programme would generate about 500 
Megawatts of power for industrial developmenl. and rural electrification. 
System H  is one of  the settlement areas where approximately 24,000 fami- 
lies have been settled. Each settler family has been given 2.4 acres of irrigahle 
land and a little more than half an acre of  highland at their homestead. The 
social infrastructure, hamlet  centers, village centers, townships which  include 
schools,  hospitals,  banks,  police  stations, co.operatives, and  commercial areas 
have been planned and constructed to cater to the needs of these new settlement 
communities. 
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A Unit Manager is in-charge of  a IJnit comprising a group of 250 farmers. 
He is assisted by a Field Assistant who is engaged in agricultural extension work. 
A  Block Manager is in charge of a Block, which on an average covers 10 Units. 
The Block  Manager is assisted in  his work  at  block  level  by  an  Agricultural 
Officer, Irrigation Engineer, Land  Officer, Community Development, and Mar- 
keting Officer. Three to five blocks make up a project area. There are three such 
project areas in System H each under a Resident Project Manager. The Resident 
Project Manager has higher level officers of ea:h  of  the disciplines represented 








Some of the features of the Mahaweli settlements are outlined below: 
By  Sri Lankan  standards,  each project  covers extensive yet  contiguous 
areas for irrigated agriculture (approx. 50,000 to 100.000  acres). 
Water storage and regulation of the Mah,iweli river have given rise to an 
unprecedented  centralized  system of  watsr issues to the many  irrigation 
projects covering a large part of the dry zone. 
Small farm model  (2.4 acres irrigated farm land and .6 acres homestead). 
Cluster hamlets each consisting of about  125 homesteads in System H  and 
about 250 homesteads in other projects pcx hamlet, with farmlands within 
convenient walking distance. 
Farm layout and water delivery system bused on the concept of  turnouts, 
i.e.  off-takes from the distrihutory channtds irrigating an average of  18 to 
20 farm units under a field channel. 
An  unitary approach to management of  the Mahaweli  settlement projects. 
At the operational level, the Unit Manager is responsible for a specific area 
of about 600 acres of farm land/farmers. At  a higher level he is assisted by 
senior specialist functionaries. 
Objectives of  Farmer Participation 
There are three objectives of  procuring farmer participation: 
1.  To obtain collective  commitment and asr,istance of  farmers in the opera. 
tion and maintenance of the irrigation system. 71 
2. 
3. 
To guide farmers in the efficient use of irrigation water. 
To involve farmers in the eventual seKmanagement of  the secondary and 
tertiary irrigation systems. 
Experience in'the Mahaweli Projects 
The organisation of  farmer participation necessitated the determination of: 
.l)  physical and social basis for grouping of  Iiarmers;  2) the nature and size of 
the grouping and the leadership desired;  3)  how and to what  extent to effec- 
tively engage them in water management;  4)  and the type of training required. 
System H  (Kalawewa) was  the first new  irrigation-cum-settlement project 
taken up under the Mahaweli programme. It consists of  about 24,000-2.4 acre 
farms. Tertiary irrigation system is based  on a series of  turnouts. Unlike the 
Mahaweli areas (System B and C)  which wer,?  subsequently taken up for devel- 
opment where population  is sparse, there wwe many  scattered villages in and 
around  System  H.  The villagers  were  tradiiinnal  social  groups.  In resettling 
them in System H, much effort was made to Firovide their homesteads and farm- 
lands in a manner causing least dislocation to their social ties. 
Systematic establishment of  farmer groups for irrigated  agriculture com- 
menced in the year 1979. In this exercise the lollowing guidelines were adopted: 
The physical basis for the groupings to be  the turnout for convenient and 
effective water issue and regulation. 
The social basis to be the farmers community which received land within a 
turnout. As  in  the hamlets,  farm  lots  within  a  turnout  were  generally 
given to farmers with close social links. This proved to he a positive factor 
in activating the water-user groups. 
The subject of water management was considered in a broad perspective. It 
was more than the mere issue of  watei. tn the fields and maintenance of 
the channel. It also covered those aspmts of  land preparation, soil man- 
agement,  cropping,  and  institutional  growth  pertaining  to  water 
management. 
A forum to be established for regular participation  of  officers and farmer 
representatives. 
Understandably in a new project, the initiative has to come more from the 
officers  in  organizing  farmer  participation.  Intensity  of  officer  involve- 
ment was  to he gradually lowered with the growth of farmer groups for 
self-management. 72 
Organisation for Farmer Participation 
In 1979, when this programme commenced in parts of  System H  (Hl, H2, 
H7, and H9 which presently falls within the Galnewa Project  Manager’s Div- 
ision)  the  unit  management method  did  not  exist.  Up to  its introduction in 
1981, the field  level  operations were  assisted  ty  KVSs  (Krushikarma  Vyaptha 
Sevaka  --agricultural extension workers)  and Jl’s  (Jalapalaka -  water  manage- 
ment overseers). They were supervised by  the 4gricultural Instructor and the 
Irrigation Technical officer  who functioned at .3lock level.  However, the same 
arrangement was continued after the introducticn of the Unit Management Sys- 
tem.  The main  difference was  the assignment  of  responsibility  for field  level 
operations to the Unit Manager. The Unit Manager was expected to function in 
an integrated manner. 
At first, adequately instructed by the senior project management, the field 
officers organized general meetings of farmers. The importance of  working in 
groups and under farmer leadership  was explained. Farmers were  sensitized  to 
the need to have their own groups. 
Accordingly,  two  farmer  leaders  were  elected  for  each  turnout  by  the 
farmers, one person mainly to associate with w.iter management and the other 
with agricultural extension. They represented the turnout irrigation community 
at the fortnightly meetings convened by the officers at the community Centre, 
Those regular meetings were to serve several purposes:  1) to allow the officers 
and farmer representatives to exchange ideas, dscnss, and solve problems with 
mutual understanding and assistance;  2) to plar the operation and maintenance 
of the irrigation system and agricultural progranune in the respective areas with 
farmer participation; 3) to train farmers representatives and disseminate knowl- 
edge and instructions through them  to thz faimers; 4)  to prepare work  pro- 
grammes for implementation by  the officers with the assistance of  farmers; and 
5)  to monitor progress. 
The field  level  officers,  i.e., JPs and  KWs, were  to be  assisted  by  the 
farmer representatives in their respective field$. Reciprocally, officers were  to 
assist the representatives in their role, in a manner enhancing their pusition as 
leaders.  This  structure was  complemented  hy  the monthly  training  sessions 
which were conducted for the Block level  office.^, who in turn regularly traine- 
d/instructed the farmer representatives. 
It is  seen that the ultimate objective was 10  involve the farmers in water 
management and agriculture through a scheme of training and participation. 
A  general  evaluation  of  their  performancc:  up  to  the year  1982  showed 
limited  but  certain positive  results.  Farmers  rc:alized  the importance of  their 73 
groups to operate and maintain the field channels properly and for their com- 
mon benefit. They  became conscious of  the necessity  for  collective  effort to 
maintain  the irrigation  system  and  to  cnltiiate land  according  to an agreed 
calendar. Preparation and implementation ol programmes for rotational water 
issue  and  channel  maintenance  were  rendeied  easy  as they  were  done with 
farmer consultation and commitment. 
The farmer organisation provided the medium for two-way flow of informa- 
tion and formed'a clase link between officer:  and farmers. To the settlers who 
came from distant places of  origin, a  common-purpose  grouping was  welcome. 
Absence of such an arrangement would have placed them in a state of confusion 
and deprived them of easy access to institutional  services. To the old villagers 
who were resettled, the turnout principle was a continuation of their traditional 
village  institution. The old  village  society h;id  its features of  leadership, self- 
help, and collective responsibility generally d6,termined by the irrigation system. 
Those concepts were easily adaptable in the layout of  the new irrigation system 
based on turnouts. In fact, a growth of leaderihip and community responsibility 
in the new settlement was first observed in the turnout areas (i.e. 303 - Torana- 
gama) in which the resettlers were the largest  majority of  the population. 
The organisation of water management and agriculture on the basis of  turu- 
outs has yielded several gains. Within a few years, it was possible to reduce the 
excessive use of irrigation water to a desirabli: water duty. 'The yield per acre ot 
paddy cultivation recorded a steep upward trend. The groups were instrumental 
in bringing about a considerable transformat on in agricultural practices. Crop 
diversification  was  successfully  effected  in  :System H.  The interest  that  was 
shown by the participants was indicated by thcir eagerness to involve themselves 
in other community affairs as well. They wished to see that the turn-out groups 
attended to such matters as health, educatior ,  and cultural development. How- 
ever, with a view to keep to the main objectives, a deliberate attempt was made 
to confine them only to water management ant3 agriculture. 
Some Issues 
The observations outlined above do not In  any way indicate that there was 
a growth of  rural institutions or leadership tc, the extent desired. The period of 
time available was short, about four years. Obviously a longer period is required 
for their growth. My personal assessment is that the turn-out groups were prov- 
ing them to he lively cells with a promise for flster growth. 
This exercise also has problems and  issres which need examination. The 
turn-out groupings were established for a well defined but limited purpose, i.e., 
for participatory  water management and agricultural extension. Their operation 74 
was  confined to the  area below  the distributory channel.  Building  them  in a 
pyramidal  structure into  higher  organisations  was  not  intended.  Views  have 
been  expressed  that  the  small  turnout groups should  he  federated  at higher 
points on the irrigation network. This is a de:iatable issue. According  to  my 
experience it is advisable, at least in the initial stages of  a new settlement pro- 
ject, to confine their area of  work and scope to the fundamental tasks of  water 
use and  agricultural  extension  only. Their  sixe  should  be  viable  enough to 
achieve simple yet  basic objectives. Larger  organisations with  other objectives 
could result in a failure to meet fundamental obj,:ctives. 
A tendency noted was that the field officer:; began to be over-dependent on 
the farmer representatives in the performance oi  their own duties. For example, 
the Irrigation Technical Officer expected the fErmer representative to come to 
him with the irrigation problems. Some irrigation officers tended to be satisfied 
by  merely expecting the farmer representative  !o carry out given instructions. 
They began  to move away from the field. Farmer representatives began to feel 
that  their voluntary  role was  being used  as a cover  to get  work  done which 
should legitimately have been done by the officers. Before such a misconception 
got entrenched the trend was arrested. In orgar.izing participation  and in relat- 
ing it to the official structure, the possibility for this tendency should be noted. 
A similar trend was observed in relation tc' agricultural extension as well. 
Extension workers tended to become over-dependent on the farmer representa- 
tive.  As  a  result,  it  became  questionable whei:her  the extension  information 
really went down to the farmers. The farmer repi.esentative  necessarily had to be 
involved in the exercise of organizing other farmers and in the dissemination of 
extension knowledge. But, understandably, mar y of  the farmer representatives 
had certain limitations in regard to their absorptive capacity and the time that 
was available to spend with other farmers. The.efore, a scheme was devised to 
use  the best  of  two  means to  approach  farme1.s. That was  to  approach  them 
through the farmer representatives as well as to ].each them directly in the field. 
Another  issue is, to what  extent the tnrnciut farmer groupings should be 
built upwards to form larger organisational unils. The question is whether it is 
really necessary to build upwards. Is it not morf' practical to confine its work to 
the area below  the distributory channel and to keep its objectives limited and 
well defined? It is granted that some form of  organisation  to  cover  the many 
other development needs in a new settlement is :necessary. It may be desirable to 
have a different organisation for such matters as social and cultural develop- 
ment and to exclude from them the objectives of  turn-out groupings, water use 
and agricultural extension. Of  course, although not distinctly seen in the man- 
agement structure, farmer participation  is built into the project's  irrigation and 
agricultural programming even at a higher level. e.g. individual farmers can par- 
ticipate in  a forum where  vital decisions are taken on the preparation of  the 75 
seasonal  irrigation  and agricultural calendar. Such important decisions as the 
dates and periods of water issues, the type of crops, the schedule of water issues 
are decided  before  the commencement  of th:  cultivation  season by  the joint 
participation of officers and farmers. 
This is  a requirement  under the Irrigati'w Ordinance. Once decided, the 
seasonal programme  is  implemented  and  the progress monitored through the 
turn-out groups. This is an area where refinements and improvements could be 
effected to achieve better results in water  use and cultivation. The collective 
plans of the different turnout groups could be made to serve as the basis for the 
preparation  of  seasonal  cultivation  and  opevation  and  managment  plans.  In 
effect, this is an acceptance of  the principle of  planning at a grass-roots level. 
Such a joint  exercise  could  result  in  a  free  flow of  information between  the 
farmers and the decision makers and in planni xg, implementing, and monitoring 
programmes based on mutual commitment and consent. 
Modifications 
A subsequent modification made to the scheme was to allow a single elected 
farmer to represent a turn-out in place of two representatives as earlier. He was 
expected to cover both water management ani  agricultural extension. It had a 
few  advantages. Farmers had  only  a single  p<:rson to go to.  Officers found it 
easier  to work  with  a  single  person.  Organisation  of  meetings  and  training 
became  easier  as  the number  involved  was  almost  half.  However,  it  had  a 
number of disadvantages. With two representatives. there was broader speciali- 
zation in the areas of activity. Farmers could g;o to the representative according 
to the nature of the problem. In a sense, training would have been more effec- 
tive with farmers who sought specialization. Through such specialist representa- 
tives, irrigation management and agricultural extension would have been more 
effective. Two  representatives  from a turnout gave  the assurance that  a  void 
resulting frum inaction or disinterest by one could be covered up by the other. 
The trial carried out with a single farmer representative  was found to be defi- 
cient in many respects when compared with the performance by two representa- 
tives per turn-ont. 
Recent Experiences in other 
Mahaweli Projects 
The concept of  farmers participation through turnout groupings was intro- 
duced in February  1986 to the Mahaweli prijects in System B  (Maduruoya), 
System C  (Ulhitiya-Ratkinda) and System G (Eilahara). The System H model was 
replicated, subject to two modifications:  I) the election of two representatives 76 
per  turnout  was  reintroduced,  and  2)  the  farmers  were  to  be  approached 
through their representatives as well as through the officers. This was a formal 
and informal means of  working with and for the farmers. 
There are five main features of this modified scheme: 
1.  A monthly meeting of  Block and Unit lei,el managers where they receive 
instructions from the senior staff. 
2.  Monthly  meetings  of  farmer  representat ves  and officers  instead  of  the 
fortnightly meetings. 
The Unit  Managers with  Block irrigation and agricultural  extension  staff 
serving as trainers of farmer representatim:s. 
A joint meeting of  farmers and officers within the turnout at least once a 
month. This is more or less a field-day type of  training. Training, irrigation 
maintenance work, agricultural demonstrations, and organisation of volun- 
tary labour (Shramadana) are to he done at these meetings. 
These are to be supplemented by  other field level agricultural and opera- 




As  the programme  was  introduced  recently,  it is too  early  to  make any 
comments  on its  performance. However,  it  must  be  noted  that  the new  pro: 
gramme benefitted from the experience and knowledge of problems encountered 
in system H. 
No attempt was made in this paper to comp:ire the Mahaweli experience with 
that of projects outside its areas. There is a ma,or reason for this. The layout of 
the Mahaweli irrigation  system is on the basis of  turnouts? and  is  different  to 
other older irrigation projects which do not have such finely worked  out small 
turnouts. This fact makes it easier to organize Mahaweli farmers towards partic- 







System H  of  the Mahaweli  Project  is  elisentially  an  irrigated  agricultural 
project. Its rnain objective is the maximum  u~ilization  of  the 2.4 acres of  irriga- 
ble  land  that  has been  given  to the settlers.,It  was  hoped  to achieve this hy 
producing high yielding and high value crops, Maximum possible use was to he 
made  of  the irrigation water  that  was avai1a:ile for cultivation. In the project 
activities  of  System  H,  community  develorsment  was  to  he  given  an equal 
emphasis with agriculture and water management. This was in order to achieve a 
social cohesiveness amongst the farmers so t iat through their active participa- 
tion in agriculture and water management, the hest  use could be made by them 
of the various Mahaweli inputs and programm:~. 
In order to achieve these objectives,  it was  necessary  to organize  farmer 
groups aud to train them in the various aspects of  agriculture and water man- 
agement. It was also necessary to upgrade tlieir managerial  and organisational 
skills,  so  that  the farmer  participation  in  group activities  would  make  their 
organisation  strong and  less  dependent  on  the  Mahaweli  Authority  and  the 
Government. The general belief that the Government and its functionaries have 
to do everything for the settler had to be eorrwted. 
Initially, it  was  necessary  to establish  ;in effective  dialogue  between  the 
farmers and  the  officers. Once this dialoguti  was  established  it was, hoped  to 
make the farmers aware of their obligations. These included: 
'General  Manager, Mahaweli Economic Agency, Mahaweli Authority of Sri Lanks. 78 
0  To assist  in  organizing the farmers in  a  :urnout to  work  as  a group in 
water management and agricnltnre. 
Clean, maintain, and repair their field channels and drainage channels for 
their mutual benefit and that of the managmnent. 
Distribute equitably amongst  themselves tie irrigation water that is given 
to them without wastage. 
Kcep to the cultivation  calendars that  thciy  have helped  to formulate, so 
that  maximum  use  is  made of  the water  available  and  to ensure better 
yields. 
To  make  maximum  use  of the agricultur.11 extension  and  input  services 
that are made available to them by the management. 
To enforce sanctions on those whu do not keep to the cultivation calendar 







The need for a strong and effective farmer wganisation was obvious if these 
objectives were to be achieved. 
The Irrigation System 
In designing  the irrigation  system  for  th:  Mahaweli  areas,  management 
considerations too were an important  factor. There was  an emphasis on rota- 
tional water issues as opposed to the conventional practice of  continuous flow. 
In the older irrigation projects, long distributoi y channels were a common fea- 
ture and from these channels individual pipe  cutlets were given  to each field. 
This allowed  little room  for the collective  orllanisation  of  farmers for water 
distribution. 
The irrigation  design  for  System  N  provides  for  water  to  be  ultimately 
released to a turnout group of 15-20 farmers, who then have to manage and usc 
this water by sharing it equally  among themselves. The Mahaweli Authority is 
responsible for the delivery of this water from the reservoir  via Main, Branch, 
Distributory,  and  Sub-Distributory  canals  to  the  point  where  the  water  was 
turned out to the Field Canal, The Field Canal has a capacity of 1 cusec. The 1 
cusec canal necessarily requires irrigation  at night as well,  and this naturally 
poses problems to the farmers as well as to the officials. 79 
The Turn-Out Groups 
It was assumed by  the planners that the farmers in each turnout would, on 
their own, organize themselves for the equilable distribution of  the water allo- 
cated  to them. They also assumed that the farmers would maintain their field 
channels and irrigation  structures on their  own.  It was  found  early  that, in 
addition to the problems of laud preparation, the farmers were not in a position 
to distribute and share this water equitably among themselves because they did 
not have any basic organisation within their turnout area. They were not main- 
taining the field  canals nor the irrigation structures.  It was evident that  there 
was an urgent need for a farmer organisation at the field channel level. 
It was felt that the basic farmer organisation that was necessary, had to be 
at the turnout level where such an organisation would he most effective. It was 
easy to organize the farmers within a turnaut as they had  common objectives 
and common problems.  It  was  necessary th?refore, to get the farmers in each 
turnout area together,  so that  they could  ,e  organized  for group action and 
trained  in water  management where initiallj. the farmers had the biggest prob- 
lems. These problems were  more acute with the farmers who  were  cultivating 
the tail-ends of the turnout areas, who did )not get sufficient water for cultiva- 
tion. In some instances, this was due to ovt:r use and wastage by the head-end 
farmers and in some instances, due to fau1t:r  construction within  the irrigation 
system. 
There was no formal or informal relati,mship among the farmers in a tur. 
nout area which would have enabled them to work together and to discuss and 
solve their problems. With the organisation of the farmers at the turnout level, 
we  hoped to develop social cohesiveness ammg them around water management 
and agriculture. We also hoped to build a slrong relationship between farmers, 
farmer leaders, and the officers which woulj form the base on which problems 
could  he  surfaced and identified and solutims found suitable to all farmers in 
the group. 
The co-ordination that was  necessary hetween  agriculture, water  mauage- 
ment and community development  was  to be  emphasized  when  organizing the 
farmer group. Community Development activities that hitherto had been given 
little emphasis in the pre-Mahaweli settlement projects, played an important role 
not only in assisting the farmers to organizc themselves hut also by  acting as a 
catalyst for all the other project activities.  [t was through the active participa- 
tion of all the farmers in a turnout area that maximum use could be made of the 
land and water given to them, This was espei:ially  so with regard to the equitable 
distribution of the limited irrigation water that was available. 80 
Training Strategy 
It is difficult to organize and train 24,000  fhners, cach of  whom  has an 
individual  land  holding.  Therefore  in  August  1979,  the  strategy  that  the 
Mahaweli  Development Board  decided to adopt in the organisation and training 
of  farmers, was  to take representatives of  a turnout group for initial training. 
These farmer representatives  (FRs) would  recei1.e  training in agriculture and 
water  management  and  would  also  be  given  any  spccial  messages  that  the 
Mahaweli had for its farmers. They would in turrl disseminate this training and 
information to the other farmers in their group. 
In  System  H  there  are  over  1,730 turnout  areas.  The  Unit  Manager 
together  with  the Engineering Assistant  convened  meetings of  the farmers in 
each  of  the turnout groups and asked them to dect two farmers to  represent 
them as the Turnoutgoup Leader and the Contact Farmer. 
A joint team of  all the field staff attached to the Range met all the farmers 
in that Range and explained the need and purpose of  a farmer organisation. This 
team consisted of the Agricultural Instructor, (Al) Assistant Community Devel- 
opment Officer, (AO) Development Assistant, (DA) and the .IPS  and KVS. 
It must be noted  here that  all FRs  were  elected  by  the farmers and  not 
selected by  the management. The Turnout 1.eader was  for water management 
and the Contact Farmer was for agricultural extension activities. 
These farmer  leaders were  brought,  once a  fortnight, to the Community 
Development Training Centers which were locatei in various parts of  System €1. 
Their training WdS  organized by the Unit Managei. The Block Staff were engaged 
in the main aspects of training these farmers in water management, agriculture, 
marketing, credit, etc., and also in  community development. The Project level 
staff were also involved in this training, in thai  some members of the project 
staff visited each of these ttaining sessions and spoke to the farmer leaders. The 
farmer leaders could also use these sessions as a Iorum where they could surface 
the various problems of their group and find suitable solutions for them. 
After each training sessian, the Turnout Group Leaders were  supposed to 
organize  meetings  in  their  turnout areas and  to  disseminate  the training and 
information that  they received  at these session:  to the other farmers and also 
inform them of the solutions to their problems. 
Training Administration 
The farmer leader training programme was well organized and was held on a 
regular  basis at a prearranged  time and date so that  the participants were  well 81 
aware of the dates of their training programine. The farmers were given folders, 
pen, and paper  so that they could  keep a rc:cord of  all their training activities 
together with the literature that was distributed. During these training sessions, 
the farmers  were  given  instruction  sheets on the different  subjects in which 
they were trained. 
These instruction sheets, which were prepared by the project staff related 
to the particular aspects of training that was given to the farmers. Instruction 
sheets were issued not only on subjects relating to agriculture, irrigation, and 
community development, but on other relevmt topics as well. All these instruc- 
tion  sheets have now  been  put  together in the form of  a handbook  which is 
being used  for future training, not  only in System H,  but  in other Mahaweli 
systems as well (Jayawardene 1983). The lectures at these training sessions were 
given  mainly by  the staff  working in the prpject areas, but in some instances, 
specialists from outside were  invited  to deliver  special  lectures on important 
topics. 
The farmer leaders were paid Rs. lo/- for attending each training session as 
partial compensation for the wages that they would  loose in coming continu- 
ously to these training sessions.  Their continued attendance was important as 
the farmer leaders were one of  the major links between  the Mahaweli  staff and 
the other farmers. This payment meant that  :hey did not have to make too great 
a sacrifice on behalf of the community. Lunch was provided on the days that the 
sessions were held. It was argued by some, h3wever that the continued enthusi- 
astic attendance of the farmer leaders at these sessions was due to this payment. 
This theory was disproved later on when the payment of Rs. lo/- was withdrawn 
without  an effect on the attendance. It was  evident  that  the farmer leaders 
attended these sessions because they saw its L'eneficial aspects. 
Evaluation 
An  evaluation  of  these  training  progrnmmes  shows  that  turnout group 
training has had a positive effect  on the farmers in enabling them to organize 
themselves to make maximum use of the lad,  water, and other resources avail- 
able to them. The increase in productivity  has meant higher income which  in 
turn has helped them to improve their qualit], of life. 
These training sessions have also helped the farmer  cultivate other more 
profitable crops like chillies, which they were not used to cultivating. 
Through these training sessions and turnout organisations we tried to wean 
the farmers away  from paddy  cultivation during the Yala season to adopt  the 
cultivation of other field crops. 82 
~  ~  ~~  ~~  ~ 
These changcs have now  proved  to be  beneficial in that large areas are 
cultivated during the Yala  season with other fif!ld crops, especially in  the red- 
dish brown earths which constitute 60% of  the roils in System H. In 1979, 414 
acres were  cultivated in  other field crops, incr,:asing  to 22,500 acres in  1985. 
The positive  effects of  our farmcr training proipmme can be  seen  broadly in 






A rapid reduction of  the irrigation problens that beset most of the farmers 
in the initial stages of the project, especidly in  the receipt and equitable 
distribution of water. This is revealed  by  the reduction in the numher of 
problems  listed  by  the respective  Unit  Managers before  the commence- 
ment of  each season. 
The adoption of  new  agricultural method3 and techniques. This is  borne 
out by  the fact that System H has been able to reach yields higher than the 
yields in any other district in thc country #:Table  1 below). 
System H produces over one third of  thi:  country's  chillie requirernenls. 
This is reflected by the increased acreage rnder chillie each year shown in 
Table 2 below. 
The progressive reduction in water use as shown in Table 3 for the cultiva- 
tion of both paddy and other field crops, can be positively related to the 
training of farmers in water management. 
Many  turnout group organisations  now  :ake on small  maintenance con- 
tracts within their turnout areas or on tl  e distributory channel close by. 
This gives those farmers in the group an added  income and ensures the 
proper and satisfactory maintenance of thr!ir  irrigation system. TABLE 1: Paddy Cultivation in Maha Season 
Maha  Kalawewa  National 
Seaso"  Average Yield  Average Yield 
(BdAere)  (BufAcrc) 
1978/79  92.3 
19~81  95.68 
198im  71.74. 
19~83  1M.23  I 
19a3/84  81.27 
i9niwas  92.33 
1985/86  87.57 
1979/80  87.68 
('Ereessiue  rain W(IS recorded during this seam") 
Source: (1) Records of  Resident  Project  Manager,  Kalawewa (b) Agric. Eca 
nomic Diviaion, Dept. of Agriculture. 
TABLE  2:  Chilli  Cultivation:  Extent  and  Production  in 
Kalawewa Area 
Cultivation  Extent  As % ,I  Production  As % of 
Year  (W4  National  (Metric tons)  National 







608  2.Ii2  617  2.89 
3021  9.4  2077  10 3 
6194  20.19  6812  25.28 
7910  18.79  11540  29.5 
Source:  K.P.Wirnrladharrna: The  lncungruence lktween  Agricultural  Research Policy 
and Development Planning : the case of  chillies in  the Kalawewa Settlements under the 
Mahaweli Development Project. PGIA. Peradeniya  IJniversity: 1985. 
TABLE 3: Water Duty in System H - Kalawewa 
Yala Season  Water Duty 
in AC. k*r. 
1979  7.7 
1980  6.0 
1981  5.30 
1982  5.67 
1983  5.70 
1984  5.14 
1985 5.57  5.57 
~  ~~ 
Source:  Resident Project Manager, Kalarewe, MEA Olfice. 
83 It was interesting to note that in most initances a farmer at the tail end of 
the turnout was elected the leader. This prohatly was due to the fact that he had 
problems in receiving watcr to his field  which  necessitated his active participa- 
tion in the group’s activities. In a number of  other instances, it was noted that 
the morc affluent and  influential farmer  becnnie  the leader.  It was  observed 
latterly that the Farmer  Leaders who were ekcted, represented the interest of 
the fellow turnout farmers as well. Each year  when the farmers have an oppor- 
tunity of electing new leaders, only 570 of the Ii:aders  are replaced. 
We have found, in certain instances howerer, that the Farmer Leaders were 
not disseminating the information that they w :re  given at the training sessions 
to  the others in  their  groups.  This was  in tt.c region  of  10% 1.0  15% of  the 
Farmer Leaders. We also found that in certain instances, the Farmer Leader was 
now considered an extension of the bureaucracy and therefore, other farmers in 
the group did  not readily  accept  whatever training or  information this Farmer 
Leader  tried to impart ta them. These leaders  did, however, make use of  this 
training themselves. In these instances the eff:ct  of agricultural extension was 
limited to the denionstration effect of the farmi ig activity of the turnout leader. 
Where there was no group activity or orgmisation, it was difficult for the 
farmers to manage their water and to solve the problems that arose with regard 
to its equitable distribution. This was also evid(:nt in turnouts where farm allot- 
ments had been leased  out. The lessee was not at all interested in group activi- 
ties. As a result the other farmers of that turnwt too did not show much inter- 
est  in  the activities of  the group. These instances of  leasing were  sometimes 
difficult  to detect.  Though there is  no clear or authentic data, it is estimated 
that approximately 15% to 20% of  the lands a’e leased out. In such situations 
we  have tried to change the attitudes of  the lurnout group by paying special 
attention to the whole group at the field itself. 
All in all, it has been found that the turnout leader training programme has 
had beneficial effects in helping farmers to or6:anize themselves as a group for 
profitahle cultivation activity. There is now a strong relationship between  the 
officers and the farmers in a turnout group where the Farmer Leader  was  the 
initial link. This bas contributed to the quick and effective solution of farmers’ 
problems which was one of the main objectives in organizing the farmers at the 
turnout level. 
Group activity and  the early  solution  to problems  have also enabled  the 
farmers to settle down quickly and to stand on iheir own feet. It has also helped 
to achieve high agricultural production, thereb:r justifying the large investment 
that has been made in developing these lands and settling the people. The higher 
incomes that they earned have led to an improvement in the quality of  the lives 
they now lead. 85 
It must be  recorded  that these training programmes  would  not have been 
successful, if not for the positive role played hy the field staff as organizers and 
trainers. The strong relationship that was buil. up between the farmers and the 
officials was important. No effective farmer pahcipation is possible in irrigation 
management, especially in schemes like Systeri H, without the initiative shown 
by  officials.  The field  staff  engaged  in  farmer training  activities,  had  to be 
initially trained as trainers to effectively organize and train the farmer leaders. A 
special programme  was  drawn  up for the training of  the Mahaweli officers as 
trainers and this programme continues even now. 
Future Programmes 
Since the turnout leader training programme has been  successful and its 
objectives met  to  a great  extent,  we  decided  to  try  the training of  the whole 
turnout group  in  certain  selected  areas. Here  all  farmers in  a  turnout  were 
brought together. The Mahaweli staff could thm  by way of lectures, discussions, 
etc., give all of them thc special messages and training that was necessary for the 
group. 
Thesc sessions were  informal and  were  (,onducted in a location within  or 
close to the turnout area itself. This was a depirture from the class room type of 
training that was conducted for the turnout lesders hitherto. Thc farmers in the 
turnout were now engaged in a more field-oriented training. The response to this 
type of training was encouraging and  of ben,:fit  to all the farmers in  the fur- 
nonts that were chosen for this experimental training programme. However, due 
to logistical reasons .-  there are over 1,700 tnrnouts in System H .-  it was not 
possible to extend this type of  training to everyone of  the turnout group arcas. 
Thercfore, in System H, we  now have turnout training in certain chosen loca. 
tions in each KPMs area.  We also continued  the farmer  leader training pro- 
gramme  as done  earlier,  su  that  we  continrie  to  keep  in  touch  with  all  the 
farmers either directly or through their turnout group leaders. 
Organising  the turnout  groups  and  training  the farmers  with  the same 
objectives, has been started in the new Mahaweli project areas, System Band C 
as well. The experience that we  have gained in System H is proving useful to our 
future work. 
In the Tambuttegama  KPM's  area of  S:istem  H, D-channel  organisations 
were formed at the beginning of  the Maha 19:35-86 season. All the Farmer Lead- 
ers of the turnout along each D-channel  constituted the membership of  these 
new  organisations. The main  objectives  of  the new  D-channel  organisations 
were: 86 
1.  To estahlish a continuous dialogue hetwt:en the farmer and the officers in 
respect of the operation and maintenance of that D-channel. 
To assist in the organisation of  the land Iweparation and other agricultural 
activities so that  the water distribution programme could he  carried out 
smoothly. 
To arrange for a water distribution system among the turnouts that would 
ensure a uniform flow in the D-channels during the periods of  water issue 
for each cultivation season. 
2. 
3. 
4.  To ensure that there is no wastage of watcr at the D-channel level and that 
there is no willful damage to structures and the D-channel. 
To get the D-channel larmer organisation to effect necessary repairs to the 
D-channel and structures, to give the farmers the opportunity to earn an 
income and to ensure that the work woulc he done satisfactorily. 
5. 
The obligations  of  the  Farmer  Leader  who  are the mp.mhers  of  the D- 
channel organisations were:  (a) they innst atteid all meetings of the D-channel 
organisation; their active participation at these meetings was necessary and they 
are encouraged to keep notcs of important decisions taken at these meetings; (b) 
they should keep all the other farmers in their turnout fully informed of what 
happens at these D-channel organisation meetings and the decisions taken; (c) 
Farmer Leaders should maintain a good relarimship with  the officials of  the 
Mahaweli and strive to assist them actively in tieir work so that they can even- 
tually take over some of their functions. 
'The observations made during the last Maha season on the functioning of 
these D-channel organisations  showed  that  they had  started off  well  (Scudder 
and Wimaladharma 1985).  It has heen decided to continue these programmes in 
the coming Yala season as well. At the end of the Yala season an evaluation will 
be  made  of  the performance of  these  organisations  with  a  view  to  deciding 









The post 1970 era has witnessed three .main types of  irrigation development 
activities in Sri Lanka.  They are the conslruction of  major irrigation  systems 
such as the Mahaweli Development Project; the rehabilitation  of  major irriga- 
tion systems; and the rehabilitation  of  village-level  minor  irrigation  schemes. 
Water management  is recognized  as an important aspect of  irrigation  develop- 
ment  and since the  19705, the State as well  as donor agencies  have become 
aware of  the fact  that the irrigation systems, whether large or small, need the 




The Gal Oya Left Bank Rehabilitation  Project, started in 1979, falls into the 
second  type  of  irrigation  activity--a  large-scale  rehabilitation  programme with 
heavy investments. As a part of this exercise, a farmer organisation programme 
was introduced as an experiment to obtain farmers'  participation in water man- 
agement. This paper is a case study of  tha. experiment, which has been in pro- 
gress for the last 5 years. 
'Deputy Director. Agrarian Services and Training Insiitute. Colombo.  1 The Gal Oya Irrigation  System, located  in the south-eastern part of  Sri 
Lanka2 was the largest irrigation-based settlernfnt project in the island prior to 
the Mahaweli  Development Project. The construction of  the irrigation system 
began in 1948 and was completed in the early 1'950s. The reservoir, Samudraya, 
can stare 770,000 acre feet of  water and has a 8Iommand area of  120,000 acres. 
The Gal  Oya Irrigation  System  has three main  divisions:  the Left  Bank, the 
Right Bank, and the River Division. The Left  I3ank  (1.B) command area is the 
largest of the three divi=ions  with abont 65,000 acres of irrigatci!  land.'  The JAB 
system is  comprised  of  nearly  32  miles  of  main  channels, 50  miles of  major 
distributaries, and about Mx) miles of field chanrtds. 
The physical system of the Gal Oya Left Bank (GOLB) in the late 1970s was 
aptly  described  as a "hydrological  nightmare" (Uphoff 1986); channels were 
silted,  structures  were  broken,  and  the  channel  rapacity  had  been  greatly 
reduced by erosion. 
In 1978, the Government of  Sri Lanka an81  the United  States Agency  for 
International Development  (USAID) selected the I.eft Bank of the Gal Oya Irri- 
gation  Scheme for rehabilitation as the first step of a  comprehensive  plan  of 
improving water  management  in major  irrigatism  schemes. The rehabilitation 
project  in  the  GOLB  focussed  on  both  physical  rehabilitation  and  water 
management.  4 
The Irrigation Department (ID) was appointed as the project implementing 
agency with the technical assistance of PRC Engineering Consultants, Inc., an 
US  engineering firm. Through a Letter of  Und:rstanding,  the ID was  further 
assisted by the Agrarian  Research and Training institute (ARTI) which worked 
on the farmer organisation and socio-economic 8:omponents of  the project. The 
ARTI was assisted by the Rural Development Cnmmittee of  Cornell University, 
USA.  The project  initially  spanned  over  41  months  (August  1979  to  March 
'The  scheme is located in the Dry Zone, where the average annual rainfall is about 327 mm. The 
reservoir's  catchment area receives its main  rainfall  (about 70%) from the north-west  monsoons. 
which blow during the month of November, December  and 1,muary. In the Dry Zone. cultivation of 
a second crop, mainly paddy, entirely depends en irrigation *i Ltei. 
30ffieially the LB system irrigated about 42 acres. 
4Specifically.  the project  was to (i)  rehabilitate the GOLB physical system;  (ii)  conduct on-farm 
water management research at  Gal Oya and Uda Walawe; (iiil improve the central support provided 
by  the Irrigation  Department;  and  (i.)  &st  in  the establiihmrnt  of farmer  organisations  in the 
construction, operation and maihtenanee  of systems. The I'roject  was  to develop  procedures and 
techniques which can be replicated throughout Sri  Lanka (USAID 1983:3). 89 
1984). But as a result of a "shortfall of funds and an inadequate time period to 
achieve  the  project  purposes,"  the project  life  was  further  extended  by  21 
months, i.e., until 31 December 1985. USAID provided financial support in two 
ways: a grant of US$5.1 million and a loan of US$ 10.8  million. The Sri Lanka 
Government's  contribution was ITS$ 24,478 <:USAID,  1983: AND ANNEX D). 
Pre-Rehabilitation Status of the GOLB  I 
By  1978 the Irrigation system of the G13LB was in a very deteriorated con- 
dition. Main system management was hapha::ard  and in 1982 water was regularly 
controlled and measured at only seven points, for the entire Left Bank system. 
Because of water shortages, at least one-thirsl of the LB command area seldom or 
never got water in the yala (dry) season (Murray Rust et al. 1982). 
A survey carried out by the ARTI in GOLB revealed that the average size of 
the lowland per settler was only 2 acres w th a range of  0.5 acre to 5.0  acres, 
which indicated  a skewed distribution of  lmd ownership. This was a result of 
several  interrelated  factors:  mortgagint;,  share-cropping,  and  extensive 
encroachments, especially in the upper reaches of the COLB. In some places, as 
much as 40% of settlers were non-owner opcrators (Ranasinghe-Perera 1984). 
Cooperation  among farmers was minimal.  Social relations  among settlers, 
who  came from different areas of the coimtry, were  often strained. Settlers 
generally had a low self-image. Relations bctween  farmers and ID officials were 
marked by mistrust and recriminations.  Fanners had no confidence in the com- 
petence or the trustworthiness of the IDS  staff. For example, a farmer asked the 
ARTI  research team in  early  1980, whether it was possihle  to get  an agency 
other than the ID to implement the rehahiiitation project (Uphoff 1981). Many 
field-level officials such as Maintenance Overseers, Jalapalakas (JP) and Yaya- 
palaka (UP) were notorious for their corrulltion and thuggery.  The main ohsta- 
cle to efficient water management, from tbe farmers' view point, was the local- 
level officials, who had political and bureaucratic power behind them. 
I 
~ 
5  I 
6 
50ne  JP  used to promise that he would provide enough water for my  cultivator if the latter gave 
him Rs..50/-  and a bottle ofarrack (L'phoff,  1981). 
60ne  JP who was selected by the Iarmers as their l'ield channel Farmer Representative attempted 
to use his new  power  to his advantage. He had his land allot men^ at the bottom of the field channel 
and had used his  influence  tu raise the field inlets ,fall allotments which were located above his, 
so that water could come along the field channol first to his allotment. Because he was an influential 
person in the area, the others could nut correct this injustice. 90 
On the other hand, the ID officials, especially irrigation engineers, believed 
that  farmers  could  not  use  water  responsibly  and  carefully.  Therefore,  they 
argued that it was necessary to organize, eductlte, and discipline the farmers to 
do what the 1D asked them to do. Thus farmfrs were considered a part of the 
problem while the latter constituted the solutioii. 
The ARTl found that the farmers’ lack  01’  confidence in Government offi- 
cials was  the main  obstacle to farmers’ particlpation  in  operation and mainte- 
nance activities in the GOLB. Unreliability of  water supply and lack of initiative 
among ID officials created this general ill-feeling among the farmers (Wijaya- 
ratna 1985). Farmers’ participation  in water management had  been further dis- 
couraged by the heterogeneity  of the populatimni and the rural leadership that 
prevailed in the area; it was often politically  oriented or interested in personal 
gains (Ranosinghe-Perera 1984). IJnder these circumstances, organizing farmers 
in the Gal Oya left Rank appeared to he a challenging task. The ARTI/Cornell 
research group (hereafter referred to as the ARrI team) soon realised that until 
and unless the technical staff of the ID changi:d  their attitudes on water man- 
agement and farmers, it would  he difficult to change farmers’ attitudes towards 
water management. Furthermore. the ARTI  team  found that “there were  low 
expeckations  of  what could  be  done. The obvious  challenge summoned forth 
many people’s best efforts, as there was no roori for complacency. Any progress 
was  quickly  recognizable  and  much  appreci.ited.  Perhaps  most  important, 
farmers were  ready  for .self-reliant  approacher..  They  knew  after  30  years  of 
hardship and neglect that if they didn’t  help themselves, nobody else would” 
(Uphoff 1986). 
Although  no  concrete evidence was  avail: ble  then to support the above, 
this belief formed the philosophy behind the Farmer Organisation Programme as 
introduced by the ARTI team in the Gal Oya Lfft Bank. The ARTl team hence- 
forth called it a ”methodology” that would “stimulate the evolution of  organisa 
tions by farmers themselves” (Wijayaratna 1985). 
Objectives of  the Programme 
Both the Government and USAlD agreed tl.at to make maximum use of the 
rehabilitated irrigation system of  the GOLB, it was  necessary to develop better 
water management practices. To achieve this, it was imperative that the henefi- 
ciaries of  the irrigation system, i.e., farmers, be drawn into look after, and man- 
age at least  those sections of  the irrigation  facilities that directly serve them. 
Otherwise it would not only be difficult to ensuie the efficient use of the availa- 
ble water but also to prevent the gradual decay and ruin of  the facilities them- 
selves as happened  during the pre-1979 era.  Farmers’  involvement  in  such 91 
activities was  to be come through farmer crganisations. The main  objective of 
the Farmer Organisation Programme (FOP:, was to promote farmers' participa- 
tion in water  management  and system maintenance at all stages from decision 
making on, including the identification of meds to implementation, to including 
the enjoyment of benefits7 
The establishment  of farmer organisations and the promotion  of  farmers' 
participation in these organisations were assigned to the ARTI. However, these 
issues had been  left rather undefined  in ihe Project  Proposal  except  for  the 
question of "free  labour." From the IDS  pr,int of view, it was the farmers' duty 
to contribute their labour for rehabilitation  work. The farmer organisations were 
to have an uniform legal framework impose4 by  the ID. Thus the farmer organi- 
sations were to be formulated in such a way that engineers could supervise their 
activities. However, wen if the ID official!; had the opportunity to devclop an 
amicable  relationship with  the farmers, tte ID  did  not  have enough  staff  to 
promote  a  farmer  organisation  programmc  throughout  the  GOLB.  Upon  the 
ARTI request, the Government withheld th:  introduction of such farmer organ- 
isations at the GOLB and allowed the ARTI to evolve a type of farmer organisa- 
tion which  could accommodate both  farmers'  demands and interests, and  offi. 
cials' work and time targets. In this regard, the ARTI had not possessed its own 
"blueprint"  organisation for the G0I.B farmers.  8 
The basic hypotheses thut guided the FOP can be  summarized asfollows: 
1.  No single model  would  be  appropriale for  the whole  of GOLB given  its 
ethnic, hydrological, and other variati,,ns. 
'More  specifically  the FOP was ,expected  to develop an institutions:  mechanism  to fulfill  thc 
following  lurieiiuns  which  were  considered  to  be  essential  for  effective  management  of  any 
irrigation-based settlement project in the Dry Zone of Sri Lanka. 
(a)  take on  the responsibility of looking after the ,:quit>ble distribution of watcr: 
(b) perform the task of aborting or resolving ~:onfliets  which would otherwise be disruptiw to the 
aystem; 
(c) promote nmong farmers the knowlodge and vttituie necessary tor the consewation of water arid 
the mainlenance of the system; 
(d)  ~SUIP  that the work of cleaning and maintaining the channels and struotures  within the'field 
channel area are done regularly and in time: and 
(.)  arrange to e~rnmiinieate  the needs of  the I:irmer.r to  concerned agcncies outside  GS  well  as  to 
CUmmUnmate  to the farmers a11  relevan1 information  ioni outisders, c.g..  the data of  watcr issue  10 
the Iield channels in the GOLB area (Kasynathan 198f,). 
8Physieal rehabililation  began in  1979 and thc ARII wanled to promote farmers'  iii~~lvem~nf  in 
this activity with a visw to encouraging them to see the system as 'theirs'.  'This need left little time 
for experimenting  with different  farmer organizatio~  models in  the field.  'Thus the  in~titutinnal 
organizers as catalysts for farmer organization develo,ment  were recruited, trained and deployed in 
the GOLB by 1981. 92 
2.  Given the negative attitudes of  farmers towards the ID, its water manage- 
ment/system  would not only require reorientation hut also some structn- 
ral changes. 
An  informal  farmer organisation with  the tasks that farmers could  agree 
upon has more chances of viability than a formal organisation introduced 
from outside. Of  course, when  farmers gtither  experience  and  recognise 
the importance of  their group activity the:,  could then evolve their infor- 
mal organisations into formal ones. 
Water management  is  central to farmer organisations but  it is not  their 
exclusive  concern. Farmers'  involvement  in  efficient water  management 
requircs  strong  linkages  with  various  ai:ricultnral  service  agencies  as 
Department of Agriculture and Department of Agrarian Services. 
The FOP is  a bottom-up approach which will  evolve through practice a 
nietliodulogy which shows how to utilize bcsth local and external resources 
effectively. In this regard, the programme depended on two assumptions: 
(a) carefully selected and trained young pt:ople can  work effectively  with 
farinvrs showing them  the value of  group activity and  organisation;  and 





The FOP that is based on the above assumptions could be considered as an 
institutional mechanism that would  work  with  i ppropriate  modifications along 
its way  (Uphoff  1986). A  good example for this; is the very  first  modification 
introduced with  3  view to linking physical  rehalditation with  farmer organisa- 
tions. The original project design was to operate rarmer organisations separately 
and independently from physical  rehabilitation ivork. These orginisations were 
to take over field channel-level water management activities. This was a neat and 
simple idea that any administrator or a policy maker would  have accepted. But 
the ART1 team was expected to link farmer organisations with physical rehabili- 
tation to assist the ID'S activities, taking input oi'farmer suggestions to redesign 
and carryout field channel rehabilitation, This attempt posed difficulties for the 
farmer organisations as rehabilitation activities l'ad a chequered progress. How- 
ever, this linkage later became an  important aspect of  the FOP as it facilitated 
discussions between engineers and farmers about designs and construction activ- 
ities at the field channel level. 
Strategy for Promoting 
Farmer Organisations 
The original Project  Paper set a target  on Organizing  19,000 farmers on 93 
57,000 acres by  the end of 1984. It envisaged  armers’ organisations at the field- 
channel level to desilt and rehabilitate field channels. Farmers were expected to 
donate their labour and thus no funds were provided in the Project Budget for 
this purpose. Farmers’  participation  in this nianrier  was  taken for granted arid 
the AKTI was expected to bring ahout such participation as part of the effort to 
implement the Project. 
However, the ART1 early reconnaissance studies had clearly shown that the 
lack of  mutual respect and cooperation between farmers and engineers was the 
fundamental problem impeding hetter water management in the GOI,R.  In this 
regard, the ART1 strongly emphasised the need for a “catalyst” to bring togcther 
the water bureaucracy and farmers. “In effect, what had to be done was to make 
a planned intervention into the community, strong enough to catalyse the inter- 
nal dynamism of the community and controllvd enough not to dominate it. Thus 
intervention was made through a catalyst agent called on Institutional Organizer 
(10)” (Wijayaratne 1985). The 10s were expected to work  with farmers and to 
instill the value of  group activities in achiming their demands and  in helping 
each other to develop an efficient water mana1;ernent system. 
Recruitment of Institutional Organizers 
Several key criteria were emphasized in !,electing 10s. The AKTI advertised 
calling applications from graduates  (both male  and  female)  who  possessed  at 
least two of  the following qualifications: (1) knowledge of irrigated agriculture; 
(2) willingness to live in remote villages for extended periods of time; and  (3) 
leadership skills and organisational experience’. 
More than 70% of  the successful candid.ites were children of small farmers 
and this background  helped  them to win  thc confidence of farmers, to under- 
stand their problems quickly, and to live and work under hard living conditions, 
both physical and mental (Wijayaratne 1985) 
I0  Training 
The 10s were trained for 4-7 weeks before they were fielded in the GOLR. 
Their training consisted of lectures and discussions on the broad areas of agri- 
culture, irrigation, local institutions, and communication. The nature and extent 
of  the training varied from batch to batch. !iome  hatches received more formal 
training and less field training, while others were exposed to more field training. 
The field training of  the. later batches was lacilitated by  the presence of  expe- 
rienced 10s in the field. More emphasis was placed, during the field training 94 
period, on a practical omthe-job training in thi: methodology of promoting peo- 
ple's  participation by working in partnership with farmers. 10s learned how to 
enter into the rural community and establish rapport with the farmers. Further, 
they learned  how to identify farmers' needs and problems and how  to resolve 
their problems. The most important component of this training was to learn how 
to  work  with  farmers and officers and how  to promote healthy relationships 
between the two groups. 9 
Deployment and Supervision of Institutional Organizers 
A team approach was the basic strategy of deployment of  10s. Four to five 
10s were assigned to an area, within which inilividual assignments were made, 
but  not  exclusively. The group would  meet  weekly  to discuss their work and 
problems, seek solutions by consensus, and become acquainted with the area. 
The 10s in the field were supervised by Research and Training Officers of 
the ARTI. A Government Officer (District Larid Officer) from the Ministry of 
Lands and Land Development was appointed on a part-time basis as the resident 
I0  supervisor in the GOLB.  He was  in  charg: of  administrative  and  logistics 
problems of  the IOS.~' 
Process Documentation 
The learning component of the FOP was initially done through a "process  . 
monitoring programme," using participant observation as its main  tool. Process 
Docnmentators (PD) who were selected from the IOs, observed and reported the 
social dynamics generated as a result of the intervention of  10s  in the commun- 
ity. Process documentation attempted a continuous assessment of  the progress 
of  farmer organisations,  their defects, strengths, problems.  and potential solu- 
tions. At the beginning, each PD discussed his report with the whole team dur- 
ing  its  weekly  meetings.  The  identified  pro:,lems,  and  collectively  devised 
strategies to cope with  them."Quite  often priiblems were discussed and solu- 
tions were found in the field itself. 
9The  ARTI  conducted  in-service  training  sessions and  seminars occasionally  to  update their 
knowledge and skills and to share their field experience. 
"During the first two years of the Project, 10  nuperuisim  was carried out systematically. After 
that, due to the rapid turnover of  the Research and Trainiig Officers attached to the Programme, 
the suprvision of 10s became erratic and discontinuous. 
"The  processes documentation reports were sent to the I0  supervisors and to the ARTI team for 
feedback. These reports helped the ART1  team in their res,:arch and in the preparation  of training 
for I0  training activities. 9.5 
Establishment of Farmer 
Groups and Organisations 
The most significant feature of the 10  training was that each of them was 
expected to enter the cunimunity with a trained but an open mind; he did not 
takc with him a model organisation. He did ncNt  have a ready-made organisational 
structure, complete  with  constitution, by-laws,  qualifications for membership, 
objectives,  functions, sanctions  for  transgrfssions. etc.  His  objective  was  to 
initiate a process, encompassing a range of options applicable to different loca- 
tions and situations (Wijayaratne 1985). 
The first  step towards  organizing  farm':rs  was  the  10s'  private  meetings 
with Sarmers. This was done in farmers' paddy fields or at their homes. Through 
these informal meetings, the I0  and farmers (developed a sense of friendship and 
in this way  the I0  managed to explain the participatory and egalitarian objective 
of the farmer organisations to the latter." 
After  initial farniliarization  with  the avea  and farmers,  the I0 met  with 
groups of larmers, who cultivated land using water from the same field channel, 
to discuss their problems and needs.  The forus'of such meetings was to formu- 
late strategies for solving problems, first thrcugh their own group initiative, and 
thereafter seeking outside assistance. 
The next step was to organize an ad ha,: committee or to choose a spokes- 
man to represent the gronp and to direct grolip activities such as desilting a field 
channel, repairing a broken channel gate, or planning a rotation of water so that 
the tail-enders would  also receive their fair share of  water.  When farmers got 
uscd  to working together and realized  that such group activity was beneficial to 
them, the 10s encouraged farmers to form a more visible farmer organisation at 
the field  channel level.  These are not  fornal or  legalistic  organisations  but 
informal groups (kandayam)  and they functioned mostly through the offices of  a 
representatives  chosen by  consensus. Thus one can see an evolution of  com. 
niunity activity starting from a collective action towards a farmer organisation. 
With  the  commencement  of  physical  rehabilitation,  these  organisations 
facilitated the IDS  work in several ways. They provided the forum for the engi- 
neers  to  discuss  location-specific  problems  with  farmers.  Such  meetings 
improved farmer-engineer relations and promoted  farmers'  support for rehabili- 
tation work. 
"Each  I0 was expected to know his area of  operation well. In fact 10s  were told at the end of their 
training  to  prepare  two types  of  profiles  -  weo profilzs  and  household  profiles. Data  on gegraphy. 
socio-cultural activities, economic factors and political factors in cammunily orgnizatian were to be 
collected for the are profile; household income. land ownership. social status elc.. for the letter. 96 
Structure of Farmer Organisations 
By  the end of 1985, the FOP had a four-tier structure, each tier  corres- 
ponding to a hydrological  unit of  the GOLB irrigation  systems: Field  Channel 
Organisation (FCO) at the FC level, D-Channel Organisation  (DCO) at the Dis- 
tributary  Channel  Level,  Area  Council  (AC)  riiughly  at the Branch Channel 
Level, and Project Committee (PC) at the apex ccvering the entire GOLB. 
Field Channel Organisations 
The primary level  of  irrigation activities from  the farmers view  point  is 
their field channel. Therefore, in the GOLB, farmers mere encouraged to manage 
the irrigation system through small groups of famers, whose fields were served 
by a common field channel. Sometimes farmers 3imply selected a representative 
for each channel, where there were more than 25 farmers to a channel, they 
selected two representatives and where there were 4-45  farmers, three repre- 
sentatives. Thus the average  size of  a  FCO  wits  12-15 farmers.  The primary 
objective of a FCO was to promote cooperation for water management as  well as 
to develop attitudes conducive to  participation  in system  management  among 
farmers. These groups were informal and had no  regular meetings or records of 
discussions.  However,  the extensive  process do:umentation  carried out by the 
10s  provided information on subjects discussed i.t these meetings. 
With the establishment  of DCOs and ACs,  the concern of  the FCOs has 
largely become confined to the internal problenis such as channel cleaning and 
water distribution. As a consequence, there seeins to be less need now for FCO 
meetings.  Farmer  Representatives  (FRs)  now  take  farmer  problems  to  more 
effective forums such as DCOs and ACs.  Accoi.ding to a recent study, 56% of 
the farmers said that their FCO meets once every season to discuss their prob- 
lems (Kasyanathan 1986). After working closely with 10-15 farmers over several 
years an FR  rarely encounters new problems a1  the field channel level. On the 
other hand, important topics are now discussed  at larger organisations, such as 
DCOs and ACs, as decisions can easily be taken at these levels. Farmer problems 
therefore  are communicated  to  FRs  and  the:{ are  fulfilling  their  duties  by 
representing matters at more effective forums. Thus 93% of  the farmers judged 
that FRs  are "acceptable to all or most"  (Kasyarlathan 1986). 
D-Channel Organisations 
An important activity of  the 10s was  to encourage FRs of  field channels 
along a  distributary channel to meet  informally  and  work  out  schedules for 
water delivery. Once these activities are consolidated, farmers were expected to 97 
form DCOs. Demarcation of a DCO area was cone entirely by farmers within the 
help of 10s. Where D-channels were  short air  where several D-channels were 
located so that the fields fed by  them constituted one hydrological  unit, they 
were brought together under a single D-chaunel organisation. As a result, the 
extent covered by  each DCO carries from 200 acres to 1500 acres. Each DCO 
has all  members  of  the FCOs under it as riembers of  its general body.  FRs 
represent their FCOs in the DCOs Committee meetings, They select by  consen- 
sus the President, Secretary, Treasurer, and other office-bearers of the DCO. 
Since DCOs  have been  devised  by  the farmers themselves  and  were  not 
determined by any master plan, they vary frc,m each other in their stated objec- 
tives as well as in other features. For example:, while some DCOs stipulate that a 
FCO should be represented at the DCO meetings by  its FR, other DCOs permit 
any farmer to be sent up as a representativ'? of a FCO.  A  DCO may  allow all 
water-users including drainage farmers to be:ome  members of its general body, 
while  another may  restrict  membership in  its general  body  only to the legal 
water-users (Kasyanathan 1986). 
One of  the main  subjects discussed  in till  1)CO meetings has been  that of 
rehabilitation and the deficiencies observed by  the users of the system. They 
often complained that the ID had  not incorporated their suggestions in design 
plans even after such suggestions were acceped by the officials. Water rotation 
and uncooperative behaviour  of  some farmfrs were  the other topics that were 
discussed  at DCOs.  The question  of "reservation-farming"  is another matter 
often brought up at DCO meetings. 
A DCO serves as a forum where the faarmers could organize themselves to 
present a common plan and to speak with one voice as at the Kanna (seasonal) 
meetings,  Seventy-two percent  of  the farmers feel  that  DCOs strengthen the 
capacity  of  FCOs. Many  farmers  (64%) rfported that  they  receive  adequate 
briefings about the decisions of  the DCOs from their FRs (Kasyanathan 1986). 
Area Councils 
ACs  were envisaged  to evolve from DCOs. When links between FCOs and 
the DCO  were  well  developed,  farmers take their  unresolved problems at  the 
DCO level to branch canal level assemblies. At present, each of the four areas of 
the GOI.B,  namely Uhana, Weeragoda, Gonagolla, and Paragahakelle is served 
by  an  AC.  All  the FRs  attend the AC  ger,eral meetings to discuss  important 
issues such as severe droughts or flood damage. 98 
Project Committee 
The Government Agent's  invitation  in ezrly  1982 for FRs  to sit on the 
District Agricultural Committee created a fourtli level of farmer organisation far 
in  advance  of  the  ARTI's  expectations.  However  the  formal  GOLB  Project 
Committee was formed only in June 1985. Ter  FRs were chosen from all four 
ACs for the Committee; they were chosen from the Uhana (3). Gonagolla  (3), 
Weeragoda  (2). and Paragahakelle  (2) areas. The Government Agent  (GA) and 
the Deputy Director of Irrigation of Amparai bad been invited to be the Chair- 
man and Secretary of the Committee respectively. The district level heads of all 
the relevant departments are ex-officio member!; of the Project Committee. Thus 
the Committee has a total membership of  about 15 Government officials and 10 
FRS. 
The main objective of the Project Committse is to involve farmers in policy 
discussions and to solve the problems which cannot be resolved by  farmers and 
officials at lower levels. The Committee is expected to meet quarterly. 
Scale of Farmer Organisations 
The FOP  in the GOLB  had  several  phases  of  expansion.  The'first phase 
covered the pilot area of operation .-  5,500 acri:s around Uhana (at the head of 
the system, which was to be rehabilitated  first) and  1,700 acres around Gona- 
golla.  In  March  and  October  1983, two  more  areas  totalling  over  17,000 
acres were  brought  into the FOP.  In early  1984, the ART1 attempted  to ex- 
tend the FOP to the tail-end area of  the GOLIi.  For this purpose, a total area 
of 19,400 acres from Mandur, Vellavelly, and Slakkody were selected. Twenty- 
six IOs, who could speak Tamil, were selected :.s  nearly all the farmers in these 
areas were either Tamils or Muslims. However, 24 out of  26 10s soon left the 
programme  to  become  teachers  and  the FCO!; were  not  established  in  these 
areas.  Unsettled  security conditions eventually  led to the abandonment of  the 
FCO  activities in these areas.  In 1985, Paragaliakele  area was chosen for FCO 
activities.  13 
13Number of Field Channel Organisat~ons  m the COLE ai  the end 
Year  No  afFCOs 
1983  132 
1985  380 
Source. Kasyanathan (1986). 
1982  110 
1984  230 99 
The first DCO was established in Uhana in May  1982. By the end of  1984, 
12 DCOs bad  started functioning in  the Uhaha and Weeragoda areas. Twelve 
DCOs  were  formed in the Gonagolla  and  Pai.agahakelle  area during 1985. By 
November 1985,29 out of the projected 42 (6!1%) DCOs had been established in 
the GOLB. 
Farmer Representatives: Leaders in Farmer Organisations 
The identification of leaders has been  a  part  of  the formation of  FCOs. 
When the farmers of a field channel gathered mough experience in solving their 
problems collectively, they were encouraged ty  the 10s to select their represen- 
tatives  (not  leaders)  by  consensus. The FR  position  was  not  one of  political 
power.  However,  leaders  who  had  been  working  with  their  community  were 
encouragcd to hecome FRs. At  the same time, enough opportunity was given to 
emerging new, young leaders. Farmers were fmcouraged by  the 10s tn  discuss 
among themselves the criteria that they were  :o consider in selecting FRs. Thus 
they could work out their own job description for FRs. 
Farmers were expected to kcep away from party politics when they worked 
as a group in managing their activities in FCOs. Political neutrality was hard to 
achicve but in a way it allowed the FKs to rep-esent farmers’ interests authenti- 
cally at higher levels. 
FRs  werc  ordinary  farmers  who  did  nct  have  much  wealth  or political 
power  as in the case of traditional leaders. Thirty percent  of  FRs owned less 
than 2  acrcs  each  while  YO%  owned  less  thzm  4  acres.  Farmers  on  the other 
hand, showed  an inclination to select as their representatives  those who were 
more educated  and had  the ability  to articulate community feelings and inter- 
csts. Seventy percent of  them were men who  lad completed at least seven years 
of schooling. Sixty-five percent of FKs had so:ne experience as leaders in volun. 
tary organisations such as Rural Development Societies and Funeral Aid Socie- 
ties before becoming the FRs (Kasyanathan 1986) 
FRs performance at higher levels in representing farmers’ needs and intcr- 
ests has been continuously impressive. As e;irly  as 1982, thc GA invited four 
FRs to sit  together with  the District-level Gwernment officials in the District 
Agricullural  Committee  (DAC). In the 1982 yaln  season, the FRs managed  to 
persuade the Government Agent to approve cultivation of a larger extent of  land 
thu  originally authorized by the 10. 100 
Results and Impact of the 
Farmer Organisation Programme 
A proper evaluation of the FOP could he done only by analysing its contri- 
bution to the objectives of  the GOLB rehabilitation programme. "The real indi- 
cators' of progress in water management in thc: GOLB ought to he the extent to 
which, other things being equal, water is mad<:  available for cultivation of addi- 
tional lands and the extent to which tail-end lands which were earlier abandoned 
due to lack of  water are now restored once again for cultivation. But the pres- 
ence of two factors, namely the abundant rains of  the last few seasons and the 
improvement in water conveyance due to the physical rehabilitation of  the sys- 
tem make it difficult to assess the progress attributable to improved management 
by  farmers alone" (Kasyanathan 1986). Therefore one has to rely on percep- 
tions and  impressions  of  the project  beneficiiries  (farmers)  as well as of  the 
project implementing agencies to find out the degree of improvement in farmers' 
hehaviour,  changes  in  water  distribution,  water  conservation,  and  conflict 
management. 
Farmers' Contribution to System Design 
and Construction Work 
In the GOLB, farmers as groups have beer  directly involved in the physical 
rehabilitation of  the system in two ways. First. farmers have participated  in the 
designing of  their field channels. Second, they were responsible for doing earth 
work involved in reconstruction of field channds. 
Many engineers and Technical Assistants (TAs) said that they got valuable 
information and advice from farmers who took part in desi  n meetings. In such 
meetings  and subsequent  'walking  the channel'  meetingsP4 farmers informed 
the engineers about field channel conditions, the lay of  the land, the length, 
position, and effectiveness of  poles, etc., whicii  the engineers would have been 
hard put to gather by themselves. Farmers' participation in design meetings and 
walking the channel meetings ranged from 30%-90%.  Nearly 70% of the farmers 
who took part in design meetings felt that at least some of their suggestions were 
incorporated  in  the eventual rehabilitation.  However,  about 90%  of  farmers 
complained that where their suggestions were not incorporated, they were never 
informed of  the reasons  (Kasyanathan 1986). As  late as January  1986, many 
farmers in Weeragoda area showed their frustration over rehabilitation  works. 
They said although the rehabilitation is now oi'ficially over, there is some work 
'%he  Irrigation Engineer walked along a field channel along with the farmers observing defects 
af the system and discussing possible solutions. 101 
in the area still not completed due to the pcNor  performance of the TA (Uphoff 
19868). 
Farmers’ contribution to earth work did not progress well. The results have 
been far below expectations. Between  1981 and 1983, only four FCOs had com- 
plctcd 75% of  their assigned work. ID officials complained that the delay in the 
completion  of  FC  striictiires was  due to the farmers’  inability  to finish earth 
work  in time.  In November  1985, only  1%  of  farmers claimed  that  they had 
done all the earth work assigned to them, while 25% said they had done up to 
75%. About 4,8% accepted that they had done less than half the work required 
of them. (Kasyanathan 1986). It seems the Project had expected quite unrealis- 
tically from farmers that they should carry  )tit  earth work through community 
or group spirit. Most of  thc field channels wc:re  too long for farmers to complete 
on their own.  A  large number of  non-owners of  land along FCs  did not show 
much interest  in doing such work.  The failure of  the ID to keep to its own 
schedulcs .for. construction  work  also  may  have  contributed  to  the  loss  of 
farmers’ enthusiasm. On the other hand, it  was not fair to expect farmers to do 
all earth work free of payments, while othe: activities in relation to rehabilita- 
tion wcrc given to private contractors who were allegedly making lucrative prof- 
its from such contracts.. Only  two  FCOs succeeded in securing contracts from 
the ID to do rehahilitation rclated construction work (Kasyanathan 1986). 
In  some  instances,  FCOs  have  rushed  to  break  irrigation  structures in 
emergencies. But quite often farmers have r :paired  such damage by themsclves. 
On the other hand, several FCOs have completed many jobs on their own initia- 
tive that had been neglected by the 
Changes in Farmers’ Behaviour 
Changes in farmers’ behaviour can be s,:en  in several spheres in which they 
liavc shown their initiative in improving the GOLB water management system. 
For example, through FCOs they met ID officials to discuss design problems to 
introduce new  water  saving methods such as water  rotations to bargain  with 
officials over  their  needs  and  demands ard to  overcome  opposition  to  their 
group meetings from rich farmers, political  eaders, and field-level officials such 
as JPs, YPs, and KVs.  It is evident that 10s have made a successful effort in 
promoting a sense of unity and cooperation among farmers. FCOs demonstrated 
this feeling in aclion whenever they had a r:hance to do so. Furthermore, FCOs 
l5For example,  (i)  repair of  breach  on distributory channel LB 29 in  Gnnagolla - 38 farmers from 
KOs  on 1.B  29 worked lur two days to complete the wrk:  (iij construction of a drainage ~aiisl  of 
1.B  7-6 farmers worked for 5 days, (iiij farmers repaiied a leak on UB 2-3 which  the  Ill labourers 
could not emrect for a lung time (Kasyanathan, 1986). 
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have  instilled  a sense of  responsibility  amon{: farmers for  the “system.”  For 
example  in  the Yala  1981, the ID announced  the schedule of  water  issue in 
advance; five days on, five days ofl. Farmer groups of 38 field channels, how- 
ever, voluntarily restricted their own quota by  lne-three days, thus saving water 
in the distributory  channel  so as to. assist  dcwnstream farmers  (Wijayaratna 
1985). 
In November 1985, 88% of the farmers said that, in areas where there were 
FCOs irrigation  water wastage was definitely reduced. Only 11% of  them thought 
that strict controls introduced by the ID had anything to do with the improved 
farmer behaviour; whereas in field channels, n here there are no FCOs, 49% of 
the farmers said that any improvement in farn  ers’ water management practices 
were  due to external  control  such  as  the ID’S directives.  Farmers’  attitudes 
towards the savings of water and their concern for other water users are perhaps 
solely  related to tho sense of  unity and  cooperation  among farmers that have 
been  developed  by  theFCOs. Seventy-eight percent  of  the farmers from FCO 
areas said that they wanted to save water for tkc benefit of  the tail-end farmers, 
while in non-FCO areas, only 12% of the farmers admitted to having any such 
concern. In non-FCO areas, 62% of  the farmers felt that no one would bother to 
close the pole on his own initiativc, while in the FCO areas only 4%  had  such 
fears (Kasyanathan 1986), 
Several powerful farmers and politicians in the area opposed the FOP at the 
beginning.  Rut  by  1985, such opposition  was  neutralized  and  in  some cases, 
influential farmers hegan  to  support the Programme.  Some farmer  politicians 
who  have  strong political  party  links have  spoken  publicly  in  favour of  the 
non-partisanship  of  the FCOs. Practically  eve1.y FR  said that  party politics or 
local influence did not play any role in the sele:tion  uf FRs.Onmany occasions, 
the ART1 team found farmers who belong to ciffereni political parties holding 
office in thc same FCO. And it is not uonsnal lo find farmers belonging to rival 
political parties nominating each other to offices in their FCOs. Farmers often 
emphasized that if politics entered FCO activities, it would seriously undermine 
the capacity of the farmers to act together. 
Relationship Between Government Officials and Farmers 
On the whole, after the FCOs were established, there was an improvement 
in the relationship between farmers and Government officials. As early as 1982, 
farmers successfully negotiated  with the ID ov:r  the issue of water to cultivate 
paddy. The ID authorized only 5000-acre cultivition, whereas farmers wanted  to 
cultivate at  least  12,000 acres. This was  base’l on their  confidence  that  they 
could share water carefully through FCOs. Ninety FRs met the GA and showed 
their willingness  to cultivate more lands. The GA  agreed to their demand. He 
was impressed with their sense of responsibilily and invited them to send four 
FRs to attend the DAC. Farrncrs felt that Government officials i,csporided favourably to their prub- 
lems and needs. This lccling was highest in the case of  the Deputy Director of 
thc 10 (100%) and lowest for KVS (,14%). At the same time, farmers' evalua- 
tions of  officials'  responsiveness as "poor" ias decreased remarkably after the 
establishment  of  FCOs.  In  the case of  ID  officials this  decline  has avcraged 
aronnd 60% (Kasyanathan, 1986). 
Government officials too felt  the impr(8venient  of  the officer-farmer rela- 
tionships altcr the estahlishment of FCOs.  Yearly 75%  of  the officials in  the 
GOLB felt the FCOs had improved the offici:r-farmcr  relationship. Nearly 70% 
of  the officials said  that  E'CO5  had  facilitatzd  hettcr  conimuriicaiion and pro- 
moted greater  understanding and mutual tiust between  farmers  and officials 
(Kasyanathan 1986). As discussed earlier, this is, to a large extent, an outcome 
of the dialogue and cooperation  thc farmer proups have had  with  the engineers 
in rehabilitation  work. 
Water Saving Measures 
In the GOLB,  efforts to involve farmers in  system operation and mainte- 
nance have concentrated on two things: proinoling equitable water distribution 
along field and  distributary cliannels and clcaring channels voluntarily. These 
two objectives were given serious thought from the beginning of the Project. For 
example when the FOP started in 1981, farmers of the GOLB were faced with a 
lack  of  sufficient  irrigation  water  for paddy  cultivation. This situation,  one 
wonld expect [rum past experience, would have led to more farmer conflicts and 
damages  to  strurtures.  Rut  with  the  estab ishment  of  FOs,  farmers  instead 
quickly started several water saving exercises. 
Water Rotation 
This was the chief method adopted to ensure equitable and efficient  use of 
water  within and among field  channels. The popular  rotation practiced  in  the 
GOLB is as follows: each field channel is divided into upper and lower sections 
or into upper, middle, and lower sections. Water is  delivered to each section 
alternatively and in some field channels, the lower sections are givcn water first. 
This  practice  has  a  great  impact  on  farmers'  perception  of  FCOs.  Thus, 
Kanasinghe.Perera  (1984) reports "farmers were able to save much of their crop 
during water shortages during the Yala1981 season mainly due to water rotation 
and water management programme" (1984). The adoption  of  water rotation in 
44 FCs allowed the eultivation of additional 832 acres in Maha 1985. Ninety- 
eight percent of FRs felt that water rotation ],:ads to equity in water distribution 
and 79% of  the farmers felt that they would themselves be assured of adequate 
water under alter rotation (Kasyanathan, 198tj). 104 
Shramadana Work in Channel Clearing 
With the help of IOs, farmer groups hegaii to clear field channels, through 
shramadana work. FCOs accepted field channel clearing as a duty of the group 
since March 1981 and continue to do so ever]. season, on a group basis. FCOs 
sometimes have cleaned some D-channels whi:h  have not been  cleared  by  the 
ID, due to lack  of  finance. On such occasions, the ID willingly provided  the 
necessary technical guidance to the FCOs. Field level officials such as Jh,  YPs 
and KVSs have often taken part in shramadana work together with farmers. This 
encouraged better communication,hetween FO!; and officials. From March 1981 
to November  1983, FCOs in the Uhana and Conagolla  areas contributed 2420 
man-days of  shramadana labour into maintenaiice activities (Ranasinghe-Perera 
1984). 
A  recent  survey indicated  significant difiercnces in  the level  of  channel 
cleaning, hefore  and after the establishment  of  FCOs.  Eighty percent  of  the 
farmers said that channel cleaning in  the FCs  was poor before the FCOs were 
established.  But in the survey, only 6% felt tiat there was  still poor  channel 
clearing. Nearly 70% of  farmers felt that at pi'esent, the channels are in good 
condition; this was corroborated hy the FRs, 92% of whom  reported that chan- 
nel maintenance was being done regularly. Of tlie FRs, 84% said that the quality 
of  the cleaning work  was good, 12% said that it  was  fair, and 4%  complained 
that it was poor (Kasyanathan  1986). 
Conflicts and Conflict Resolution 
Inadequate and unreliahle  water  supply,  damaged  control  structures and 
ignorance or lack of  confidence in water rotatisn caused many conflicts before 
FOP was introduced in the GOLB. Now  with tie  assured water supply and the 
availability of  a forum, i.e., the FCO, to discuss and  settle disputes at the FC 
level, the frequency and the seriousness of cor flicts have been greatly reduced 
in FCO areas. Nearly all FRs said that there had been a decline in the number of 
water-related conflicts in their areas. Seventy-s:ven  percent  of the farmers said 
that during the Maha and Yala seasons of 1985,  not a single conflict over water 
distribution took place in their field channels. Twelve percent of the FRs attrib- 
uted this to rehabilitated  physical  conditions  cf field  channels and structures. 
Sixty-nine percent of  the FRs  and over 75% d the farmers attributed this to 
changes in farmers' attitades and to the harmony and understanding that have 
emerged among farmers due to FOs (Kasyanathzn 1986). 105 
Cost and Benefits of the 
Farmer Organisation Programme 
A comprehensive cost-benefit analysis of the FOP in the GOLB has not yet 
been done. The main cost component of the programme are the costs of  training 
and of  maintaining 10s in the field. During the eeriod between  1981 and  1985, 
169 10s  were trained and fielded in the GOI,B. The rapid turnover of 10s  had to 
he trained. If each I0  had served at least two years, then the cost of  training, 
administration, and supervision would have been  much less. The average annual 
cost  of  the  10  component  was  Rs.  1,976,361  for  the  period  of  1981-1985 
(Kasyanathan 1986). 
TABLE 1. Approximate Cost of Onr 
Institutional Organizer pcr  Month. 
Salary  1500 
'Travelling and subsistence  400 
Stat  innrry  100 
Administration and Supervisic n'  2000 
Capital CUSIS  175 
In-Service training  330 
Total  4505 
*  Includes  sala1ie5  of  thc  ART1  ierearch  stslf, 
their  travelling  COSIS,  honowria  and office  sup 
port,  but  does  no1  includc  Lhc  payments  to 
C""S"l  tan  ts. 
Until  1983, the cost of  placing and maintaining 10s in 15,000 acres in the 
GO1.B  was Rs. 3,522,600. Thus the cost hat1 been Rs. 235 per acre."  At Rs. 65 
per bushel of paddy (1983),  this was equivalent to a cost'of 3.6 bushels per acre 
or less than two hushels of paddy per seaso?. On two channels alone-LB 29 and 
M5, the cultivated area had been increased by 717 acres through FCO activities 
in 1983. If that additional land produced a yield of  53 bushels an acre (GOLB 
average)., the value of the produce was Rs.2 470,065. This is equivalent to a cash 
benefit  of  Rs.  165 per  acre for the whole  area  (Brewer  1984). In fact, more 
equitable water  distribution  raised  yields  in  the,  tail-end lands of  many  field 
channels and kept other land in cultivation as well. In addition to tangible pro- 
duction benefits and the contribution of  fwmers to the rehabilitation  process, 
the FOP has resulted in the decrease in water conflicts and an improvement in 
the distribution of income. Furthermore, the maintenance of  field channels and 
distributary channels by FCOs is more effe:live  than in the past, thus resulting 
in decreased cash costs for maintenance. 
I 
"Wijnyaratna  calculatcd the per tircvnre cost of the 10  programrnr at Hs.  15 for 1982 (1985130). I 
Key Problems Faced 
by the Farmer Organisations 
1 
Problems faced by the FCOs in the GOLB cnn be categorized into two areas: 
structural problems of  the system and organisational and operational problems 
i  of the FCOs. 
Structural Problems of  the System 
The successful operation of  FCOs have bem affected by  the unauthorized 
use of irrigation water by "drainage farmers"  and encroachers.They  do not have 
direct access to irrigation water and therefore resort to various wasteful practi- 
ces such as breaking bunds and blocking channe s to obtain water. Regular activ- 
ities of the FCOs such as water rotation, better ,channel maintenance, etc., have 
lessened the opportunity they previously had tl) move water to their fields. At 
least one-third of  the farmers in the GOLB are nm-owner operators,17 and many 
of  them do not want to join FCOs as such an action would expose their illegal 
land transactions. Thus it is difficult to obtain the support and cooperation of 
such categories of  farmers for the FOP. This will be a lingering problem until a 
solution is found to accommodate non-allottees in the system or el-sewhere. 
Although farmer-official relationships have been  improved  significantly  in 
the GOLB during the last 5 years, clashes and nutual distrust between the two 
groups have adversely affected the FOP. A Government Official's  respect  for a 
group of  farmers and their  ideas is  quite often  an  outcome of  the official's 
personality.  Therefore,  it  is  difficult  to  predict  how  officials  in general  will 
behave towards farmers. A good example of this is the role of the Deputy Direc- 
tor of  Irrigation, Ampara, as the manager of thi: Project. He was considered by 
the farmers as a benevolent, sympathetic, and siinple man who would do his best 
for the farming community. Farmers can narra'e  many a good  story about his 
activities and character. But the same farmers would  provide a list  of  officials 
who acted as bullies and cheated them. This is especially true of field-level offi- 
cials. The refusal of farmers to carry out a shran.adana activity merely to protest 
against a TA who cheated them is an example af  this (Uphoff  1986a). Thus an 
amicable official-farmer  relationship is  still m0.e  a matter of  an official's  per- 
sonality than an outcome of  change in their attitides towards each other. 
l7In eolonie~  29 and 30, for example 46% of farmers we~e  part-time farmers. "The participation 
of part-time farmers in the work of FCOs such as water rota ion, maintenance aclivitie3 ete., is very 
poor  since they are  out of the farming community  durink  most parts  of  the day." (Ranasinghe- 
Perera, 198459). Organisational and Operational Problems 
The ART1 has continuously encountei,ed numerous problems in carrying 
out the FOP as a action-research project. The 10s who were the catalysts of the 
FOP were employed on contract with no asiured prospect  of career. When the 
Ministry  of  Education  began  a  large  sca e  recruitment  of  graduate  school 
teachers.  many trained 10s left the Project to become teachers in the Govern- 
ment sector as it assured permanent employment. As a result, 41% of the 10s 
left  the FOP  within  6  months after their  appointment. Thus, although  six 
batches and a total of  169 10s were  recruited  and trained between  1980-1985, 
the effective numbcr of 10s in the field newr exceeded 50 and averaged around 
30  (Kasyanathan  1986).  This has prevented  the ART1  team  from making an 
accuratc assessment of the capacity of 10s  to consolidate FCO activities in their 
respective areas. The ART1 planned to withcraw the 10s  from the field at differ. 
ent  times  with  a view  to studying how  FCOs  react  to  this and  how  farmers 
organize and sustain their group activity b:i themselves without  the 10s' sup- 
port. For this purpose, the ART1 had a plan of action for fielding and withdraw- 
ing 10s. 
TABLE 2: Time Schedule for FO  Promotior Activities 
D"RltiOC,  Range per 10  Objectives 18 
Phase 1  12 months  son  aclPS  or  F"rnati0fI  "f  FCOS 
150 farmers  at FC level 
Phase 11  6-12 months  1500 acres  Consolidation of FCOs and 
Formation of DCO and AC 
Phase 111  continuing  30~)-5ooo  Maiintennnce  consultint fune- 
tions 10 FRs, DCOs and ACs. 
It  has been  difficult  to  l'ollow  this pruposed  plan  because  of  the heavy 
drop-out  rate  uf  10s. This to  some  extent has  weakened  the confidence of 
farmers in 10s  and the FCOs. In many instances, 10s  left the field suddenly, at 
the time FCOs wcre about to be formed. Then these FCs were left without an I0 
as the appointment of new 10s  was delayed. [n some FCs, 10s had to be replaced 
as many as seven times during the first 2 yem  (R~anasinghe-Perera  1984). Dur- 
ing Phase 11, it was particularly difficult to f nd the necessary number of  10s  for 
FCO  consolidation work.  Thus quite often new 10  recruits were assigned to do 108 
work which should have been carried out by experienced 10s. At the same time, 
an I0 was often expected to oversee more FCOs than originally planned. Such 
changes were not based  on any feedback from field  conditions and experiences 
but from sheer need for ad hoc arrangements to keep the FOP moving.  Such 
problems were suitably labelled throughout the Programme as manifestations of 
a "learning process." In the GOLB,  head  anc, middle  areas are cultivated  by 
Sinhala farmers who  do not  face water  shortages as frequently as  the lower- 
middle and tail-end area farmers who are predominantly Tamil. The ART1 team 
wanted to study the way the combination of et inicity and relative water availa- 
bility  affect  the FOP. But  this study could  not  be  completed because  of  the 
security  problems  in  the tail-end  areas  of  thi:  GOLB and  the  exodus  of  the 
Tamil-speaking 10s to become school teachers soon after their appointments. 
Major Lessons Learned 
It is possible to abstract several principles and techniques from the Gal Oya 
FOP that may he useful in attempts for improving water management in large- 
scale irrigation settlement projects in Sri Lanka. 
In traditional  villages,  there had  been  some well  established  community 
arrangements associated  with  water  management  such  as  bethma  to  ensure 
equitable distribution of water  and subsistence ethics.  Such values and norms 
cannot be  expected  to emerge  automatically  in  Government-sponsored  large- 
scale irrigation systems, as the population in SL ch systems are characterized by 
their heterogeneity in culture, traditions, and  belief  systems. Therefore, it is 
necessary  to introduce  some form of organisational  set-up preferably  with  the 
commencement of settlement. 
Such organisations should  he  loosely  striictured  multi-purpose  organisa- 
tions. They should preferably be established  011  hydrological lines, that is, the 
members  must jointly share and control a sinl:le  water source such as a field 
channel.  Furthermore, such organisations  shoiild be  small enough  to be  self- 
managing. In Gal Oya, the ideal size appears ta he about 15 farmers for an area 
of about 50 acres. Thus if a field channel serves more farmers than this number, 
farmers should  be  encouraged  to form  more  than  one FCO  along the field 
channel. 
Too much concentration on rehabilitation  or water management for exam- 
ple;has  in some instances alienated farmers E.om  FCOs as such an emphasis 
generally led to the neglect of  agricultural work and agricultural development. 
Fortunately, the FOP as a "learning process" has  understood this at an early 
stage and managed  to provide a  balanced  focus for each FO  which  addressed 
different demands and needs of the farmers in iti area of  operation. I09 
The consensual aod informal approach to select FRs has contributed to the 
development of active FCOs. This method has made the chosen leaders accepta- 
ble  to all farmers. FRs leadership has been  very  effective  in ensuring farmers’ 
support and cooperation  for FCOs. Furthermore, such leadership is acceptable 
to outside agencies such as the DAC as it has continuously heen separated from 
partisan party political biases. 
The federation of  FCOs at different levt:ls, i.e. D-channel, Branch $anal and 
Project level, has allowed farmers to articulate their problems and demands all 
the way up to the highest district level, The Agricultural Development Commit- 
tee. This has facilitated farmer-officer relationship and promoted farmers’ self 
perception as the share-holders of the Project. 
The evolution of FOs from the bottom level, i.e., field  channel to the Pro- 
ject Committee level does not need to be strictly sequential. It is advisable to go 
ahead with the formation of  higher level organisations so that the vertical lin- 
kage  thus crzated  between  FC level  farmer groups and District level  service 
agencies, lend  interlocking  support and  strength to the whole  programme.  In 
this way, it is possible to sustain the farmer:<  enthusiasm and more importantly 
to resolve their problems through the intervcntion of high level officials. 
In a large-scale irrigation system such 8s the Gal  Oya Project, where both 
farmers and Government  officials are expe:ted  to take part in water  manage- 
ment, it is mandatory that amicable relation:;hips are developed between the two 
groups which  are characterized  by  mutual trust,  understanding,  and  respect. 
Changes in attitudes cannot be achieved in isolation from cach other, but only 
through situations which permit mutually profitable interaction. In this regard, 
a total outsider such as an 10  could play a meaningful role. 
An important lesson the ARTI learned from the Gal Oya FOP is the advan- 
tage  of  fielding 10s in  teams  rather than as individuals  to  form FCOs. This 
created  a  capacity  for  decentralized  sell-management  which  facilitated  a 
problem-solving interactive approach.  The IOs, for example, met  regularly  to 
assess the progress in organising FCOs, to ilentify problems, to seek solutions, 
and to help each other. They  thus managed  to resolve many  problems  al the 
field level itself rather than waiting for direc .ions from the ARTI. 
The 10s  showed a great promise in understanding the concepts of a partici- 
patory and bottom-up approach. Being graduates, they had the sell-confidence to 
negotiate with the Government officials on behalf  of  farmers, and the officials 
also showed them respect. This facilitated  10s’ work enormously, cspecially in 
organising the farmers to establish their FCC’s. 110 
The appointment of  10s only  for a short I,eriod to help farmers organize 
FCOs is correct. But it is difficult to acccpt that the tenure of an I0  should also 
be  temporary, because without a career prospect, no intelligent and innovative 
graduate would agree to remain on a contract bisis as an 10, when permanent 
employment opportunities exist for them. Furthermnre, it is profitable to keep 
experienced 10s  to act as consultants at Phase 111 of the programme. Thus there 
is enough justification to create a permanent cad1.e of  10s from among the better 
10s. However, until now, no permanent cadre o?  10s  has been  created and this 
has adversely affected the FOP. If it is difficult to create a permanent I0 cadre, 
then it is necessary to ensure at least, the trained  10s  remain for the period they 
were  recruited,  e.g.  two  years.  A  possible arrangement  would  be  to work  out 
with the Ministry of Education an agreement to retain 10s  on secondment until 
they  complete  their  contract  for  the  FOP,  if  they  were  chosen  to  become 
teachers during this period. MOBILIZING IFARMER 
PARTICIPATI[ON IN 
IRRIGATION :REHABIL= 











W.A.  Terrence Abeysekera' 
In  the  recent  past,  Sri  1.anka  has  increasingly  recognized  the need  for 
grcatcr farmer participation  in irrigation sysiem management. With this goal in 
view,  a  range of  strategies has been  adopted  in  many  irrigation  improvement 
programmes. Lo  this paper, the experiences of  a major  irrigation rehabilitation 
programme, the Tank Irrigation  Modernization Project  (TIMP), undertaken in 
Sri Lanka in the late 1970s. is examined. Th:  strategy to mobilize farmer invol- 
vement  in the project  involved the establishment  of  a Tank Committee at the 
project level. In this presentation, details of the more significant experiences of 
the TIMP with respect to its plans, strategies, and achievements are examined in 
relation  LO  the  Tank  Committees  and  othw issues  concerning  participatory 
management. 
Project Background 
The TLMP  is the first large scale public investment in the irrigation sector 
in Sri Lanka undertaken to improve the perfwmance of older irrigation systems. 
The project was identified in the early 1970s md the plans were drawn up by the 
'IIoad.  Agricirltiirai  Eeonornirs and Extension r)ivisio 1, Agrarian Research and Training Inslilule. 112 
World Bank  in consultation with  the Irrigation  Department  (ID). The project 
was planned for completion during 1976-1980, ht  due to a variety  of  organisa- 
tional problems, it was implemented in the period  1978-1983. Much of  the pro- 
ject activities involved construction work for improving the conveyance system, 
for which the ID was responsible.  The.total estimated  cost of  the project  was 
about US$ 30 million in 1976 currency. 
Primarily for purposes of executing the pro,ect, the TIMPfollowed a three- 
tiered committee system. The committee at the htinistry level was chaired by the 
Secretary,  Ministry  of  Irrigation,  Power  and  Highways  and  included  senior 
representatives  of the concerned Departments and Agencies.  This Committee 
was  made responsible  for  overall  project  execution  and coordination  and was 
expected to meet quarterly to make policy deciiions, to review work  progress, 
and  to approve hudgets.  The second level  committee at  the district  level  was 
chaired by  the Project Engineer with representatives from various Departments 
serving at the district level. The third level cominittee was at tank level and was 
formed  by  the Project  Engineer,  local  staff, ad  the farmer  representatives 
(FW. 
Of the three committees, the committees at the Ministry and district levels 
met  regularly. The Tank  Level  Committees,  hnwever,  were  not  active to  the 
extent envisaged. During the implementation st;iges, therefore, design and con- 
struction decisions were taken mainly by  the Prnject Engineer in charge and his 
staff. 
Project Location 
The project involved five large irrigation sclicmes located in the North Cen- 
tral Dry Zone of Sri I,anka, and covered  about 31,500 acres. The schemes are 
Mahavilachchiya  and Mahakandarawa  in Anuradhapura district, Vavunikulunl 
in  Mullativu  district.  Padaviya  in  Trincomale:  district,  and  Pavatkulum  in 
Vavuniya district. (See Map below) In terms of irrigation water supply/demand, 
the five tanks (reservoirs) represent most of  the major irrigation systems in the 
Dry Zone that are fed only by the run-off from  .he local catchment. The catch- 
ments of  all five schemes are poor in water supi~ly  nnd their water storage usu- 
ally rises only in the months of  December and 1,inuary.  Within them, however, 
the five tank areas show considerable variation:,  hydrologically  and otherwise. 
'The command areas of  the five tanks vary wide y, from 2,600 acres in Mahavi- 
lachchiya  to  12,500 acres in Padaviya  (see Table  I  for hydrologiml  features). 
Similarly, there are significant differences in the size of catchment areas as well. 
The area irrigated per unit catchment area ranges from 18 square miles per acre 
of irrigable land in Mahavilachchiya tank to aboiit 68 square miles of catchment 
area per acre of  irrigated land in Padaviya tank. ':urthermore,  the catchments of 
all these tanks contain a large  number  of  small village  tanks which  intercept 
most of  run-off to the main tank (Kariyawasam 1984). 114 
TABLE 1:  Key Hydrological Features of the Five Tanks in the Time 
Mahakana-  Maha  Pavat-  Vavuni-  Padaviya 
darawa  Vilaeh.  kulum  kulum 
chiya 
Tank Capncily (ad.)  34,000  32.500  27,000  35,000  85.000 
'Tank surfacc area (ac.)  4,000  3,200  3,000  3,150  6.440 
Head on outlet at  full  19.0  22.0  19.0  24.0  24.0 
supply level (ft.) 
Catchment area (sq.tniles)  I26  141  1  I5  nn  206 
Irrigated area (ac.)  6,000  2,600  4,400  6,000  12.500 
Area irrigated per square  48  18  38  68  60 
mile of catchment (ac.) 
Source: ID 
Setting of the Irrigation Systems in the TIMP 
All five irrigation systems under the TlMF  were in ruins when they were 
renovated in the 1950s. The irrigation systems  were  originally designed to pro- 
vide  supplementary  irrigation  for a single paddy  crop during the main  rainy 
season. About 10,500 farm families were settled. Each settler was given 3 acres 
of  irrigahle  lowlands and  2  acres  of  unirrigable  highlands.  The bulk  of  the 
settlers were drawn from the Wet Zone areas. (:urrently, the population in the 
project area is estimated to he around 90,000, 
Among the environmental features influenling the activities in the project 
area,  rainfall  is  most  dominant.  The average  annual  rainfall  is  less  than  75 
inches.  It  is  markedly  seasonal  with  about  7(1%  of  the annual  precipitation 
occurring in  the period  between  November  ant1 January  (Maha  rains).  Minor 
rains occur in April-May  (Yala rains). The rairs are highly  erratic and uncer- 
tain, particularly during Yala.  The area is subjected  to a marked  dry  period, 
from about 'May to September. The onset of the monsoon rains vary as much as 
6 weeks from year to year, and the amount of rainfall show considerable annual 
variations.  Even  during Maha, the precipitations  of  6 to 8 inches per week  as 
well as dry periods extending to 2 to 3 weeks are not uncommon. 
The soils in the project area contribute significantly to its agriculture and 
economic patterns. They are heavy soils with low infiltration capacities and low 
organic matter content. Consequently, the range between the wilting point and 11s 
the saturation point  is narrow.  These soils  I- ence, require frequent irrigation. 
When dry, thc soils are rock.hard  and cannct he ploughed with ordinary farm 
implcoicnts. Under slightly moist conditions, they are sticky and are difficult to 
work with. Under saturated conditions, however, their workability is increased. 
Cultivation  of paddy  lands as well  as ciena account  for the bulk  of  the 
employment  opportunities.  Livestock  rearini;  is  limited  only  to  few  farmers. 
Employment in non-agricultural pursuits is Ieen in less than 5%  of the labour 
forcc. 
Within agriculture, paddy cnltivation in  .he irrigable allotment is the major 
cash enterprise. Lnder usual circumstances, project farmers undertake a cultiva- 
tion of  the entire extent of  their paddy lands in Maha  season. A  second crop of 
paddy  in Yala  is generally possible only once in 2  to 4.  years. Average paddy 
yields in Maha seasons range from 30 to 60 hishels per acre. In Yala, yields arc 
lower due to lack of water during the latter  part of the season. In Mahakandar- 
awa and Mahavilachchiya, most farmers undcrtake cultivation of  chenas (slash 
and burn agriculture) in the adjoining state lorests as a supplementary income 
source. 
Prior  to  implementation  of  the TIMP,  farmers followed  the traditional 
methods of  irrigating paddy  (Ranatunga and  Abeysekera  1978). This involves 
continuous irrigation, to meet the consumptive use requirements of the paddy 
crop as well as to control weeds. The practice usually involves heavy  demands 
on water, particularly on soils with  high  permeability. Normally  farmers grow 
long-age (4 to 4 1/2 months) paddy  varieties. The crop is normally grown only 
when the tanks are sufficiently full to assurc an adequate water  supply to the 
Maha  crop.  If  the  tanks  are  not  full,  lani preparation  is  correspondingly 
delayed. 
Objectives, Strategies, and Accomplishments of TIMP 
Objectives. The primary goal of introducing the TIMP was to increase agri- 
cultural productivity in the five irrig: tion schemes concerned through intensifi- 
cation of land  use and  increased crop yields  by  adopting better water manage- 
ment and agricultural practices. The plan basically involved the introduction of 
new innovations designed for more efficient use of rainfall and tank water. As a 
secondary goal, the project also aimed at providing a more equitable water dis- 
tribution system to project farmers. The TIMP plans were based on the assump- 
tion  that  with  proper  operation  and  manag:ement  of  the irrigation  systems, 
improved  irrigation  methods, and  suitable agricultural practices,  it  would  be 
possible to substantially increase the irrigated area with existing water supply. 116 
More specifically, the project estimated that at full development, i.e..  after 
5 years, the average cropping intensity in the irrigated lands would  rise from 
108% to about 156%. The average paddy  yields  were  expected to rise from .9 
tons (40 bushels) per acre to about 1.5 ton (74 bushels) per acre. Only minor 
increases in  cropping intensity  and  yields  were  considered  likely  under  the 
"without"  project situation 
The total Maha season paddy production in the project area was expected to 
increase by about 150% from 27,000 tons-45,000  tons while in Yala--paddy out- 
put was expected to rise by about 250% from 6,500 tons to 15,000 tons (Table 2 
below). The expected  increases in output on non-rice  crops were  even  more 
impressive. Prior to the project, the practice of growing noo-rice crops in paddy 
fields was  virtually  absent. At project maturit:r,  it was  expected that  the total 
annual production of these crops would increasc. to about 7200 tons. 
According to these plans, nearly 75% of  (he  output increases in paddy  is 
expected to come from yield  increases and the remaining 25% due land expan- 
sion, The yield increases were expected to be possible due to increased adoption 
of  modern  production  techniques  resulting  from  increased  water  availability 
through  better  management.  The  gross  valuf, of  farm  production  was  thus 
expected to increase from a preproject value of Rs. 4,150 to a post-project value 
of Rs. 10,700. Net farm income was expected to rise from Rs. 2850 to Rs. 7650. 
On the basis of  these increases in yields, area and incomes TIMP plans antici- 
pated an internal rate of  return of 29%. 
Development strategies. The development approach of TIMP comprised two 
basic components: (a) strategy for improving irrigation  water management and 
(b)  strategy of  improving crop management. Bith these strategies were heavily 
biased  towards improving management at the tertiary  (farm) level. The devel- 
opment strategies adopted can be summarized a!; follows: 
i.  Physical improvements of the channel syijtems, redesign, and construction 
of  the  channel  network  to  accommodate  a  strict,  farm  level  rotation 
(intermittent) irrigation issue. 
Adoption  of  strict  water  management  aiid  rotational irrigation  practices 
with  day and night irrigation. Each farmer was  supplied with  7-day rota- 
tions and his entire irrigation requirement was to be supplied in a period 
of  12 hours.  Attempts were  made to opi:rate,  shorter but  firm irrigation 
schedules and to reduce the staggering  ,)f cultivation. With these objec- 
tives in view, an extremely detailed, farm  to farm, rotational schedule was 
designed  by  the Water  Management  Consultant attached  to  the project. 
Under this system, of  the 6 to 10 farme1.s in a field channel, only 2 were 
allowed to take water at a given time 
ii. TABLE 2. Tank Irrigation Modernization Projrct 
Present and Estimated Future Prouction. 
THE FIVE TANKS (31,500  at!)'/ 
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24.200  24.900 
bw  1,600 
350 
25,150  31,500 
80%  100% 
7,700  10,700 
5N1  7 hw 
800  4,250 
9,000  17,600 
28%  56% 
34,130  49,100 
108%  156% 
"Figures in parenthesis give the net cultivable acreage. 
2'PrPresent,  W=Future Without  Pioject, W=Future With Project. 
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ni.  Introducing a package of  new agriculturalinnovations into the area with  a 
view to changing the existing cnltivatio 1 practices. The package involved: 
early tillage under dry conditions, using tractors: dry sowing of seed paddy 
to maximize the use or Maha rainfall during the crop growing period; cul- 
tivation of  less water consuming, non-rice crops during the yala  seasons; 
and cultivation of short-aged (3 to 3 1/2 month) paddy varieties to shorten 
the irrigation period. 
The civil works constituted a major activ ty in the TIMP and accounted for 
ahout 70% of its total cost. This involved the construction of 1 cusec channels 
to serve an area of approximately  about 4.0  mes. A  large number of  control 
structures and measurement  devices were  in,italled along the conveyance  sys. 
tem. Most  of  the secondary  and  tertiary  channels were  lined  with  cement  to 
reduce seepage losses. As a pilot exercise, the entire channel system, except the 
two main channels of Mahavilachchiya schemc was lined with cement. The farm 
turn-outs were  enlarged, to 6-inch outlets to accommodate larger flows in  the 
rotations.  Prior to  introduction  of  TIMP,  the turn-outs were  smaller  3  inch 
pipes. 
Accomplishments of  the TIMP. Detailed as:.essments of  the overall impact of 
TIMP in its early stages has suggested that the project had little or no significant 
influence on the long-run  development  of  the settler's  economy  (Abeysekera 
1983.1985). In fact, due to problems inheren, in  the project, now it is widely 
accepted that "TIMP is  not  a  success  story  in  rehabilitation  and  improving 
major irrigation systems in the country" (Minktry of Lands, 1982: p.72). 
Investigations on the performance of  the innovative, rotational water dis- 
tribution system of the TIMP has shown that, despite the heavy reliance placed 
on the meticulously  designed schedules for distributing water to each farm, the 
actual performance differed widely from expectations. The rotations appeared to 
work relatively well in channels above the tertiaries. The rotations were hardly 
operational below the field (tertiary) channels. The system therefore, has led to 
much  confusion and conflict  among farmers.  Equitable  and  systematic  water 
distribution to a reasonable degree was seen on y in instances where Vel Vidanes 
(farmer  representatives)  in  the  area  are  effective  and  acceptable.  This  was 
mainly  because  the greatest  responsibility  for operating the tight  rotational 
schedules was  squarely placed  on thc Vel  Vicane.  In most instances, the Vel 
V.idane did not receive the level of cooperation  ie needed. 
The structural changes in the channel system introduced by the TIMP in 
some instances led to major physical  problem:  into the water delivery  system. 
The key problems werc (a)  faulty location of  some farm turnouts, (b) incorrect 
levels of some lined secondary and tertiary channels, and  (c) inadequate free 1 I9 
boards in the secondary and tertiary channttls.  The construction of field chan- 
nels  with  a maximum  capacity of  1 cusec 2nd  installation of  larger farm tnr- 
nonts,  in  particular,  imposed  serious  operational  rigidities  into  the  system. 
Major deficiencies were also seen in the qudity of  some of  the lining material 
used. 
The newly  built conveyance system tht:refore appeared  to be incapable of 
delivering adequate water flows during peak water demand periods. The problem 
is acute in the paddy allotments located at the upper part of the channels where 
the soils are highly  permeable. In these inslances, the estimated  total demand 
during peak irrigation periods is closer to thc higher range of 9 to 18 m.rn/day, 
while the 1 cusec channels are capable of providing a maximum flow of about 15 
m.m/day.  It has therefore, led to a situation ,if  water shortage for the farmers at 
the lower  end. Often farmers  at  the  bottom-end  of  the field  channels  have 
resorted tu breaking the structures at the top end in a hid to get more water. 
The agricultural improvement programnie envisaged in the TIMP, despite a 
heavy  backing  from the extension services, also failed  to receive satisfactory 
levcls of  farmer acceptance.  The dry  tillage  and  dry  sowing,  major  strategies 
recommended by TIMP to farmers for saving water, were almost totally rejected 
by farmers. This was due primarily to technical inappropriateness, low profits, 
and  highly  uncertain  returns arising from area’s soil  conditions and  sporadic 
rains. Even with the adoption of short-aged (3-3  1/2 months) paddy varieties, it 
was  seen that farmers continued to show the conventional preference  to grow 
long-growth  duration  varieties.  Although  under  experimental  conditions, the 
two varieties do not show significant difference in yield, under farm conditions, 
longer-aged rice varieties usually provided  h gher yields. Similarly, the cultiva- 
’ tion  of  non-rice crops in  paddy  fields during Yala  has not  been  adopted  by 
farmers on the scale anticipated. Indications were that the future potential for 
this practice is rather bleak under the existing low economic incentives to the 
producer. 
Mainly due to the problems of physical improvements in the irrigation sys- 
tem  and  the unsatisfactory nature of  the agricultural strategy of the TIMP, 
farmers have expressed a considerable dissatisfaction in the improvement  pro- 
gramme. They seemed to have lost their confidence in the physical infrastruc- 
ture facilities to provide them with better wiiter supplies. The project planners 
placed  a heavy emphasis on construction related activities on the basis of  the 
assumption that once a technically efficient conveyance system is laid and the 
schedules  for  water  distribution  explained, all  farmers  would  automatically 
adhere to the recommendations. The planner:; appear to have been guided by the 
notion of a maximizing behaviour of the farmers with respect to their irrigation 
water  resources. The assumption appears to  be  an  over-simplification  of the 
circumstances faced by the farmers in the project area. In fact, a detailed study 120 
of farm labour allocation in Mahavilachchiya xheme has suggested that farmers 
also place a heavy emphasis on optimising family labour use in cultivating their 
Chena plots and paddy holdings (Ranatunga and Abeysekera 1980). Chena culti- 
vation is almost solely a family labour concer?, and most of the work is under- 
taken during the dry months in  which' opportunity cost of  labour is  virtually 
zero (Figure 1). Due to the risk involved, famers do not prefer to be totally 
dependent on paddy cultivation. 
FIGURE  1.  Distribution  of  Seasonal  Lahmr  Application  for  Farming  in 
Mahavilachchiya Irrigation Scheme. 1976/77 hlaha. 













Source: 1976/77 Maha Season Survey 121  I 
Project Strategy for 
Promoting Farmer Involvement 
The irrigation  improvement  strategy  urderlying the TIMP is  particularly 
remarkable  for the low  emphasis placed  on farmer  needs. However, this defi- 
some efforts were taken to remedy the situatiiin. 
I 
ciency  was  increasingly recognized  towards  the  later years  of  the project  and  ! 
The project plans and their implementation wcre almost solely focussed on 
construction-related  activities.  As  a  result,  the  project  was  solely  operational 
through heavy state intervention. The ID was specificallj involved in preparing 
the final plans and designs, procuring nece!sary  construction  machinery, and 
undcrtaking all irrigation related work. The main mechanism planned for seek- 
ing farmer  involvement in  the project was through the two-tiered institutional 
mechanism  of  the Cultivation  Cummittees  (CCs)  at  the village  level  and the 
Agricultural  Productivity  Committee  (APCs)  at  the  higher  level.  The  CCs 
included FRs, each selected from about 500 farm holdings. The APCs were com- 
posed niostly of the representatives of  the CCs. All tanks in the TIMP area, had 
me  APC, except Padaviya which had two. 
In terms of mobilizing farmer involvement for project  planning and con- 
struction  activitics,  this  institutional  mechanism  was  hardly  effective.  With 
respect to these functions, the ID, however, had  the major responsibility. The 
operation and maintenance of the channel system down to the field channel was 
undertaken by the ID. 
The maintenance and the distribution 01'  water in the field channels were to 
be undertaken by the CCs under the general supervision of the APCs. The CCs, 
under this system were expected to recommend to the ID any adjustments in the 
cropping pattern, crop calendars, and watev  issue periods. The CCs  were also 
expected to recommend the minimum flows necessary for domestic purposes and 
livestock. Under  this system the CCs  were ,expected to report any problems  to 
the APC. In cases where remedial actions were not taken by farmers, the author- 
ity was given to the ID to take necessary action to recover any damages. 
Much  of  the irrigation water  distribution  tasks  were  undertaken  by  the 
irrigators of the ID, with the assistance of farmers in the area. As a consequence 
of the ineffectiveness of the APC and CC sy,tems,  the project management pro. 
posed a new system in 1977 composed of  the Tank Committees. 
The Tank Committee system 
and Farm Involvement 
The Tank  Committee  of  the TIMP  was  established  for the purpose  of 122 
linking farmers with the implementation of the p-oject. The first Committee was 
held in March 1977 in Mahakandarawa. Subsequently, attempts were made to 
adopt the system in other tank areas in the TlMP. 
The Tank Committees were composed of FHs  as well as officials from var- 
ious line agencies operating in the project. Each FR in the Committee was from 
a group of about 50 farmers in the project area, operating under a single chan- 
nel.  The representative  was  chosen by  a seerel  ballot. The Committees were 
expected to meet regularly and to discuss the various aspects of  project imple- 
mentation and operations for making appropriate recommendations to the pro- 
ject management. The Tank Committee was chaired by the Irrigation  Engineer. 
With the abolition in the APC and CC  Commit:ee  system  in  1978, the farmer 
leaders in the project area were replaced  by  th: Vel  Vidane  (Irrigation Head- 
man) appointed under the Agrarian Services Act. 
The organisation  of  the Tank  Committee  was  amended  again  in  August 
1982 to form Project Water Management  Committees. The composition of the 
Committee, however, was not different to that of earlier Tank Committees. This 
change was  undertaken  in 24 major  schemes i 1 the Island  including all  five 
tanks in the TIMP. The lrrigation Engineer was appointed as the Project Man- 
ager to conduct activities of  all Departments in tt e project. 
The Vel  Vidanes, who were also members of the Tank Committees, played 
an important role in serving to link the farmers md the ID. Perhaps their most 
significant task was to operate the rotational sctednles prepared by the Project 
Consultant,  in  respect  of  each  farmer.  The  s8:hedule  was  given  to  the  Vel 
Vidane, who in consultation with the irrigator, organized the actual water issues 
to the group of six to eight farmers in the field channel. Since at the most, only 
two farmers can obtain water  from their field (:hannel at any given  time, the 
coordinating task became important. The modernized systcm oftcn showed phys- 
ical deficiencies and in such instances, the invol,iement of an intermediary such 
as the Vel  Vidane hecame indispensahle. In somi: areas where the Vel Vidane is 
effective and  acceptable,  the  rotations  were  implemented  without  confusion. 
Often, there appeared an informal collahoration between the Vel Vidane and the 
irrigator to extcnd  water  issue periods  in  channels above the field  channels. 
According to the instructions given  by  the ID, an irrigator cannot change the 
water schedule given to him without the consent'of the Project Manager. Often, 
the Vel Vidanes served larger areas, 80 to 100 faimers, and this too posed major 
problems. 
Major Lessons Learned 
Implications for TlMP area.  An  in depth ailalysis of  the efficiency of thc 
management strategies in TIMP showed that the development plan would have a 123 
low acceptability by farmers due to low  profitability and uncertainties in water 
availability (Abeysekera 1985). Economic growth in the project area must there- 
fore  depend  on  longer  term  government  policies  designed  to  improve  the 
farmer’s technological and economic environment. 
In  the  short-run,  however,  several  development  strategies  may  lead  to 
improvement of  the area:(a) increase farmer involvement in managing irrigation 
water; (b) introduce agricultural and irrigatim management strategies that are 
more compatible with farmer interests and circumstances; and (c) increase insti- 
tutional  support  to  provide  farmers  with  production  credit  and  marketing 
facilities. 
In the TIMP, from its inception, the plainers did not realise that equitable 
water delivery to individual farmers requires management inputs from farmers 
as well as officials, The current resources in i.he ID are extremely inadequate to 
allow satisfactory official control over water  listribution at the field level. Con- 
sequently, farmers must be involved in the prxess of  water management. 
Therefore, as a first step in increasing farmer cooperation for better distri- 
bution, structural problems of the conveyan<:e system introduced by the TIMP 
must be remedied.  These problems such as faulty channels and incorrect posi- 
tioning of farm turnouts, have seriously redLced farmer confidence on the abil- 
ity of the modernized  system to serve their needs. Such repairs are extremely 
costly, and the current maintenance budget  is inadequate  to carry out needed 
repairs. Therefore, priority should be given far allocating additional funds. 
To increase farmer involvement in the routine activities of irrigation water 
distribution, current institutional mechanisms should be strengthened. One of 
the key  changes should include increasing rhe number of Vel  Vidanes in the 
area.  Currently, a Vel Vidane serves a group of  as many as 80 farmers. To be 
effective, a much smaller group of about 20 to 30 farmers would be desirable. 
Since agricultural and irrigation practices recommended  under the TIMP 
are  unacceptable  to  farmers,  they  also  need  to  be  changed.  In particular, 
recommended  practices should bc designed io  meet  the needs of various crop- 
ping activities under different water availability. 
The success of  any long-term developmmt strategy in improving agricultu- 
ral  production  in  the area  appears  to depend  mainly  on  the ability  of  the 
research  system to supply farmers with  an ;idequate range of  environmentally 
adaptable production  technologies. This necessarily involves increased location- 
specific agricultural research. 124 
Increased institutional support for credit and marketing facilities is a niajor 
concern  that needs to he  addressed. The curj'ent  system of institutional credit 
does not serve the needs of the majority of farmers. Credit recovery also appears 
to he  a  problem  facing the institutional  leiiding  system  in  the area.  Major 
reforms on lending procedures as well as qredit recovery appear to be a priority 
item. Rcnumerative prices, price stability, anrl assured markets are key compo- 
nents in increasing producer incentives. 
Major Lessons for Future Policies 
Many lessons can be derived  from the e:iperiences of  the Tank Irrigation 
Modernization  Project.  The  major  issues with  wider  policy  implications  are 
briefly highlighted in this SLL  '  .tion. 
Heavy bias towards engineering solutions. The heavy  construction oriented 
attitude in the TIMP is a major short-coming in the plan. The strong emphasis 
on construction and other technical considera!ions ha5 led to a neg1ec.t of  other 
complementary aspects necessary  for project  success.  Physical  improvements 
alone cannat guarantee project success. Other important strategies such as pro- 
vision  of  appropriate farming practices  and  strengthening of  farmer organisa- 
lions must also he enacted. The relative impor!ance of each of the development 
options will  vary from one scheme to another. Hence, each location needs to he 
studied on an individual basis before any improvement strategies are designed. 
Level  of  intervention  required. Another kei lesson that emanates from thc 
TIMP experience relates to the level  of  manxgement  intervention  needed  for 
improvement. The TIMP is a classic example c'f a system that required a heavy 
management commitment by the project implcmentators at the field  (tertiary) 
level. Due to many constraints, the level ofsu~ervision  and attention needed by 
the project at the tertiary  level  could  not  be  supplied.  Therefore,  there  is  a 
necessity to design projects which do not  require extremely intensive manage- 
ment at  the tertiary level.  Furthermore, as  was  seen  in  TIMP, much  of  the 
problems in the project area such as water uncertainties, market imperfections, 
etc., emanate from outside the area. Unless these exogenous problems are reme- 
died, it is unlikely that any efforts made at the krtiary level. within the schemes 
would generate adequate results. 
Need to learn farmer circumstances. The 'rIIuIP also clearly shows that therc 
is  a critical need to incorporate farmers knowledge  and experiences in planning 
and  designing new  projects. Farmers by  virtus of  their  long experience have 
accumulated a wealth of knowledge and are a vital  resource for idenlifying spe- 
cific improvements. Furthermore. the production  is  carried  out  in  individual 
farms and it is the farmer who decides what to tsractice and what not to prac.tice. 125 
It is only through identification of his exact circumstances that the planners are 
able to provide what the farmer needs. 
Most farm level recommendations on agricultural and irrigation activities in 
the TIMP area are hased solely on experiments conducted at research stations. 
The direct  transfer  of  production  technologies  from  the  research  station  to 
farmer  ficlds  in  the project  has  resulted  in  unsatisfactory  responses.  More 
information at the field level could help alleviate this abortcoming. 
Organizing farmers  to participate in th,: project from the initial  stages. The 
necessity  to make arrangcments  to ensure farmer participation  unfbrtunately, 
came almost  after  the projecl  was completed.  As  a consequence, most  of  the 
improvements undertaken by the TIMP would have been avoided, if attempts were 
made to discuss the plans with  the farmers concerned before the project  was 
implemented. One of the major problems in ttis  regard was the absence ofa  suitable 











Self-sufficiency in food has been the focus of Sri 1.anka's  agricultural policy 
for the past several decades. Consistent with  this goal, a major strategy has been 
one  of  trying  to expand  the  acreage  under  food  crops ..  primarily  paddy  -- 
through the development of  major irrigation schemes, Investment in major irri- 
gated agricultural schemes has also allowed for the resettlement  of landless and 
unemployed people from the more congested regions into hitherto sparsely pop- 
ulated areas of the country. 
As avenues for expanding paddy acreaps meet natural limits, the govern- 
ment turned to a strategy based on the intensification of  agricultural production 
on existing irrigated lands, especially those coming under minor irrigation tank- 
s/anicuts.  Within  this larger  effort, the Village  Irrigation  Rehabilitation  Pro- 
gramme  (VIRP) occupies a  significant  posilion.  It seeks to rehabilitate some 
1,200 village tanks and anicuts in  14 distric:ts of  the island. Rehabilitation  of 
these small-scale tankdanicuts it is believed  would offer certain advantages:  1) 
short-gestation periods compared to rehabihtion of large-scale irrigation works, 
2) dispersion of government funds to neglected rural areas for the upliftment of 
the welfare of  the poorest  sections, and  3)  creating conditions for more effi- 
cient  use and  control of  water  and as a  consequence, expansion  of  the crop 
acreage as well as cropping intensity. 
The potential for the development of  minor irrigation has been highlighted 
in several reports  (Gunadasa  et  al.  1980). It has been  estimated .that minor 
irrigation accounts for &5% of  the 450,000  under irrigation and carries  ;acres 128 
I 
33%  of the paddy extent and contribntes 22% of  the paddy production.'  How- 
ever only 50% of  minor  irrigation  schemes are considered  to he  in  working 
condition  (at  varying  degrees  of  efficiency)  while  30% of  the irrigahle  area 
remain uautilized or underutilized fur paddy cnltivation. Thus it has been esti- 
mated that the potential exists to increase the #cultivable  area under minor irri- 
gation by about 50,OOO to 75,000 hectares (GunJidasa et al. 1980). 
This paper describes the VIRP whic.h is a  jtate-assisted programme for the 
rehabilitation of minor irrigation systems in li. districts of  the island. As such 
the VSRP is not a case study nor is it a progranme aimed at promoting f2.rmer 
management of village  irrigation  systems. Ratiier  the VSRP  seeks to improve 
agricultural  productivity  under  village  irrigation  systems  through  physical 
refurbishment of the irrigation works and the introduction of  a water manage- 
ment  package.  For  the  latter  purpose,  certain  institutional  arrangements are 
advocated.  To  the extent that  these institutional  arrangements involve  some 




Villa  e Irrigation 
Reha  %  ilitation Programme (VIRP) 
Objectives of  the VIRP 
The VSRP has two main objectives: physical  rehabilitation of deteriorated 
and the introduction  of  a systematic water  management programme to ensure 
efficient utilization of  stored water once rehabilitation  work  is  completed. The 
project also aims to strengthen the major government departments involved with 
minor irrigation.  particularly the Department <)f  Agrarian  Services  (DAS), by 
providing them  with  the necessary training, staff, equipment, and transport to 
ensure proper maintenance of these schemes. 
minor irrigation schemes to increase agricultural production and farm incomes,  2 
'Minor  irrigation works are defined as those that eommaitd an irrigated area of 200 BCTBS.  In this 
paper,  the  terms  minor  irrigation,  village  irrigation  and  small-scale  irrigation  are  used 
interchangcahly. 
'This  includes schemes currently in use at low levels of efficiency, thmc ahandoned some years 
previoasly, and those where no  cultivatinn is  done. Programme Scope 
Under  the VIRP, the Government of  Ijri Lanka, with assistance from the 
World Eank, has embarked on a programme to rehabilitate 1,200 minor irriga- 
tion systems. It is expected that the rehabilitation work will minimize uncertain- 
ties related to irrigation water  on 77,805  acres of  land, benefitting 20,000 . 
25,000 farm families. The project area is spr:ad  over almost the whole of  the dry 
and intermediate zones, and a small part of  the wet zone.3 In addition to physi- 
cal rehabilitation,  the DAS has been requested to implement a water manage- 
ment programme for each of the rehabilitate,] systems. 
Costs and Benefits 
The VIRP is a 5 year (1981-85) project and has a budget of US $25.9  million 
or US $43.6 million  including price contin1:encies  (World Bank  1981).4  There 
are five main budget heads; civil works, equipment, incremental staff  costs and 
other incremental costs and training, evaluation, and assistance. 
About 11% of civil works are for dowrstream works. The training evalua. 
tion and technical assistance allocation and .:he  incremental staff cost allocation 
(except regional office allocations) are mainly for water management, while  the 
other incremental costs and equipment budget is mainly for headworks. Accord- 
ingly, the share for water management in the budget (net of price contingencies) 
is US $3.4 million or about 13%. The project life has been estimated to be 25 
years, with the project reaching its full prodtiction levels in 1991. It is estimated 
that with full maturity of  the project, cropping intensity would increase 116% 
and lead to an increase in rice production 01'  37,800 tons per annum and a 43% 
increase in per capita income. 
Implementing Agencies 
The lrrigation Department  (ID) is responsible for the civil  works  compo- 
nent of the project.  Physical rehabilitation includes improvement of tank bunds 
and  spillways;  replacement  of  all  sluices;  improvement  of  main  channels; 
6 
3The tanks predominate in the dry zone and anicuts f>d  into the intermediate and wet zone mm~. 
*Planned now to extend until 1981. 
5For  a district-wise breakdown of expenditure and piysical progress rehabilitation from 1981 to 
1985. 130 
alignment of  main  channels and  field  channel:;; and provision  of  appropriate 
drainage systems, control structures, turnout structures, and measuring devices. 
Once rehabilitated, the ID hands over thj:  irrigation  system to the DAS 
which  is then responsible for planning and implementing a water  management 
programme to ensure optinium utilization of  th': available water. Specific water 
management programmes are to be drawn up for individual tanks in consultation 
with farmers6 Operation and maintenance fun(:tions become the responsibility 
of the farmers with DAS support. However  th<:  ID is  responsible for ensuring 
satisfactory functioning of the headworks and slructures rehabilitated under the 
project, for a period of 2 years thereafter. 
Criteria for Selection of Tanks/ Anicuts for Rehabilitation 
The project  speciries that highest  priority  should be given to those irriga- 
tion systems that would yield maximum return:: with minimal investment. Low- 
est priority is to he accorded to those minor works that have been  abandoned 
long ago and would need almost complete reconstruction. The following specific 
criteria are used in the selection process (World Bank 1981): 
1.  The command area under a tank should not be less than 20 acres except if 
a tank is one in a cascade and requires improvements to provide safety for 
the tanks downstream. 
Tanks in inliahited areas with easy access should be given priority. 
The useful storage of the tank should not he less than 3 acre feet per acre, 
2.5 acre feet per acre, and 1.5 acre feet  3er acre of command area in  the 
dry, intermediate, and wet zones respechely. 
The useful tank storage should not exceed 70% of the yield potential corn- 
puted from sio-yield curves of  the Irrigation Departrnenl. 
The tank should benefit at least 10 families 
'The  incremcntal area brought under direct  maha irrigation  should be at 
least  10 times privately  irrigated  lands  submergcd  or three  times  other 






7.  The soils of the catchment area, reserioir, and the command area should 
be suitable for their respective purpose. 
The cost for a project including all civ l works and physical contingencies 
valued at mid-1980 prices, but excluding price contingencies, engineering 
and administration, should not exceed Rs. 5,000 per acre for the existing 
area plus Rs. 10,000 per acre for the inwemental area. 
8. 
Strategy for Promoting 
Partieipation/Organisation of Farmers 
Subsequent to rehabilitation, operation and maintenance activities become 
the responsibility of  tho farmers with the support and sponsorship of the (DAS). 
Agricultural Planning Team 
The DAS does this through the Agricultiiral Planning Team (APT) which is 
constituted for each district, The APT is in effect an appendage of the DAS and 
consists of three government officers: the l'echnical Assistant  (TA), the Agri- 
cultural Instructor (AI) and the Divisional Officer  (DO).7 While the A1  is a 
divisional  officer of the Department  of  Agi,iculture, the TA  and  the DO are 
employees of the DAS. 
The principal function of the APT is to ibrmulate and thereafter implement 
a water management programme for each rehabilitated tank/anicut, in consulta- 
tion with the farmers. Each APT is responsible for all the tankdanicuts under 
VIRP for a district, and the APT  is supposed to visit each refurbished system at 
regular intervals. A tank supervisor, a salaried official, is appointed to supervise 
10-15  tanks and is meant to assist the TA of the APT. 
As  such, the APT is supposed  to spend  approximately 2  weeks  in  each 
locality,  and become  acquainted with  the specific requirements  of  each tank 
anicut. Local feedback is to he  provided  by  the Cultivation Officer, the Tank 
Supervisor, the KVS and the Vel  Vidane,  -Mhile farmer  concurrence  is  to  be 
obtained for the different components of  the water  management package.  The 
APT  members are taught  in  their training that  these programmes  should be 
7The DO  was  a  recent  addition  tn the APT, upon r,:cogsition  of  the importance of paying 
attention to the social and community aspects of village Irrigation. 132 
developed on the basis of rainfall,” soil type, and hydrological data and a proper 
nndcrstanding of  existing agricultural practicec for each area; and that due con- 
sideration should be given to production constraints and risks under which the 
cultivators operate. 
Aftcr the APT  has finalized  the water mmagement plan  and it has been 
approved  by  the Deputy Commissioner  (Water Management)  in Colombo,  the 
Tank Supervisor sees that the command area is divided  into areas of about 4 
acres  each around a field canal and consisting of 6-10 farmers. These groups 
in turn each select a farmer representative (FR),  all of whom are represented in 
the Tank Committee. 
Tank  Committee 
The Tank Committee is  regardcd  as the ~~rimary  vehicle  to  enlist  farmer 
participalion  in  operation and maintenance activities. The Tank Committee is 
without legal status and is meant to he a relatilely informal brganisation that is 
formed with the impetus provided by the APT.9 The Tank Committee consists of 
the Vel  Vidane  (as Chairman),”  thc FRs and the relevant government offices 
including the Cultivation Officer and KVS.”  It is thus composed of government 
officials and  FKs. The responsihility for organising agricultural inputs and for 
providing extension advice falls on the officers  in the committee while the dis. 
trihution  of  water  and the resolution of  conflicts are the responsihility of  the 
Vel  Vidane  and  the FKs.  Hence there  is  a  division  of  responsibilities;  those 
irrigation-cum-agricultural tasks  that  require extra-community activity and by 
definition warrant a certain amount of governmental intervention are performed 
by  the government’s representatives in the Tank Committee, while matters that 
strictly concern the community are left to the l3tter’s representatives Tor  media. 
tion through the Vel Vidane. However the Tartk Supervisor remains in overall 
charge of the walcr management programme. 
The ‘Sank Committee, the concept of whick  is introduced from without, hut 
whase  evolution is  considered to be from within  the ”hydraulic community,” 133 
with  the impetus being given by  the APT is thus Ihe local organisation that is 
promotcd under the VIRP. Thc scope of  activities of  this  organisation is con- 
fined  to irrigation-cum-agricultiiral  matters and it derives its authority mainly 
from the state, and to a  lesser  degree,  fron an  interest  group  constituency 
(those dependent on the irrigation  water).  1 .s niembership likewise  consists ol 
the lowest lcvel of the government administratiGe  structure as it relates to irri- 
gation  and  crop  production  matters,  and  FRs  who  are  responsible  to  the 
memhcrs in the paddy  tract.12 Hence the government officials are accountable 
"upwards"  so to speak to the state, whilst the FKs are responsible "downwards" 
to those who own irrigable paddy land under  the particular water source. Like- 
wise the state officers are responsible for act vities that are dependent on inter- 
action with the wider society--e.g., ensuring timely delivery of  inputs--while the 
FRs  are responsible  for  matters  that  concern  the  community,  and  can  be 
mediated within it. However in reality, man:{ of  these latter  decisions  are also 
made by  the officers,  because  only they have the necessary  legal  backing  for 
remedial action (i.e., for prosecution at the Mngistrate's court). 
Hence the Tank Committee is strictly speaking not a farmer organisation; 
rather it provides  a convenient  meeting plac:  or nexus between  the state as it 
reaches down to provide benefits such as extmsion advice or production inputs, 
and the community, through its representativ'zs, reaches up to receive them. 
The Tank Committee moreover  is a standardized blueprint  that is intro- 
duced as a vehicle for resource management  and mobilization  purposes under 
the VIRP. It is the recommended arrangement for all refurbished tankdanicuts, 
irrespective of existing arrangements for irrigation water management. The only 
proviso is the number of farmers. If a particu ar irrigation system has more than 
15 farmers, farmer grouping is recommended. 13 
The Tank Committees together are not federated up to a higher level.  In a 
sense this, plus the pronounced government oresence in the composition of the 
Tank Committee,  show that the basis  for  ovganisation is not to empower  the 
farmers to be the key figures in irrigation maiagement decisions or enable them 
to collectively bargain for their rights as a hydraulic community. Rather farmers 
are encouraged to come together primarily fcr purposes of  undertaking agricul- 
tural  and  irrigation  related  tasks  as  set  out  by  the water  management  pro- 
gramme, which in turn is mainly an artifact ,)f the APT, though of  course hav- 
ing farmer consensus. And to do this, the Tank Committee is constituted so as 
to have the correct mix of local-level participation and state intervention. In the 
"Though it is considered preferable that thore elected own land in the command area, there is no 
means to ensure this. 
13Maanual on dhge  irrigation. Department of  Agariar  Services April. 1984. 134 
final  analysis the latter  superceded  the  former  as a  state official--the  tank 
supervisor-was ultimately responsible for the iinplementation of the water man- 
agement pr~gramme.'~  Hence the APTs and the Tank Committees can he seen as 
state sponsored vehicles for implementing a prescribed water management prn- 
gramme rather than as mechanisms to encoura;e  farmer involvement in system 
rehabilitation, management, and operation. 
.Attempted Solutions and Results 
During the course of implementation, ceruin defects in approach were rec- 
ognized and remedial action taken to improve them. At least five of these factors 
hear mentioning. One of  the most important changes was to bring in the APTs 
at the time an irrigation system is identified for rehabilitation SO that it could 
have snme input from the early stages of the rehabilitation process. In addition, 
the constitution of the APT was changed to include a DO who would pay atten- 
tion to the social and community aspects of village irrigation. 
Along with these changes it was decided that the Tank Supervisor was in a 
superfluous position  and that  in  many  ways  lie  performed  the activities that 
could have been done by  the Vel Vidane. Hence about 2 years ago this position 
was  abolished,  so  that  once  the  APT  moved  out,  no  government  official 
remained in a supervisory position over the wati:r management package. 
Another  significant  innovation was  the introduction  of  ratification  meet- 
ings which are held  after the plans and estim;.tes for rehabilitation are ready, 
and intended primarily as a mechanism to explain proposals for rehabilitation to 
the farmers and to obtain their approval. 
The problems inherent in the handing ov8:r  exercise have been  somewhat 
ameliorated by the introduction of a method of  joint inspection by the ID and 
the DAS,  which  allows  the two  departments  to  come  to  an  agreement  on 
whether  rehabilitation is completed  or, in  the event that  some feature is  not 
satisfactory, for provision to be made to the D.iS for completing the particular 
item. An important feature is that a time limit (if  one has been set before which 
the DAS must inform the ID  of  any defects  in  design  or construction.  This 
holds both departments accountable in having the job completed speedily. 
The APTs  coming to the picture early  in  the rehabilitation exercise has 
helped the construction agency in designing and planning the rehabilitation pro- 
gramme, and in tying the proposed water mana5ement programme to the physi- 
cal improvements/modifications  to the system. This was important as until then 
'%hc  tank supervisor position has however been aholish<:d  recently. 135 
there was  little discourse between the ID aid the APT/DAS,  such that after 
physical  rehahilitation, the APT/DAS  had  little basis  upon  which  to devise a 
water management programme appropriate tcm  the physical improvements/modi- 
Cications. The introduction of  the DO into the APT has also meant more weight 
being given to social and community considerations in village irrigation systems. 
The other important  innovation, in the  latter part of  1984, has been  the 
Sub-committee on Village Irrigation, which  under the chairmanship of  the GA 
provides  coordination  of  the rehabilitation process  at  the district level.  This 
appears to have had some major salutary effects especially for the process of 
"handing over." While the District Agricult iral Committee (DAC)  has several 
officers  (approximately  15-20) who  must  rr eet  to make  policy  decisions, the 
Suh-Steering Committee has only 4-5 key meinhers who meet quarterly and who, 
under the chairmanship of the GA can take quick decisions.15 
Key Problems Faced by Acxivity 
There are several problems in the strate67 of rehabilitation and the strategy 
of  organizing farmers for irrigation water management activities. Whilst these 
are interrelated, they will  be presented here  separately for ease of  discussion. 
The discussion  is based  in large part on the  study conducted by the ART1  in 
1984 in six village irrigation systems in Monc:ragala district, four of which came 
under the VIRP (Abeyratne and Perera 19861. Hence the information presented 
here mainly reflects these data and should not be considered conclusive of  the 
whole programme. 
The Rehabilitation Process 
The rehabilitation  process  under  VIRI'  can  be  divided  into  four major 
stages,  namely the preliminary investigation  stage, the design  stage, and the 
construction stage. The fourth stage is that  of "handing over" the system of 
DAS after physical rehabilitation is over. The major problems that surface at 
each of these stages will be discussed briefly. 
Preliminary  investigation stage.  As mentioned earlier, certain criteria have 
been laid out for the selection of tankdanicnts for rehabilitation. These criteria, 
whilst  being important, still  overlook  certain other important  considerations. 
Among these: 
I5The range ID/DDs, ASC/DAS  and in the event tha. land has to be alienated an officer from the 







The importance of sources of income outside of irrigated agriculture in the 
project area, particularly for the more impoverished farmers. 
The likelihood that input and product pri:es  will justify increased atten. 
tion to irrigated agriculture on thk part of the water-users. 
That  there exists local  capacity for  systcm  management  given  existing 
household production strategies. 
That the local social structure is conducive to a rehabilitation exercise. 
Community articulation of the desire for r(:habilitation of irrigation works 
by the government. As noted by Coward (1984),  communities that are able 
to come together and agree to request assistance  will  display  the social 
capacity required for successful future irrigation development. 
More stringent  criteria for selecting the most  needy  plus those with  an 
agricultural background in the event that ;in abandoned tank  (olagama) is 
selected for rehabilitation. Otherwise the illherent social welfare aspects of 
the programme will not be met. 
Design,stage.  Typically--and the VIRP  casc  is no exception-the technical 
irrigation agency is given the responsibility for establishing design criteria and 
thereafter  in applying these to construction.  When responsibility  is bestowed 
almost entirely on the ID and the latter is consequently held  accountable for 
any future defects in design and construction, it is almost inevitable that  the 
local community is not consulted nor involved in the design process. 
This omission of  local knowledge and experience from the design  process 
was a serious drawback especially for the first firw years of  the VIRP. Unfortu- 
nately as pointed out in the ART1 study at 1oca:ions that had or were undergo- 
ing rehabilitation, less than 1% of  the farmers said that they were consulted or 
even kept informed of  the design plans. When asked if  they would  have been 
able to provide useful information if  actually ccnsulted, most farmers said that 
they could have. Sixty-six percent of the farmer,; who said that there were prob- 
lems in the'  physical works after the rehabilitation  programme, attributed these 
problems to the fact that the ID did not consu't the local residents. In one of 
the study anicuts for example, the farmers coniplained  that the ID undertook 
rehabilitation of  the anicut-viz.  raising and strengthening the dam--without real- 
ising that what was needed was a feeder canal h.om the adjacent stream to aug- 
ment  the  water  supply,  a  fact  that  they  coulil  have  pointed  out. Medagama 
(1982) also cites an illustrative example of a tank that was rehabilitated at the 137 
cost  of  Rs.  25,000/-  only to be abandoned, as it only irrigated 2 hectares on 
completion. At  the same time farmers in the area said  that what  was  really 
required  was  a way  to divert a  stream in Ihe catchment area rather than to 
improve the headworks. 
Subsequent to the ART1 research study, the idea of farmer meetings at the 
initial  investigation  stage  was introduced.  16 This was a great  improvement  as 
pointed out by ID personnel who said that t iese meetings eased their work and 
considerably improved relations between  thc farmers and ID, especially as the 
former were now  kept informed of  the rehabilitation  plans of  the latter. How- 
ever the process is  still one of  informing  farmers rather than eliciting their 
participation  in decision-making or employing them in the construction process 
(other than the mandatory requirement to have farmers do earth-work on the 
field canals). 
The Construction Stage 
From  the large  numher  of  tanks/aniciits  earmarked  for  investigation  in 
each district, selected works are chosen for rehabilitation  in a particular year. 
After an estimation of costs undertaken by  the ID, the latter calls for tenders. 
Usually the contractors selected, supposedly the lowest bidders, are not from the 
local  area and consequently they prefer to import  their  labour  from outside. 
Supervision of construction is done by the technical staff of  the ID. Hence there 
is little local involvement in the construction stage. 
The delay in obtaining confirmation by i  he District Agricultural Committee 
(DAC) and the contractor’s  interests elsewhere result  in the delay of  the con- 
struction programme.”  This has serious emsequences for the farmers as no 
cultivation  is  allowed  until  physical  refurlishment  is  completed,  sometimes 
extending to four or more consecutive seasons. Since they are not employed in 
construction, they have no other sources of  income or means of  subsistence. 
They also felt that actual  construction involved poor quality work since there 
was  little ID supervision, and because  they had  no authority to check on the 
type nor the quantity of materials used. 
16According to the former VlRP Project Director/lII  these farmer meetings are held in approxi- 
mately 80% of the cases. 
“In  fact  the ID is now  considering  introducing a e ause when calling  for tenders that  requires 
contrctom to take an onlv one scheme at a time. 138 
Handing  Over.'After  physical  rehabilitation,  the refurbished  irriga- 
tion  system  is  supposed  to he "handed over" to the DAS.  "Handing over" 
implies several things. First, the fact that one department  is  responsible  for 
rehabilitation  and  another  for  operation  and  naintenance  creates problems, 
primarily an ambiguity in responsibility for the  refurbished systems. This situa- 
tion has since been improved by introducing the method of joint inspection. 
The second factor implied  in the term "handing over" is  of  course that 
process involving a give and take exercise that is confined to two government 
departments. This reflects  what  appears to he  the generalized  perception  that 
these rehabilitated  schemes belong to the state and not to the community and 
that by definition those living and cultivating iinder these systems are merely 
recipients of government services. 
~ 
The third factor implied in this "handing over" exercise is that the techni- 
cal agency, the ID, can undertake the rehabilitaiion exercise without supporting 
a participatory approach and simply leave it to the DAS to be committed to the 
latter after "taking over." And  attempts to  niohilise  farmers after "handing 
over" thus become undermined. As docnmenteil by  others (Mayson 1984), the 
advantages of farmer participation in the different stages of rehabilitation is the 
increased likelihood that the physical improvemsmts in the system are less likely 
to result in management problems in the future. Additionally, farmers will gain 
useful practical knowledge and appreciate the cimponents of  the irrigation sys- 
tem that require the most care and maintenanci: (Korten 1982). Unfortunately, 
these  advantages  may  not  materialize  under  tht:  VlKP  given  the  current 
approach to the rehabilitation process. 
The Water Management Programme  I 
All irrigation schemes that are rehahilitatemi are in principle considered for 
inclusion  in the water  management  programme.  The water  management  pro- 
grammcs are to be adapted to the requirement!; of  each system but they share 
the twin  goals of  making efficient use of  rainf,dl and  tank-stored  water  by  (a) 
improvements in the dependability of  the water supply, and (h) a more equitable 
sharing of water among farmers in the command  area. 
The responsihility for implementing the wibter management programme lies 
with the Water Management Division of the D,\S which delegates to its districk 
level appendage, the APT, the responsibility to visit  each tank/anicut  proposed 
for rehabilitation, to prepare an appropriate wa er management programme, and 
to supervise its implcmenlation. 
I 
Most  components of  the water managemeit programme were deemed suc- 
c,essful hy  the farmers. In the ART1 study fm example, 73% of  the farmers commented positively on the distribution of water under the rotational schedule 
drawn up under the programme. Nearly 60% of  the farmers said that their own 
water supply had improved subsequent to rel-tabilitation and introduction of the 
recommended water management practices. 
Hence, the extension component ensuring'adherence to certain agronomic 
and water  distribution practices seems to  he  working well, though cultivation 
risks under minor irrigation systems (given the precarious water supply) prevent 
farmers from  adopting certain  recommendecl practices such as growing  subsi- 
diary food crops in Yala.I8 The problem appears to be that the officials who are 
responsible for the above extension-type acti rity, the APT, are also responsible 
for organisational activity. As  Coward  (198ti)  notes, the problem here is that 
extension agents are formally trained to diss,:minate information rather than to 
organize farmers groups."  What is argued here is that if  the APT plays primarily 
an extension-oriented role (for which incidentally it is trained) it cannot also be 
expected to play a successful catalytic role (for which it is not trained). 
I 
Apart from the orientation of the APT, another key problem is its constitu- 
tion. A major drawback is the lack of a FR  ox  the APT who would provide local 
feedback. As the project progressed it was anticipated that the DO would fill this 
vacuum. But the DO, despite his orientation, remains a government officer and 
is therefore always external to the village environment. Including an FR  (in this 
case the Vel Vidane)  on the District APT  w'dd  ensure consideration  of  com- 
munity interests. 
The second drawback in the constitution of  the APT, granted its "official 
flavour," is that  it  has  no ID  representativt:.  The result is that the APT  too 
becomes external to the physical rehabilitatim exercise, which remains strictly 
the IDS  domain. 
A third drawback, which was subseqnerLtly corrected, was  that  under the 
VIRP it was expected that the Tank Supervisx would be ultimately responsible 
for the implementation  of  the water  manapnent programme  in  about  10-15 
tankdanicuts. Hence he was seen as the key figure to take over from where the 
APT  left off, in consolidating the farmer orgauisations and assisting the group 
leaders. He also was to supervise the laying out of  the internal field  channels 
and drainage systems; in assisting farmers in constructing and replacing prefab- 
ricated  farm gates, establishing rain  gauges  and  time schedule hoards;  and  in 
installing measuring devices, which he thereaiter used on a regular basis to keep 
track of tank water levels. 
''Crowing  subsidiary food crops in  Yalo has often  proved  to be  difficult  encourage, given  the 
tasks. 14Q 
Hence the Tank Supervisor was interjectei into the hierarchy, almost as an 
intermediary between the APTs and the Tank Committees, but in practice as an 
agent of  the former, to oversee the operation and maintenance of  the system. 
This in effect emasculated any self-reliance on the part of the farmers in operat- 
ing the irrigation system. The tendency therefore, even in the smallest dispute, 
was for farmers to go to the Tank Supervisof to mediate, rather than attempt to 
resolve it among themselves. 
Under  the VIRP,  the Vel  Vidane  is  supl’osed  to play  a  vita) role in  the 
operation and maintenance of  the irrigation s:istem and in the implementation 
of the water management programme.”  The ]‘el  Vidane is supposed to operate 
the sluice, supervise water deliveries based  on  a predetermined rotation to the 
groups, collect daily  rainfall data,  and function as the Chairman  of  the Tank 
Committee. But, while given important tasks to perform by the Tank Committee, 
under VIRP the Vel Vidane position becomes  undermined because of  the other 
positions introduced into the hierarchy. Ultimitely it is the Cultivation Officer 
who has the necessary legal backing to prosemte those who  violate  irrigation 
rules. 
The Tank Committee and the Community 
Within the institutional framework set out under the VIRP, the only forum 
for any farmer participation  in decision-makinl; is at the Tank Committee level. 
Here  the  FRs  (note,  not  the  farmers)  ciime  together  with  the  state’s 
representatives--the  KVS, CO, TS, GA, AI, TA-under  the Chairmanship of the 
Vel Vidane, to decide on the operation  of  the iystem for the particular season. 
At the Tank Committee meeting,  decisions are made  such as the dates to do 
maintenance  works,  clear  scrub on  the tank  bund,  desilt  field channels, and 
determine  procedures  for  bethma  cultivatioli.  The  Tank  Committee  hence 
becomes no more than the kanna meeting, and rarely meets more than once a 
season. Conflict resolution and other tasks thal. need to be performed on a con- 
tinuing basis during the season are dealt with  by the officers concerned, since 
only they have the necessary legal and administrative authority. 
I9The Vd  Vidane is appointed under the Agrarian Services Act and his redesignation in the Act is 
that of Farmer Representative  (FK). Bul as they are so-call:d Farmer Representatives elected on  the 
basis of  a field channel irndcr VIRP, the old designation of  Vd  Vidme  is attached to the person who 
is elected under thc Agrarian Services Act. ‘L’he latter is ele:ted  four  a period of 3 years and emnot he 
removed by the farmcr. If the Iaiter wishes they can pay him a ruwundiram but evidently tliis mrrly 
happens, perhaps reflecting the focl that the  I‘d  Vidane is. perceived by the farmer as being redly 
accountable to thc state, through the Cultivation Officer. 141 
In the course of the ARTI study we di~overed  at least four sets of proh- 
lems confronting the concept of  a Tank Corimittee. The first is the “commun- 
ity”  that the Tank Committee represents. The focus around the water supply-- 
the tank--is one that harks back  to the part  where the water  source was  the 
epicen~er  of  community life, economically znd socially. In the past, “the one- 
tank, one-village“  concept was in fact all perrasive (at least in the dry zone) and 
elaborate rules and regulations were established to keep this hydraulic commun- 
ity intact  (Leach  1961). However  a proces!; of  state penetration  of  the rural 
areas, which has accelerated since the 1950s,  coupled with natural demographic 
changes  within  village  communities,  have  cnntributed  today  to  making  the 
notion of  community around  the irrigatior  water  source extremely fuzzy.  A 
market in land has brought outsiders into what were  relatively socially homo- 
geneous communities and these outsiders have managed to buy land even in the 
traditional purana wela sections thus making it  harder for the original  cultiva. 
tors to maintain exclusive rights to land ancl  water on the basis of prior appro. 
priation. Population pressure and resultant land fragmentation have resulted in 
irrigated paddy  land decreasing in importance for the community; village boun- 
daries have been  extended to cover further acreage  beyond  what  was  watered 
by  the tank such that these paddy lands heome rainfedmd are not dependent 
on the irrigation water source. 
Hence today the village tank does not enjoy the primacy it had in the past 
and land holdings under the village tank arc’ extremely fragmented and do not 
meet  subsistence requirements.20 As a result  many  villagers depend  on  other 
crops (such as chena) and other activities to bring in a larger proportion of  the 
income. 
In some of  the irrigation  systems selected for the ARTI  study this was 
clear; the village  tank  was  not  the main  cmtrihutor of income nor  of  social 
identity  for  the community,  and  often it was  of  little consequence  to all  but 
those cultivating a limited acreage immediately adjacent to it. In such a situation 
it becomes difficult to elicit even the limited farmer participation envisaged for 
the Tank  Committees.  In  this  respect  the modicum  of  farmer participation 
expected for the Tank Committee might  he  realistic.  The problem  arises when 
more community--wide  participation  is expe’:ted,  especially for system mainte- 
nance in the future. 
The second problem that plagued some localities was that the community of 
water users was not conterminous with thost: represented on the Tank Commit- 
tee. The latter is defined only with reference to irrigation water users but there 
were cases where other populations were drawing water from the same source. 
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For example in Kehellanda, in one of  the ART[ study localities, a "show piece" 
for the water management programme in Monwagala, there was a sizeable com- 
munity immediately next to the tank whose subsistence depended on fishing in 
the tank. However this community was not represented in the Tank Committee. 
As a result there was a series of conflicts over water levels and the rights each 
group had over the tank and its water. From this it  is evident that  if  farmer 
participation  is to be  encouraged,  it  is impoitant  to  delineate  irrigation  and 
water-user  community boundaries more reali:.tically,  and not  expect  commit- 
ment to a Tank Committee simply because on': owns land under its command, 
similarly excluding others because they do not use the tank water for irrigation 
purposes should be avoided. 
The third aspect that emerged in the ART[ study with respect to participa- 
tion in the Tank Committee was the critical qiestion of  who owned the irriga- 
tion water source. In earlier times, the water  jource (the tank or anicut) con. 
tributed to the definition of community and consequently spelled out a clear set 
of  privileges and obligations for those who lilred and cultivated relying on it. 
Today on the contrary there seems to be some ambiguity as to who owns the 
irrigation works. In those irrigation systems tkat had undergone rehabilitation, 
the majority of farmers (67% in the ARTI study) said that the state had owner- 
ship and clearly therefore the state had respon:,ibility for operation and mainte- 
nance.  However in those  systems that had  n',t  undergone rehabilitation, the 
village  community felt that they themselves owned the irrigation  system.  The 
pervasive belief that, subsequent to state emhai.ked rehabilitation, the commun- 
ity  no  longer  owns  the  irrigation  water  source,  has several  implications  for 
farmer participation.  At the least it cannot he t.ssumed that the community will 
have the incentives to participate in system management or maintenance. 
In the ARTI study, the question of  who  should do maintenance and who 
actually  does  maintenance  work  was  addrestied.  While  farmers  in  the  pre- 
rehabilitation tanks and anicnts felt that it was. the community's responsibility, 
those who had state involvement in the form o'rehahilitation, stated that it was 
clearly the government's responsibility. Howei er, because they were compelled 
to do maintenance work under the water  manngement programme,  they did in 
fact  undertake it. The farmers were emphatic in pointing out that  though this 
was  called  shramaduna  by  the  project  authorities, it  was  actually  done only 
under compulsory fiat. Thus the pertinent question that remains is what will he 
the incentive/compulsion  for farmers to  und:rtake  maintenance work  in the 
future? 
The fourth aspect that  concerns the introduction of  the Tank Committee 
concerns the fate of irrigation water manageme,it if anything happens to existing 
institutional arrangements. While in principle it is accepted that existing arran- 
gements are allowed to continue, it is hard for  the APTs to do all the required 1  4Z 
tasks in the short-time available to them  ind also determine  the extent and 
strength of existing local capacity for irrigalion water management and thereaf- 
ter devise strategies that serve to utilize the latter. From the limited data availa- 
ble for Moneragala, it appears that the APT gets over this problem  simply by 
advocating the introduction of  a Tank Committee disregarding existing institu- 
tional arrangements. 
Implications for Future Policies 
Cross-cultural studies demonstrate the advantages inherent in small-scale 
irrigation systems for eliciting farmer parti ipation in investment, design, and 
construction, and operation and maiotenani:e  activities  (Lynch 1985). Because 
small-scale irrigation projects are of a manageable size and have more accessible 
technology, and because  the communities  surrounding them tend  to be  rela- 
tively homogeneous, it is typically believed  that opportunities for community 
involvement tend to he enhanced and that in turn the success of  these projects 
depends on eliciting community involvement. 
From  the government’s  point  of  view,  there  are  several  advantages  in 
promoting community involvement from th,: inception of  a rehabilitation exer- 
cise.  Typically, small-scale  irrigation  projects  tend  to  be  widely  scattered  and 
thus costly for government to invest in feasidity studies prior to investment. It 
can instead rely on the community to provide information on factors such as 
micro-variations in soil, climate and crop water needs, quite apart from valuable 
socio-economic information such as legal ard customary property rights in the 
water sourte, and ownership rights of  land or labour availability  on a seasonal 
and permanent basis.  The community  can  also  provide  human resources  for 
construction or system repair,  thus reducing the costs to government.  And  of 
course  if  management  and  administration  ,of the systems after  construction 
remain with the community, the expense to the government will be reduced. 
However the ability and willingness  of  the community to take on project 
responsibility, especially the kinds of  tasks t 2at follow rehabilitation, depend on 
at least four factors: a high level of community participation from the inception 
right through the different phases of project development; the existence of  (or 
potential for) local organisational capacity capable of decision-making in relation 
to  system management  and resource  mobilization  for irrigation-related  tasks; 
economic and social incentives for participation that would include agricultural 
prices to encourage farmers  to contribute towards the system; and  clear-cut 
property rights in land, water, and the irrigalion works that bind the community 
together and provide a reason to come together for group decision-making and 
other irrigation-related tasks. I44 
It can be argued that in Sri Lanka, where state intervention has been exten- 
sive since the 1930s, and strong links have beer  forged with the state apparatus 
and  the market, village communities can no Imger he  expected to have local 
organisations that are autonomous and totally (:ommunity-based. In that sense, 
it is  only  realistic to expect  some degree df  state involvement  in  small-scale 
irrigation systems. State recognition  may be a pre-requisite to formalizing local 
organisations so  that  they  may  for  example,  be  able  to  obtain  credit  or  be 
involved  in construction, and state financing may  be  the expedidnt  route to 
physical rehahilitation  of  the system. The queition then is, tn what  extent is 
farmer participation warranted and expected anc is the strncture under VIRP an 
effective mechanism for eliciting the anticipated degree of farmer participation. 
The VIRP does expect farmer participation in irrigation-related  tasks suh- 
sequent to rehabilitation. It expects this Participation tn be one of undertaking 
tasks related to system operation and maintenance and for enforcement of rules 
with  regard  to it. It expects to enlist this participation through a semi-farmer 
organisation--the Tank Committee--which consim of  farmer representation and 
state representatinn. 
It appears that the problem for VIRP arises because it expects the kind of 
farmer  involvement  or participation  (after  thi:  state-sponsored  rehabilitation 
exercise),  that  can emerge  only  if  certain  prior  conditions  conducive to 
farmer/community  participation  are met. But iri a situation where local organi- 
sational capacity is hardly involved in the different phases of  system rehabilita- 
tion  and  development,  and  thereafter  called  upon  only  for  undertaking 
irrigation-related tasks with little concomitant decision-making responsibility, it 
is difficult to expect effective farmer participati<m  that is at the same time self- 
reliant and self-sustaining and willing to take on future responsibility for system 
operation and maintenance. 
Additionally, the APT which is no more than a bureaucratic appendage of 
the DAS (perhaps only more mobile) has been cdled upon to perform what is in 
a sense a catalytic role, and to promote farmers to organize themselves in hydro- 
logical groups and thereafter into a Tank Committee. A team that is composed of 
three government officers selected for their te(:hnical skills and whose task  is 
primarily to formulate an appropriate water management programme is unlikely 
to have the resources or the skills required for oiganisational activity. 
Where the VIRP could  have profited was  to  have paid  more attention to 
the local  community  structure,  including exisi:ing  institutional  arrangements 
and appropriate types of  leadership that could have been mobilized for irrigation 
water  management,  to  have considered  alternai.ive investment approaches for 
rehabilitation, and to have involved farmers m0.e  in the rehabilitation process. 
But  as  it  chose  to  use  the APT as the basic  mechanism  for ensuring post- 145 
rehabilitation  system  operation  and  maintenance  and  the  Tank  Committee, 
which is weighted by government presence ind functions only as a kanna meet- 
ing, it is clear that the main thrust of  the VIRP is not to promote participatory 
farmer management of  the irrigation system,, in any sustained way.  Rather the 
whole rehabilitation-cum-water management programme under VIRP has served 
to consolidate the government's  role in irrig:ation water management under vil- 
lage irrigation systems. In doing so, the stati: has once and for all established its 
lead role in providing serviccs to the rural ai'eas. Given the continuing theme of 
welfarism  that pervades government policy, this is perhaps consistent. What is 
problematic is if the state thereafter anticip3tes that future irrigation responsi- 
bilities will be assumed by the local community. 
To summarize, village irrigation systemii in Sri Lanka have become increas- 
ingly integrated into the national economy and society. The VIRP is an example 
of  deliberate  and  focused  State  intervention  into  village  irrigation  systems 
through a process of physical rehabilitation, coupled with a water management/ 
institutional  component. The VIRP, by  ph:rsically  rehabilitating village irriga- 
tion  systems, by  providing advice on appropriate operation  and maintenance 
activities and on new  agricultural practice!;, and therafter by  introducing an 
institutional arrangement to implement the latter, is concentrating and consoli- 
dating the State's  role in village  irrigation systems. In doing so it gets the job 
done: physical rehabilitation of the system is accomplished, maintenance work is 
done, water  management is  successful.  Incleed, all  this matches the people's 
perception that hecanse the State owns the irrigation system, it is also responsi- 
ble for ensuring the performance of  system operations and maintenance tasks. 
lhe  problem huwever arises when the state ,deems it fit--not the least because it 
cannot shoulder all the administrative, financial, and logistical burdens of irriga- 
tion  management-to  hand  over  some of  these  activities  to the community. 
Chances of motivating the farmers to participate in sustained local group action 
a this stage become problematic. 






D.R.  Wijetun,qu 
Introduction 
In the dry  zone areas where  rainfall is  confined to 3-4 months between 
October to January in  the year,  people  Ion:  survived by  devising means for 
storing water for their daily domestic use as well as for agriculture. It was in this 
way that wewas (reservoirs) came to exist in village communities. Nearly 40,000 
village wewas developed over the years and tt e communities living around them 
produced paddy for the entire popnlaiion, and even generating surplus for occa- 
sional export. 
Largely  due to internal strife and external interference, disease and pesti- 
lence and later, the loss of independence and I he consequent emphasis on export 
oriented crops, the wewas were neglected anti gradually abandoned. Thereafter 
most  farmers eked out an existence by  bur,iing the country-side for shifting 
cultivation. This activity upset  the ecological  ba1anr.e of  the environment  and 
impoverished  the land.  What  were  many  years  ago  climax  forests,  are now 
becoming unfertile near-desert areas. 
The Sri Lanka Freedom From Hunger Campaign Board  believes  that  this 
trend can be reversed by the farmers thernsel1,es with a little guidance, technical 
training, and financial assistance in matters that are beyond their present capac- 
ity. This is the background in which the Boaid is participating as partners with 
the farmer communities (Ratnatunga 1982). 
The Board’s program to rehabilitate  the mall-wewa village communities of 
the dry zone is therefore designed to help those living mainly on shifting culti- 
vation in the more remote and less accessible parts of Sri Lanka. The Board has 
excluded from its area of activity the command areas of  the major and medium 
irrigation schemes, since they are looked  after by  the Irrigation Department or 
the Agrarian Services Department. 148 
The Board  does not  intend to implement  a  small wewa  renovation  pro- 
gramme of its own. Instead it enters into a partilership with the farmers living in 
and around the abandoned wewas by using the means of storing water as a focal 
point of rallying them into a wew-sabha  (Reservoir Councils) and then helping 
these wew-sabhas to plan and implement  theii  own development programmes. 
The Board set out in January 1979 to ascertain the magnitude of this programme 
and to build a fact-finding system which would permit people to plan such pro- 
grammes  and  to  organize  the  continued  manitoring  of  their  progress  and 
achievements.  As  a  first  step the Board  numliered  all  the wewas  (reservoirs) 
which had been shown on the one-inch-to-one-inile (1:63,360)  scale topographi- 
cal map of the country. 
Over 18,000 wewas have been numbered almost all of which are in the dry 
zone. It was nohed that many abandoned wewas had escaped the notice of the 
topographical  surveyor  because  they  were  covered  in  scrub jungle and  were 
located  in  country infested  with  wild  animals  When  these are included, the 
total number of wewas and reservoirs will exceed 30,000. Of this number about 
7,000 or nearly a quarter are still in working older and supporting wewa-village 
communities. 
Objectives 
The primary objective of the Board's  progr:.m is not the mere restoration or 
renovation  of  small wewas.  It is to improve tlie  quality of  life  of  the people 
living in those parts of the wewa country. Thexe people tend to be undernour- 
ished due to difficult living conditions and the inability to produce enough food 
which results in a severe shortage of fruit and  vegetables during the long dry 
spell. It is futile on our part to preach to them to bestir themselves and strive 
for a better future. They are far too malnourished to respond to such an exhor- 
tation. Even if they do, the effort is bound to b,: short lived. These people have 
reached a rock-bottom level of  contentment. 
To improve.the  lot of these people one has to break this bottom level con- 
tentment and establish expectation at a much hgher level. This happened with- 
out any planning by the Board  at the Tantirimde Wewa Village Rehabilitation 
Project.  Before  the Board  moved  in, the averxge level  of  family  income was 
about Rs. 2300/- per year  in  1979. Thus an ai'erage  family had an income of 
about Rs. 200/- per month. When the Board started restoring abandoned wewas 
in partnership with the farmers, paying for only half the value of the earth work 
done, the family income rose to between Rs. 6001- and Rs. 1000/- per month. Strategy 
As life in the wewa country is possible only if  water is available. we  use th( 
activities associated with building storage for rain water as a means of dying 
the shifting cultivation farmers into organized communities. 
Restoration  and RevivaLOur  strategy is not  to plan  the improvement  and 
pilot  projects  ourselves,  but  to  let  the weHa  village  communiiies  take  the 
initiative to both plan and implement their piogram. The FFHC will remain their 
friend and partner with funds for what is beyond the means of  the wew-sahha. 
The project  begins with  the restoration of  the wewa.  The presence  of  stored 
water in the village will result in a higher sub-soil water table. This in turn will 
improve the possibility of  sinking shallow open wells for domestic water supply. 
The water situation can be improved further by developing contour bunded pas- 
ture in the lower hill slopes, and by  developing forest on the high ground and 
along the ridges. 
All this activity will, in time, restore th:  wewi-village into the ecologically 
balanced environment  it used  to be. The fanners will  be  cultivating the valley 
bottoms and using the lower hill  slopes to teed  their cattle. The forest  on the 
high  ground  will  provide  adequate  timber  and  fuel  for  the  wewa-village 
community. 
The Board realized that it was working in an area where man had success- 
fully cultivated paddy and other food crops fmx  well over 20 centuries by storing 
rain water for deferred use.  The methods evolved by  trial and error over this 
long period milst have suited the soil and the climate, because nearly a quarter 
of the small wewas are found to be still supporting small wewa village communi- 
ties despite the neglect over the last 5 centuries. 
The Board  therefore decided  to  retain and  where  necessary  revive  tradi- 
tional agricultural and other cultural practices of  the area before attempting to 
introduce modern technology. One such prat:iice is the “three fields” system. It 
was the custom for the irrigated paddy land below a village-wewa  to be divided 
into three fields. Each farmer family had a panguwa  (allotment) in each of  the 
thrce fields. It  was  decided, as an experiment, to allot  wherever possible,  the 
newly asweddumized  (irrigated) paddy  land  with one lot in an upper field and 
another lot in a lower field, 
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Innovative  action. One important  fact that  (:merged from our work  in  the 
wewa country, was that in the restoration of  an ,ibandoned wewa and the settle- 
ments there under, in the less remote areas, it WIS necessary to get the coopera- 
tion of  the inhabitants of  the neighbouring villxge, already practicing irrigated 
agriculture under their own tank. 
With this in mind, a pilot  project is now IBeing  tried out in Ihala Digdna 
village, in  Adnuradhapura District. Under the Village Tank, 22 landowners cul- 
tivate about 20 acres. The plots are small and  rcattered.  A land  consolidation 
and  reallocation  was  necessary to increase productivity  of these lands and  to 
augment the income of the poorest sections. The poorest farmers, some of whom 
did  not  own any land, have to he given econonic holdings. It was  found that 
after improvements, an additional 20 acres could he irrigated. 
The Board initiated a dialogue with the land owners who agreed to consoli- 
dation and  redistribution.  One absentee  owner  family who  owned  the largest 
extcnt (4 1/2  acres) agreed to donatc their shxe to the poorer  sections. The 
aged owners agreed tn transfer ownership to th:ir  children. They all agreed to 
the government acquiring the lands and then redi.-ributing  them together with 
thc additional acreages resulting from improvements. This is not a forced acqui- 
sition exercise but a voluntary consolidation. The Board  is, in fact, effecting a 
silent land reform, which was a much needed thiig for this village. 
The organisation.  The Board started a progr,irn of  assistance for the restora- 
tion  of  village  WewdS  by  participating  with  tht  village  level Non-Government 
Organizations called the Rural Development So,:ieties that were in existence in 
the area. The membership of  these Societies hclonged  to all the people in the 
village  which  covered  a large area. Invariably the office.hearers  were  the most 
influential and affluent people  in  the village,  the majority of  whom  were not 
generally interested in the upliftrnent of the po'xest of the poor farmers whom 
they exploited as cheap labour. 
It was  therefore, felt that it was more coilducive for our organisation  to 
participate only with the poorest of the poor fanners directly concerned with the 
restoration of their wcwa.  Accordingly,  in  1980, at joint discussions with  the 
farmers it was decided to make the wewa the focal point of  activity to harness 
the resources of all the farmers directly benefitting from the water of the  wewa, 
and to call this set up a "  wew-sabha "  or "The lleservoir Council."  This council 
was similar to what existed from ancient times but it contains modifications to 
suit a more democratically elected organization. -. 
I  I 
! 
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A model draft constitution was also drawn up at this meeting which could 
be adopted in toto with modifications as decided by the majority of the members. 
Up to date this constitution has been taken as the model for the near 200 wew- 
office bearers to run the affairs of  the sabt a. There is provision to hold Annual 
sabhas established in the country. The constitution provides for the election of 





The Board has spelled out the followinl: implementation guidelines. 
Restoration with  their own hands.  The use of machinery for the restoration 
work is a common feature used by  most oi.ganisations but in the case of wewa 
restoration no machinery of any type is us8:d  and no contractors are employed. 
All earth work is done manually by the wew-sabha members and their families. 
This is done with a dual purpose. On the one hand, it enables the participating 
persons to earn a living while doing their  own  development, and on the other 
hand, it helps to motivate the people and to prepare them to be active farmers in 
the management of their own lands and wena. 
~ 
~ 
To repair and maintain  the  irrigation system. The wew-sabha  memhers  are 
expected to repair and maintain the wewa and its irrigation system at all times. 
shramaduna  (donation of  free labour). Maintenance of  working wewas  in  the 
country is the responsibility of the Departnmt of  Agrarian Services or the lrri- 
gation Department hut in the case of  wewai restored with the assistance of the 
Board, we expect the farmers to maintain the wewa and its irrigation system by 
themselves, after it is restored. There are instances where the wew-sabhas have 
met at dead of  night to decide on the course of action to be taken to save the 
hund after a heavy flood. 
This is done by  using funds from the Wc:wa  Maintenance Fund  or by  using 
! 
Regulation and control of  issue of  water.  The small village wewas that irri- 
gate about 50 acres will have a membershili of  about 25; it is then easily man- 
ageable for the small farming families to regulate and control the issue of water. 
In the small wewa system the use of stored water is only to prevent crop failure 
during dry spells. Wewa water is not expected to be issued from the land prepa- 
ration stage to harvest time as happens in major irrigation schemes. 152 
Plan and regulate cultivation, The farmers 01'  the wew-sabha will meet prior 
to the main cultivation seascn and monthly thereafter  to plan the cultivation 
under thc  wewa, expecting the rains to come a3 usual. They will decide dates 
for clearing channels and spills and also fix tenttitive dates for land preparation 
using the early rains. The variety of paddy woulc he decided as well as the dates 
for fencing the perimeter. 
Plan and participate in the agricultural development. The farmers will  plan 
and participate in the other types of  agricultnrzl development in their homes- 
tead and  market-gardens  and also will  decide 011 the heads of  cattle that  each 
farm  family should maintain  according to  the ectent of  the communal pasture 
available.  In this case there would  he  no conttol by  the wew-sabha  as to the 
types and ages of  crops grown by  the individud  farmers. But there would he 
rigid  control on the movement of  cattle till  all the harvests are gathered and 
there would bc fencing on the perimeter to prev:nt  stray animals from destroy- 
ing crops. 
Plan  and participate  in  community developraent and  social  weyare.  People 
who had lived in dispersed individual units up 10  the time of  the formation of 
wew-sahhas depending only on chena cultivation  will now decide as a group on 
their community development  needs and  plan  2,nd execute such development. 
These items are village roadways, play grounds, children's  parks, literary activi- 
ties, and social welfare activitics for the common benefit of the families. 
Organize inputs and  marketing facilities.  The wew-sabhas  are initially pro- 
vided  with  interest free loans by the Board  to (ibtain their agricultural inputs. 
All  wew-sdbhas  cultivating  paddy  have  been  supplied  with  a  free  sprayer. 
Already over 40 sprayers have been issued. wew.sahhas in the Waguruwela Pro- 
ject in  Moneragala District  have been assisted  with  interest free loans to pur- 
chase a pair of buffaloes for each farmer family. Later the wew-sahha is expected 
to organize  the procurement  and  timely  supply  of  all  necessary  agricultural 
inputs with  their  own  funds or with  bank  loans. The wew-sabha  building  is 
provided with a room to store these inputs for the use of the farmers. 
Initially the produce from the farm would  be just sufficient to meet  the 
farmers'  requirements  of food like rice, cereals, pulses, fruits, vegetables, and 
dairy produce, hut with proper land developmelit, water facilities and improve- 
ment of  the environment, production of  both piiddy and other agricultural pro- 
duce would exceed the requirements of  a famil)  of  about six to eight members. 
Then  the wew-sabha  can  organize  marketing  lacilities  for  the benefit  of the 
members.  However we  are hoping to get all farmers to do on-farm storage in 
traditional ways for deferred use by the families. 153 
Participating  in  religious  and  cultural  development. The wewa  village  com- 
munities have a very old cultural and religious history. Every encouragement is 
given to the wew-sabha, to revive this old h8:ritage. 
 fund^. Initially  when a  wewa-sabha  .is formed the  wewa-sabha  members 
decide on a nominal membership fee which  varies from Rs. 3/-  to Rs. lo/- per 
month. This membership fee is  utilized  to  meet  petty  expenses  like  postage, 
stationery, hooks, registers, etc. When the wewa is developed and irrigated farm- 
ing begins,it is obligatory on the part of the members to pay two bushels (about 
42 kilos) of paddy for every harvested acre under the command of the wewa. It 
is hoped that the fund will build up over the years and if the farmers build up a 
fixed deposit account with  the contributions, they would he able to do the wewa 
maintenance with the accruing interest without utilizing the capital which would 
keep growing yearly. It is felt that if the falmers maintain this fund  properly it 
should be possible for them not only to maintain the  wewa  hut also to finance 
soft loans, arrange and supply inputs and even make provision fur payment  uf 
old age pensions to their members. 
Wew-sabha buildings. In each Project  the wew-sabha  is  provided  a  grant 
between Rs. 62,000 to Rs. 65,000/- for the construction  of  a permanent build- 
ing.  The bare-minimum furniture and eqlipment will  be  supplied.  The wew- 
sabha could utilize this building as a meeting hall, pre-school for village  child- 
ren, a community center, cultural center and also as a place for training farmers 
and their children in agriculture and handicraft. In addition there is a room to 
store inputs like seed  paddy,  fertilizer, and  agro-chemicals.  There is  another 
room for a  care-taker who is normally  a wew-sahha  member  nominated  by  the 
sahha  to  regulate water  issues,  obtain  ani supply  inputs on time,  supervise 
credit, recover loans, and look after and miiintain the building, equipment, and 
the children’s  park situated in a 2 acre plot  of land on which the wew-sabha 
building stands. 
Farmer Training 
Non-formal education and training far the farming population  and their 
children, are organized by the Board. The training includes: 
0  The  office-bearers  training  in  maaging  meetings,  correspondence, 
accounts, etc; 
0  community development: 
0 
0 
wewa restoration works and water maiiagement; 
agricultural planning and plan implementation; 154 
0  use of cheap and simple agricultural equipment like ploughs, sprayers and 
weeding equipment; 
0  modern  methods  of  farming,  homesteid  management,  and  home 
gardening; 
obtaining services of governmental and non-governmental organisations. 
the development of  the environment and its proper maintenance; 
training in social, cultural, and religious activities. 
0 
0 
Training programs for women includes: 
0  keeping a clean house and environment; 
home gardening, better cooking, food preservation; 
family and environmental health, nutrition  ind child care; 
0 
0 
0  animal husbandry; 
0  simple household sewing and handicraft; 
0  pre-school work, thrift, and savings; 
0  wew-sabha  work and leadership training. 
The youth of  the wew-sahha members are also trained to take up responsi- 
bilities and to appreciate the rural way of life. 
Performance 
During  the  past  six  years  the  Board  has I’articipated  in  renovating  196 
Wewas, the particulars of which are below. 155 
TABLE 1. Kenovatet  Wewas 
'District  N 1. of Wewas 
Anurdhapwa  75 
Monaragala  53 
Trineomalee  33 
Matale  02 
ruttaiam  04 
Seattercd Projects  29 
Total  196 
Of this number, 39 wewas were from Pbrana (old) villages where they were 
in a had  state of  disrepair. The balance of  157 wewas taken up for restoration 
were abandoncd ones, where farmers had been eking out an existence by shifting 
ctrltivation. By and large, the Board has beer able to achieve notable success, as 
confirmed by recent, independent evaluativri!; (Richards 1983; Howes 1984) 
Problems 
Some of  the problenrs  thal were  encountered can hest  be illustrated by a 
few case  stories.  Wagtiruwela  was an area  well  known  for growing narcotics. 
Narcotic dealcrs influenced the poor farmers to grow cannabis for a living. They 
were not happy about the wew-sabhas as the:,  were losing cheap labour. In addi- 
tion they disliked the movcrriertl of jeeps belonging to the Board in these areas. 
For similar reasons the illicit timber merchaits were unhappy and attempted to 
bring disunity and disillusionment  among tlie people  saying that these  sabhas 
arc doomed to fail sooner or later. Initially tliere were a number of drop-outs on 
nccount of  thcse pressure groups, but by  ard large, with  regular participation, 
the wew~sabhas  have become successful and ztrong. 
In Mergaswewa, near Tanamalwila,  the members of  the wew-sabhas werc 
farmers who had heen  living in the area for gcnerations. These farmers were 
heavily indebted to the businessmen who exploited the poor farmers by utilizing 
thcir chcap labour for largp-scale illicit chen3 cultivation and for the extraction 
of  illic.it  timber.  'These  businessmen  too  olbjected  when  the farmers gave  up 
working for  them  and started  working  on their own  development  under  the 
wewas. Here too, the majority of the farmer; stayed on in spite of the pressure 
brought to bear on them by  thc businessmen. On account of their unity, they 
werc able to surmount and withstand the preaure of the afflueni peopl6. 156 
In Tantirimale, in the Anuradhapura  District, almost all  the people were 
interrelated and had migrated from Vavuniya and  Medawachchiya areas about 10 
to 15 years ago. The setting up or wew-sahhas in this area did  not pose much 
problems except for the fact that their literacy ralc was low. 
Today in almost all the areas where the B3ard  has its projects the wew- 
sabha system has been readily accepted and is working safactorily. At present all 
wew-sahhas are registered  with  the Sri Imka National Freedom From Hunger 
Campaign Board. It is felt that State recognition, especially by  the Department 
of Agrarian Services under whose purview the small village tanks come, would 
provide a still greater incentive to these organisations. 
Conclusions 
The Board  was more anxious to ensure thaf any improvement it generates 
will be sustained and would result in a spiralling ,;rowth of the economy in these 
communities. The Roard therefore pays more attention to the organisation that 
would  maintain  the improvements  than  to  the improvements  themselves.  In 
reviving the traditional wow-sahhas,  the Board  felt  that the responsibility for 
planning  and  implementing  thc plan  must  remain  with  the farmers and  the 
wew-sabha. 
To ensure that this was possible it was necessary to attend to two matters. 
One was to ensure that the wew-sahha was capable of generating sufficient funds 
to pay  for repair and maintenance of the wewa and its irrigation system, This 
could be done by cultivators contributing the equivalent of seed paddy at harv- 
est time to the sabha's maintenance fund. Ano:her matter was  that the wew- 
sahha should have farmers with  sufficient techiiical knowledge to ensure that 
the repair and maintenance was effectively and economically performed. This 
could be achieved by farmer training programs aid  on the job training. The last 
matter was that the farmers should co-operate in the matter of organizing repair 
and maintenance and in the problems  associated  with  water  management.  As 
wew-sabhas  are composed  of 20  to 30  families who  have control  of  a  single 
wewa, this co-operation has not been difficult to c~c  '  h.  ieve. 
The Board does not seek out wewas to restcre but instead enters into part- 
nership with farmer communities to renovate existing wewas or to restore ahan- 
doned ones.  In either case there is no lack of  manpower for doing the earth 
work.  Very  often  men,  women,  children, and  even  old  people  participate  in 
doing earth work. This activity brings the community together, and also gener- 
ates a feeling that the wewa belongs to them. Tkereafter it becomes natural for 
these people to assume responsibility for the wewa through their wew-sabha. 157 
The Board’s program includes, in arcas where abandoned wewas are being 
restored, the developing  of  terraced  market gardens, contour bunded pastures, 
forest plantations, and a homestead garden fimr  each farmer family, in addition to 
the irrigated paddy areas. 
Thus with  the  assistance, goidance, and  the partnership  of  the Board, 
through the wew-sahhas in the remote parts of the country, we expect the pour- 
est of  the poor to raise their standard of liviiig by wisely utilizing the lands that 







Nearly 80% of the Sri Lankan population live in rural areas arid earn their 
livelihood  through agriculture. Kurd1 agriculture is characterized by small hold- 
ings, with an average size of about 1.65 acres. According to the 1982 Census of 
Agriculture, 44% of  the holdings are less than 1  acre in extent, 67%, less than 2 
acres, and 8370, less than 3  acres. Hence,  if  any substantial increases  in  the 
productivity and the income levels  of the rural people  are to be  achieved the 
development efforts will have to be directed towards the small-holder sector. 
Such an effort depends mainly on the ikfficient and continuous transfer of 
information,  knowledge,  and  modern  tect nology  to  the  rural  sector,  with 
equally efficient and continuous feed back  from the people. This process can 
only be activated through two complementary  mechanisms: a "delivery mecha- 
nism" and a "receiving mechanism." 
The State as the dispenser of information and knowledge together with  a 
package of necessary supplies and services pl'esents the delivery mechanism. On 
the other hand, to obtain the maximum benefits that come from the State, there 
should be a receiving mechanism at the village level. The maximization of such 
benefits  can be  done through proper  planning and  execution of  development 
programmes in which the beneficiaries play a  vital role as decision-makers. 
The Government of  Sri Ianka, mindful  of  its obligations to rural people, 
has  had several of its departments and semi.government organisations involved 
in this transfer of information, knowledge, and technology and in the delivery of 
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supplies and services to the rural people. However, these departments and agen- 
cies whose lines of authority extended from the nitional level to the village level 
were  concerned  only  with  their  particular  ranlie  of  activity.  As  a  result  no 
village-level officer from any one of  these agenc,es or departments was able to 
look at a small farm as an entity or advise and  service a farmer on a “whole- 
farm” approach. Thus these officers provided information and advice which did 
not have a holistic approach to rural problems. 
The first attempt to  create a delivery mechanism  to fill this void  in the 
delivery of support and services to the rural farmers was made with the passage 
of  the Paddy Lands Act  of  1958 when the village level officials were made ex- 
officio members of  the Cultivation Committees. ‘The establishment of  the Agri- 
cultural Productivity Committees (APC) with the enactment of the Agricultural 
Productivity Law  of  1972, brought  together all  the officials  operating at  the 
divisional level at the Centre along with a branctt of the Bank of Ceylon. When 
the Agrarian Services Committees were set up under the Agrarian  Services Act 
of  1979, each Committee provided a forum for eight field officers at divisional 
level, who had been formerly working in isolation, within the confines of  their 
own  offices either in the APC itself  or  scattereil around the area, and for six 
nominated farmer representatives to plan and,  ex’:cute agricultural development 
programmes in the division. 
Thus, the delivery mechanism via an Agrarian  Services Committee  (ASC) 
has already been established at the divisional lei.el. Through this organisation, 
the continuous and efficient transfer of information, knowledge, and technology 
together  with  supply  of  inputs and  services  czn  be  effected.  But  maximum 
benefit  from this organisation cannot be ohtainzd by the people  and efficient 
feed-back  from the people  cannot be  assured  br  this organisation  due to  the 
absence of a receiving mechanism at the village level. It is to satisfy this need 
that the ARTI attempted to create a receiving mechanism by organizing farmers 
into groups under the leadership of the elected F;irmer Representatives (FRs) at 
the yayu (tract) level in 1980. 
Project Background 
The ARTI was established at a time when development efforts in the agri- 
cultural sector were dominated by an all-out drivm:  to increase paddy production. 
However, from its inception the ARTI  believed  that the concept of integrated 
rural development with its socio-economic overtones should supercede the nar- 
row  view  of  development  in terms of  production  statistics. This approach  to 
rural development was tried out by the ARTI in  3 selected region in the Bemin- 
iwatte APC area in the Kegalle district as early as  1972. With the experience 161 
gained at the Beminiwatte field laboratory and with the help of  the FA0 in the 
form of  expert advice and financial assistaiiee,  the ART1 launched the action- 
research project  entitled ”Management  Tri.ining for Leaders  of  Small  Farmer 
Organisations”  (Galgamuwa Project) at Galgamuwa  in  the Kurunegala District 
in July 1980. 
Specifically, the objectives  of  the Galgamuwa  Project  when  introduced in 
1980 were as follows: 
1.  A  country-wide election of  FRs had  b:en  completed and thus there were 
more than 12,000 farmer leaders elected at the yaya level. This was as yet 
an untapped potential around which fi.rrners could be organized into effec- 
tive groups. 
As these FKs  had  been elected  in  terms of  the Agrarian  Services Act  of 
1979, they would be the best link betwzen the farmers and the ASC. 
The transfer  of knowledge and inforination, supply of  inputs and  other 
services to the farmer was the responsibility of  the ASC. These could be 
done more efficiently when working with farmer groups rather than with 
individual farmers. The linkage of  the ASC with farmer groups was facili- 
tated hy having six FRs as members of the ASC. 
For  the farmers’ part, group activity as against individual activity would 
have the following advantages: (a) higher production could he executed as 
a  group  unlike  with  isolated  and  stmdard individual  farming:  (b)  the 
required inputs like seed paddy, fertilizer, and pesticide could be obtained 
in bulk for the whole group and distributed within  the group thus obtain- 
ing the economies of scale; (c) credit could be obtained from the Bank on 
group’s  responsibility,  and  social  pressure  could  be  applied  on  group 
members to repay loans; (d) farmers’ “bargaining power“  would increase 





The ”Small  Farmer  Associations  Project”  (SFAP) which  commenced  in 
May  1984 was the second phase of  the Gal;amuwe  Project. The SFAP covered 
the entirety of the Kurunegala district and #one  ASC area from each of  the other 
districts except  Jaffna, Mannar, Mullativu  Kilinochchi,  and Batticaloa where 
unsettled security conditions prevailed at the time of the Project. 162 
The District of Kurunegala was selected for this project for several reasons. 
It  represented most  of  the characteristics  of  the whole  island  including  its 
micro-cosm profile. It had all the climatic variaticns of the island, i.e.,  wet zone, 
intermediate zone, and dry zone. It had hilly as wf:ll as flat lands. 
There were  distinct areas cultivated under  major  irrigation, minor irriga- 
tion, and rainfed conditions. All types of  crops grown in Sri Lanka were grown 
in this district. In addition, there were other considerations.for  the selection of 
this district as the project area for the Small Farmer Development Programme. 
They were: 
1.  Sixty percent of the population in the dist.ict was either at or helow the 
poverty line as defined by the Government for the purpose of issuing food 
stamps. 
There was a concentration of  small farmers in  the district. Over 60% of 
the farm families were either owner-cum-tertants or share-croppers. 
An  Integrated  Rural  Development  Project  was  underway  in  the district 
with supporl from the World Bank. 
The ART1 was already involved in the evaluation of the IHD Project 
There was scope for generating nun-farm incomes for the landless through 





Kurunegala district has a land area of  about 1850 square miles. The esti. 
mated population  in 1979 was 1.18 million. Kuriinegala is the third largest dis- 
trict  in  the country, accounting for 7% of  the total  area and 8% of the total 
population.  The district is predominantly rural, having 96% of  the population 
classified as rural according to 1971 census. 
Small holdings predominate the paddy sectoi. in the district. According to a 
study done by  Department  of  Agrarian  Services (DAS)  in  1970, 31%  of  the 
operators had holdings of less than 0.5 acres each, 02%, from 0.5 to  I  acre each, 
20%, from 1  LO 2 acrcs cacti and 970, from 2 to 5 acres each. Furthprmore, 64% 
of  the  holdings  were  owner-operated  and  91%  of  thc  holdings  were  jingly 
owncd. 
Kurunegala district is divided into 52 ASC ai'eas with 52 Divisional Officers 
(DOs). There are 517 Cultivation  Officers (COs:  and 2236 FRs. Other officers 
involved  in  the  SFAP:  14 Managers  of  Agricultural  Development  Authority 
(ADA), 52 Agricultural  Instructors (AIs)  180 Agricultural  Extension  Officers 
(AEOs).aod 15 Irrigation Technical 4 163 
Project Objectives 






To train  farmer leaders and State offi:ials  to  improve their capability  in 
executing training programmes for de, elopment specifically for the small 
farmers. 
To train small farmers, through group action, to increase food production 
by bcttcr water management, better us,: of inputs, and planned cultivation 
operations. 
To assist  the farmers in  raising the family income and  their standard of 
living through intensive, self-identifie81 group production activities, with 
improved access to existing or innovative programmes of  training, credit, 
inputs, marketing, processing, etc. 
To increase the effectiveness of the local and higher level governmental 
and other institutions in better suppoiting and serving the small farmers 
and in promotirig their active participation in self-development efforts. 
To  develop and implement  training ciurses for the appropriate staff  of 
various State departments and institutions. 
Project Implementation 
The main thrust of  the project  was  the training programmes which  were 
divided into five categories as follows: 1) small farmer group organisation train- 
ing programme for FRs and officials;  2) pari.ieipatory field level follow-up train- 
ing  programme;  3)  quarterly review-cum-training  programme;  4)  round-up 
review-training  programme;  5) orientation  workshop  on  small farmer  group 
organisations for officials at the district level. 
Smallfarmer group organisation training programme. The small farmer group 
organisation  training programme which  wa; the principal  training component 
was a three day course designed to train the representatives of the small farmers 
and officials of Agrarian Service Centres ant1 at district and electorate levels, in 
the concepts,  methodology, and  organisation  of  small farmer groups;  the aim 
being  to put  them  in  a  position  tn  organ ze  and  support  such small-farmer 
groups in their villages.  One important feature of this training programme was 
that farmers and officials  took part in the same course together.  Each course 164, 
had  10 FKs, 5 COs, 5 DOs, 5 AIs, 5  AEOs and one or two others like technical 
assistants, development assistants of the Banks, and managers of the ADA. 
The first day was devoted to discussion of tlie general agricultural situation 
in the country and thc district, causes of  pove'ty and  its magnitude, and  the 
process of participation try  the rural pooi in devflopment activities and in deriv- 
ing their  benefits.  Detailed  discussions  were  held  on  the  process  of  group 
organisations. 
The second day was  devoted  to a field  trip to  Galgamuwa  ASC  area to 
receive first hand information from the farmer:  about the group organisation, 
activities, problems, achievements, and their proi esses of action. 
The third day was devoted to discussing in iletail technical matters such as 
crop production,  irrigation,  crop insurance, agr cultural credit, livestock, agri- 
cultural marketing, etc., Line officers from the district and national level took 
part  in these discussions.  In this session, participants  were  given  a thorough 
training in the preparation of group production plans. 
The FRs who completed the training progrl mme were encouraged to form 
small farmer associations in thcir pyas. 
Participatory,field level follow-up trainingpro,ramme. Once the small farmer 
groups had been  formed by  the trained FRs,  fcllow-up training sessions were 
held  in  the villages  in  which  officials,  FRs,  and  the small-farmers  took  part. 
Such sessions aimed at increasing awareness of  the importance of  taking group 
approaches to solving their problems and explaining  the procedures  to be  fol- 
lowed in such group action. 
Quarterly review-cum-training programme. Wlien the new groups had been in 
operation for three or four months, a quarterly review-cum-training session was 
held  to review their progress and to encourage the exchange of views and ideas 
between  various  farmer  groups. 'The  aim  was  lo create a process  of  learning 
through a self evaluation of  su  ss and failure, and to encourage each team of 
small farmers to draw-up future courses of action. 
Roundq review-cum-training  programme.  A  final  round-up  review  was 
organized at the last  session, with  the participa.ion of  selected rrprcscntatives 
from government agencics, lo maintain dialogut  between  the farmers and offi- 
cials, and to prepare the group plan fur the next crop year. 
Orientation  workshop  on  ,midl  farmer  grnq> organisation. Apwt  from  the 
above programme,  two workshops were  also orpanizrd for higher t:xeciitives  at 
thc dislricl lcvcl aimed at orienting thcm  1111 basic concepts of the T'rojrct  so as 
to <:nsurc their 5uppor1  lor its iiiiPlCI,ICIItaIion. 165 
Training Material.  Much of the training material needed  for the training 
programme  was prepared by the Project perionnel. It  included brief handouts 
for the participants on such subjects as rural development, the Galgamuwa pro- 
ject, data collection methods, the participatory approach to group development 
and group marketing.  Handouts from agencies and departments on technical 
subjects such as crop production, irrigation, agricultural credit and crop insu. 
ranee were also distributed. A model paper was prepared for distribution tn FRs 
and officials to assist them in organising the groups. This paper dealt with sur- 
veys,  target  group identification, procedure:.  for group organisation,  size  and 
composition of leadership, group meeting proi:edures, planning, and how to raise 
money. 
The short and simplified manuals on how to organize groups were prepared 
for use in the groups at the village level and tmy  group leaders, while six selected 
case studies on sniall farmers groups were prel’ared for training purposes. 
Apart  from the above, the following mz.terials were  also used  in  training 
and extension activities: 
0 
0 
A slide story on group organisation and Inocedures 
Cassettes for group listcning on a  var ety of  technical  subjects and on 
group development. 
Newsletters for distribution to officials and farmers. 
Radio programmes which  were  broadcast  by  the Sri Lanka  Broadcasting 
Corporation and subsequently revised for group discussion. 
0 
0 
Output of  trainingprogramme. A total of  07 different training sessions were 
held, either as formal training sessions, part.cipating review sessions or work- 
shops. This resulted in the training of 495 officials (all levels) and 2068 FRs and 
group members in the principles and methods of group organisation, self-help, 
and group action. 
I 
Formation of  Small Fanner Organi sations 
As already mentioned, after following th:  group organisation training pro- 
gramme for 3 days, the FRs  formed SFAs  in their yayas.  One hundred and 
fifty-four small  farmer groups involving 4.020  households and around  11,000 
acres of  paddy  land were  formed before the project  ended in April  1985. The 





A  meeting of  yaya farmers was convened by the FR  to discuss the SFAP 
--its concepts, advantages, methodology,  etc.,  were discussed. The CO and 
the DO who were trained along with the Flts attended this meeting. 
Conducting of yaya level survey to gather information on available resour 
ces in the yaya and on household socio-ecmomic conditions. 
A  meeting of  yaya farmers to explain thi: survey findidgs.  A  decision to 
form the SFA was taken at this meeting aiid the chairman, vice-chairman, 
and secretaryheasurer  were elected. All inembers sign a group agreement 
voluntarily showing their willingness to hdp  each other and work together 
for common good. 
AX  was  informed of  the foimation  of  he SFA  through the CO of the 
area. 
At  a  suhseauent  meetinr  of  the SFA.  c(mdinators. and  committees  are  " 
appointed for all important functions of the SFfL  such as irrigation, credit, input 
supplies,  and  marketing.  All  SFA  members  other  than  office-bearers  were 
encouraged to become members of one or mort. of  these functional committees 
to ensure the participation of every member in some activity of the SFA. 
Duties of  FR  vis-a-vis the SFA: 
To collect yaya and household data. 
To assist in the formation of  the SFA. 
To  help  the  SFA  in  the  preparation  cf the  production  plan  and  its 
implementation. 
To be the contact between the ASC  and SI'A. 
To help the coordinators of functional grsmps in the performance of  their 
duties. 
To summoo regular meetings of the SFA, 
To motivate the group to adopt  a self-help approach  to development and 
problem solving. 
Functions  of SFA. The main function of  ths SFA is to prepare the  Produc- 
tion Plan for the yaya. To start with, the emphasis is on one or two major crops, 
e.g. paddy, in which group action is koowo to lie more effective than individual 167 
efforts. Later on, when the group members rcalize the value of group action and 
establish confidence in leadership and in each other, they extend the actirities 
to other areas. Meetings of the SFAs are held monthly or fortnightly as deter- 
mined  by  the members, Minutes of  meetingit are kept by  the  secretary/treas- 
urer who is the FR. At every mceting, a voluiitary contribution is made which is 
deposited in the name of the Association. According  to the latest information 
available 200  SFAs in Kurunegala district hiive opened Bank  accounts and the 
deposits add up to about Ks.  100,000. Some SFAs have started collecting contri- 
butions in kind at harvest times. Amounts renlized by sale of these commodities 
are deposited in the Bank account. 
A Production Plan is submitted to the ASC through the CO who functions 
as the coordinator for all yaya SFAs in his area. ASC takes note of this Produc- 
tion Plan when the supply of inputs and services to the yaya are arranged. 
Size of  group. Under Galgamuwa  Projei:t,  the farmers.of the entire yaya 
hecame inembers of one SFA. As a result, sonre groups had as much as 90 to 100 
niemhers and it was found that large groups (lid not permit the effective partici- 
pation  of  the majority  in  decision-making and  sharing responsibilities.  There- 
fore,  in  the SFA  Project,  the size  of  the ~;roup  was  limited  to about  10.15 
members, allowing a maximum  of  25 niemliers.  If  there  were  more than 25 
farmers in the yaya then more than one SFA  were formed. When there is only 
one group in the yaya the FR becomes  secrrtary/treasurer,  hut when there is 
more than one group, each group has one of its members as Secretary/Treasurer 
and the FX becomes lhe coordinator of all SF.h in the yaya. 
Membership of  group. Menibcrship is open to any farmer who had an opera- 
tional interest in agriculture, livestock, or aquatic production in the yaya. In 
short,  they  include  owner-tillers.  tenants,  share-croppers,  and  the  landless. 
Although small farmer was defined as a perlon operating less than 3 acres of 
paddy  land,  the groups are free to admit big  farmers if  they subscribed to the 
objectives of  the SFAs and were  ready  to work with  the others in the yaya  to 
fulfill those objectives. When there is more than one SFA  for a yaya, separate 
SFAs are formed by taking adjacent farm lots together. 
Leadership. Initially the SFA leadership IS to be held by the trained FR; but 
gradually it is passed on to a dynamic member of the group. Ieadership in the 
group is  a crucial factor in  determining tht:  success or  failure of the group. 
1,eader should be capable of promoting and gimerating the participation of small 
farmers in  SFA  activities. However,  the eniphasis in  these groups is on the 
development of  shared leadership so that each group could eventually become a 
cohesive and action-oriented group. 168 
Decision making.  Decision making in  the gi'oup  is through  the process of 
group meetings and consultations, and is done through group consensus. Voting 
is avoided as much as possible. 
Estimated Cost of  the SFA Programme 
FAOs Contribution  came in two  phases:  I he first  was  when  the project 
started in April 1984 A total of US$ 156,000 was; granted to the kRTI to launch 
the programme with the assistance of the DAS. ?:he  second phase of FA0 finan- 
cial support came as an additional support for local training activities. The total 
amount  received  then  was  US$  20,000.  This  additional  financial  help  was 
required as the original programme of  activitie:  did  not include training items 
such as a  quarterly Review  Programme,  Round  up Review-cum-Training Pro- 
gramme, etc. In a way, the SFA Programme also evolved as a learning process. 
The total cost of a three day Training Progrxmme is given in Table 1 
TABLE  1. Total Cost of a Three Day Training Programme. 
Item af Expenditurv  Cost Rs.  No. of Trainees 
Living allowances 
Fees for lectures 





1400  FRs  11 




Total  n792 
Thus the per trainee cost was Rs. 303, which was cost-effertiv-e when con- 
siderin  the trainees contribution to the estabkhment of  SFAs and the training 
of the P  armers at the yaya level. 
Achievements 
It is too early to assess the achievements  >f the Kurunegala SFA  Project. 
However,  it  is possible  to indicate some signi 'icant  trends in  certain activity 
areas of the SFA Programme. 
Irrigation management is one subject that was emphasized in all the train- 
ing sessions and subsequent meetings at the field level.  Along with the prepara- 
tion of the production plan, the farmer groups were advised to give up their 
wasteful habit of  late and staggered cultivation  using the tank water. In several 169 
yayas this has resulted in the saving of  tank  water sufficient for a successful 
Yala  (dry) crop and also in a marked drop in I he incidence of pests and diseases. 
Institutional credit is another area where the members have been  able to 
achieve some success immediately. Kurunegila district is noted for its high rate 
of  defaulting and a large number of  farmer!#  in this area were  not eligible for 
further institutional credit. After the formation of the SFAs the Banks agreed to 
grant further loans on  the recommendation  of  the SFA. As  a result, farmers 
have been able to get fresh loans and the rite of repayment is reported to be 
nearly  100%. Some of  the reasons attribute'1 to this successful credit  manage- 
ment are: strict selection of farmers by the g-oup  for granting of loans; handing 
over of  the responsibility  of repayment to the farmers themselves; and group 
pressure on the members for early repayment. 
Through group action some SFAs have  been  able to get better prices for 
their produce. Some SFAs which have buil  up sizable reserve funds or have 
linked up with Co-operative Credit Societies have gone to the extent of  advanc- 
ing money against crops to their members  ID  prevent them from selling their 
produce at lower prices immediately after harvest. 
The most important achievement of this Project, in my view, is the creation 
of group consciousness among the farmers. Most  of  the farmers who attended 
the training sessions expressed the view that village  life was  disintegrated and 
there was disunity and factionalism in the village, prior to the establishment of 
SFA. The Association created a group cons8:iousness  among the villagers as a 
result of the SFA activity. 
Through group consciousness they are iiow able to identify common proh- 
lems and common objectives and to work towards solving or achieving them for 
common  good.  They  have  gone beyond  the concept  of  creating a receiving 
mechanism, to other areas of rural development. 
A good example for this growing group consciousness was reported in Gal- 
gamuwa  as  early  as  1983.  In  January  1983,  six  SFAs  of  the  Usgala- 
Siyabalangamuwa Irrigation Project held their seasonal (Maha Kanna) meeting 
and decided that they needed at least 21 feeL of water in the reservoir to culti- 
vate the entire paddy tract under it. Howev'x, there was only 16 feet of  water 
and  farmers  decided  (in  the absence of  a  representative  from the Irrigation 
Department) to go ahead with cultivation, anticipating that they might be able 
to obtain an additional 5 feet of  water from the Mahaweli Development Project 
to the reservoir. FRs met  the Chairman of 'he Mahaweli  Development Project 
through the ART1 and expiained their legitimate right  to get at least 6 feet of 
water from the Mahaweli. The Chairman refi sed to issue more water. Then they 
took  their grievances  to the  Minister  of  tlie  Mahaweli  Development.  In  the 170 
meantime, the SFAs decided to save the availabl':  water in the reservoir to culti- 
vate a yala crop as it was late for a maha crop. However, the top-end farmers of 
the project continued to  cultivate their  fields.  Then 240 farmers of  the five 
SFAs sent a petition  to the MP  asking him to get  the officials to stop issuing 
water from the reservoir for such cultivation.  Farmers later informed  us that 
they managed  to take their demands to the higkest authorities because  of  their 
willingness  to  work  together as a group, whicll  was  instilled  in them  by  the 
SFAs. 
Now  there  is  better  understanding  hetwt:en  officials  and  farmers,  and 
extension workers have found it convenient for them to attend the meetings of 
the SFAs  to  convey  their  messages  and  also  '0  get  the  feed  hack  from  the 
farmers. An  independent evaluation  of  the PrcNject  has been  done  (Pathirana 
1986). Ministry of  Agricultural  Development  and  Research  has accepted this 
programme and requested further support from FA0 for its extension to other 
areas.  So far no positive response has been recaived from the FAO. However, 
this niatter will be taken up at policy level to er trust to the DAS the functions 
of the training of farmers and officials and the formation of SFAs as a normal 
departmental programme. 
Problems 
The problems and difficulties the Project had  to face were  manifold.  The 
success of  a  project  of  this nature will  depenil  on continued  interest  of  the 
farmers in group action. The retention of this inlerest will depend largely on the 
quality of the leadership, especially the FR. The iluality of  the FR leadership will 
largely depend  on the effectiveness  of the trailing programmes conducted at 
various stages. 
If  the farmers are left to themselves after tt  e formation of the SFA there is 
the possibility  that it will  he  inactive after some time.  Official interaction  is 
necessary. The most important thing is to have regular follow-up training. Proh- 
lems could be discussed and solved at these meetings. In a project of this nature, 
where officials of a number of State institutions have to work as a team, there is 
always the problem  of  coordination. Even thorgh the local officials from the 
various State institutions are cooperative and enthusiastic,  they are forced to 
operate'within the framework of their own, inst tutions, having their own rules 
and regulations,  which  could  he  detrimental  to  the overall  objectives  of  the 
Project. Sometimes, the other government agencies tend to treat this Project as 
a  programme  of  the Agrarian  Services Departnient  only.  When  that  happens 
their cooperation tends to be lacking and as a result farmers become frustrated. 171 
There is also the problem of linking the I imely supply of inputs, irrigation, 
and credit. If the supplies and services are nit made available as expected, the 
production plan cannot be implemented at the field level and loss of interest in 
group action is inevitable. 
The two enemies of any village  level ori:anisation  are money and politics. 
When the accounts of the SFA are not openl:, discussed and made available for 
inspection, members may tend in distrust the  office bearers of the Association. 
Similarly,  if  members get  divided  on politicti1 party lines,  the organisation  is 
bound to suffer. Hence members have been allvised to discuss their accounts at 
every meeting and not to talk politics at any meeting. 
Prospects 
This project has a great potential for future rural development programmes. 
It certainly provides the receiving mechanism  to disburse supports and services 
at the village level supplied by the government through its delivery mechanism. 
Benefits derived through the farmers by groug' action in their agricultural opera- 
tion alone justify its extension to all yaya  in  the country. But  the SFAs have 
gone beyond the creation of  the receiving mechanism for agricultural  matters 
and  have established  small  industries,  adult  education  centers,  and  nursery 
schools through group activity. 
Once the SFAs at the yaya level are well established, it may be worthwhile 
to form a federation of  SFAs at ASC level for the ASC to have a closer and 
direct dialogue with the SFAs. 
The programme is now being spread to <,the1  areas by  the DAS. However, 
the progress appears to be  slow as the depariment has various other duties to 
perform. For the FRs to take initiative to form the associations, they should he 
given the necessary training on a planned basil;. 
If the programme is to retain its dynami:.m, it should take the character of 
a riational programme and should be directed by an advisory committee cnnsist- 
ing of all the Government agencies working at village level. 
Comparison with Galoya Project 
Almost  at  the same time that  the Galgamuwa  Project  started, the ART1 
introduced its other iarmer organisation progi'amme at Galoya under the Galoya 
Water Management Project. 172 
There  are three  fundamental  differences  in  the two  projects.  First,  the 
farmer organisations  (FOsj in  Galoya  left Baiik  (GOLBj were  initiated  by  a 
group of specially trained  graduates called  Institutional  Organizers  (IO), who 
were outsiders to the project area. In Galgamuna, it was done by the FOs which 
are made  of  farmers  in  the  same  area.  Second, in  the GOLB  the FOs  were 
formed at least initially for the purpose of better water management at the field 
channel level, whereas at Galgamuwa the emphasis was on agricultural produc- 
tion through a Production Plan. Finally, the (;OLB  Farmer  Organisation Pro- 
gramme was especially formed for a major  irriigation scheme, ivhereas the Gal- 
gamuwa SFA programme was meant for a villa6:e level agricultural development 
based on minor irrigation, rain water, or both. 
Recently it  so happened  that a CO  and  I7R  who  were  trained  under  the 
Kurunegala SFA Project formed a SFA in a field channel in the GOLB where a 
farmer organisation  was  also  formed under  tie Galoya  FO  Project.  Farmers 
found that the benefits they could get under the SFA were greater as the DAS, 
gave its patronage to that organisation.  FOs have no such department to look 
after them and their relations with the Irrigation Department are only on mat- 
ters concerning water. It is understood that FOs,  which have been functioning 
at GOLB for some time,  are expanding their ,ictivities beyond the concept  of 
water management to other areas of  agricultur;il production  in the same way as 
SFAs. A COMPARATIVE 







Though the concept of participatory development  is not a new  one, it  is 
only recently that it has been applied to the management of irrigation systems. 
The concept of "community development" (:D)  popular in South Asia during 
the 1950s shares many common features with the current interest in participa- 
tory development. The village-level  workers  of CD programs for example have 
some similarities to the institutional  organizers used  in Gal Oya. In both, the 
major emphasis was on the development of human capacities to generate local 
development. 
The fact that CD went  out of fashion a? a rural development strategy dur- 
ing the 1960s serves as a  note  of  caution  in  resurrecting some of  the same 
concepts and applying them to irrigation mariagernent.  One of  the reasons cited 
for disenchantment with the CD approach was impatience (Uphoff et al. 1979) 
as the development of organizational capacity takes a long time. A second reason 
cited for the decline of  CD was  that the  did  not lead to marked 
increases in farmers'  productive capacity.  Developing  farmers'  participation  in 
irrigation management  certainly addresses the issue of  productive capacity but 
the first problem remains: involving farmers in  the management of  irrigatinn 
systems is a slow and time -onsuming proc8:ss  that requires a critical level of 
effort and commitment on  the part  of  irrigation  agencies, finance ministries, 
donors, and others. 
programs I74 
The various experiments being carried out to promote greater farmer partic- 
ipation in irrigation management reflect an interest motivated  by several differ- 
ent and possibly competing objectives. Irrigati'm agencies hope to reduce costs 
and  improve maintenance; donor agencies an(l finance ministries  want to rec- 
over  costs and improve productivity; development  planners wish  to induce a 
spirit of  self-reliance in the farming sector. The extent to which  participatory 
management can contribute to any or all of these objectives, and the type of 
approach that might be best  suited to a particular case, are questions that have 
yet to be adequately addressed. The first step  nust he to document the experi- 
ments that  have already  been  made  in  order  to better  understand  what  was 
attempted and what the results have been. 
The purpose  of  this paper is to draw toge:ther  some of  the experiences in 
participatory management which may have relwance for Sri Lanka and to iden- 
tify areas of research where priority should he ,given. An underlying assumption 
is that an infornied selection of management a ternativqs is more likely to yield 
the desired results than an uninformed selectim. Many claims have been made 
for what participatory management can do, but there has been little documenta- 
tion  of  precisely  what  participatory  management  has consisted  of  in specific 
cases. In the first section of  this paper  the management role of  farmers is des- 
cribed  in  seven irrigation  systems in seven cointries. The second section ana- 
lyzes these cases, and the third section comparss them with the situation in Sri 
Lanka.  The  concluding  section  discusses  the  kinds  of  information  that  are 
needed for a better understanding of participatory management. 
Seven Cases 
Examples of  agency-managed irrigation sc iernes where deliberate attempts 
have been  made to involve farmers in managenent are still relatively rare and 
vary considerably in thc approach taken and the level of  responsibility given to 
1  farmers. The following seven cases have been  ielrcted to illustrate alternative 
approaches to farmer pdrticipatiou,  but by  no means exhaust the possibilities. 
These cases are compared in thc Analysis sectioi which follows. 
Philippines The Buhi-Lalo Irrigation Project 
The National Irrigation Administration  (hIA) has for nearly a decade pro- 
moted  greater farmer management of  the irrigation  systems under its jurisdic- 
lion. The initial stimulus for this policy origiiiated  largely  from eonomic con- 
straints on the NLA  budget when, in 1974, the: government decreed that O&M 
costs should he  financed by irrigation  fee coll,:ctions  from farmers in national 
systems, and  construction  or  rehabilitation  i:osts  should  be  recovered  from 
'A  broad  rirnge d  participiltoiy exporicnees  in farmer-inanaged and ageneymanagod systems is 
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farmers in communal systems (Bagadion 19%) In 1976, the NIA began to expcr- 
iment with  a new approach to organizing farmers in communal irrigation  sys- 
tems in order to reverse the trend of growing dependence on, and subsidy from, 
the agency. A cadre of  community organiqers  (COs)  was  introduced to act as 
catalysts to help farmers form an association to manage design, construction, 
and  operational tasks.  The success  of  this experiment  prompted  the NIA  to 
extend the approach to large-scale systems nanaged  by  the agenqy. The objec- 
tive  here  was  to  promote  farmer-managenlent  of  certain  portions  of  large 
schemes, with management of  the main  system remaining in the hands of 'the 
NIA. 
The Buhi-Lalo Project in Southern Luzim, a 8,100 acre system under con- 
striiction at the time, became, in 1980, the first attempt to transfer the expe- 
rience of  organising  farmers on communal  systems to the level of  1arge.scale 
national systems. The NIA  posted  15 comnwnity organizers "to help  farmers 
develop their irrigators'  organizations and to assist farmers to work with NIA's 
technical staff in planning the layout of  canals in the service area and in con- 
structing those canals" (1110  and ChiongJavier  1983 ixix). The organising pro- 
cess started with construction activities. 
NIA awarded contracts for the constru(:tion of  terminal facilities to infor- 
mal farmer groups in different zones. This was done to give more time for task- 
oriented leaders to emerge and prove themselves, and to generate broader partic- 
ipation before formal elections were held.  In connection with system operation 
and  maintenance,  however,  NIA  expected  farmers  to  operate  as  a  formally 
organized group. In this case, the contractoi' for system management would be 
the association. Farmers were given about one year to develop their own leaders 
and to build commitment to their zonal group  (Ibid, p.226). 
By the time the COs left in 1982, farme. associations had been formed and 
negotiations with NIA had clarified most of the new management arrangemcnts. 
~CLI  L~TILLCI~  aamcianon would be responsible for water distribution within its 
zone (defined by a lateral canal and generally about 617 acres), under the fol- 
lowing four conditions: 
First, the implied condition was tliat NIA would take charge of 
delivering water to the different Uppel, Lalo zones. Second, mainte- 
nance of  main  and  lateral  canals anc  of  terminal facilities found 
within a zone would  be the responsibility of  the irrigators'  associa- 
tion.  Third,  the  association  would  resolve  conflicts  among  its 
members although NIA's assistance mi;;ht be sought in special cases. 
And fourth, NIA would'provide the d fferent associations an office 
as well as technical assistance, includiiig the conduct of  seminars at 
NIA's expense (Ibid, p.225). 176 
The only unresolved issue (which has presumably been  settled since) was 
the irrigation-fee discounts, by which the farme:s  would enjoy a reduced irriga- 
tion  fee as payment  for  their  management  eTorts.  Buhi-Lalo  was  the  first 
national system where the NIA actively promot2d farmer participation  through 
the use of community organizers. The process ot management transfer from the 
agency to farmers is continuing. As of  early 1986, about 25% of the irrigation 
systems, generally  the smaller  ones, are repoi.ted  to  have  been  turned  over 
either to total farmer management or.joint management  between  one or  more 
farmer associations and the NIA. 
Indonesia: High Performance Sederhana Inigation Systems (HPSIS) 
The Sederhana project in Indonesia was launched in 1974 by the Govern- 
ment  of  Indonesia and USAID  to develop  the "small-scale" (ca.  1,235 acres) 
sector. The original intention to establish viablo water users associations, cited 
in the original project documents as the most iriportant element in implement- 
ing  the project,  proved  elusive  (USAID 1982). A  sub-project, "High  Perfor- 
mance Sederhana Irrigation Systems"  was initiated in 1982 to address the proh- 
lem of  farmer participation in  14 sites. Seven additional sites were included in 
1984. According to Morfit (1983;3) the motivaling idea underlying the project 
was: 
If  there is increased  direct and acti\e participation  of  project 
beneficiaries  (farmers) in  all stages of  project implementation, and 
increased  responsibility for and managemint of completed  projects, 
then this, h4ll result in:  1) better survey ;md design work, sensitive 
to  local  needs  and  conditions;  2)  better  construction;  3)  hetter 
water  management,  including both  more ,:fficicnt use of  water and 
more equitable distribution within the system; and 4) better mainte- 
nance of systems. 
Under  the  original  Sederhana  project,  water  user  associations  (in  the 
Indonesian  abbreviation,  "P3As")  were  formed  only  after  construction  was 
complete. Under HPSIS, design  and  constructim activities were  to provide  an 
important  context  within  which  farmers coul~l  be  organized.  Some  systems 
which had  already been  constructed were also included in the HPSIS experi- 
ment to test the potential for nominal  P3As  (which had  been established but 
were  non-functional) to be  strengthened. Two or  three community organizers 
were posted in each location, "to establish an indtution capable of representing 
the farmers in  dealing with government  agencies  and resolving  problems and 
issues within the system"  (Ibid, p.4). The role of the COs was to he, "an arm of 
the P3A, and not spokesmen for or  rcpresentalives of any of the governni,ent 
agencies involved  in irrigation development.  This is supposed  to  he  the case 
even  though  the  COs  have  been  selected,  trained,  monitored  and  paid  by 
government  agencies" (Ibid, p.h).  Preliminary  evidence  suggests  that "farmer 177 
participation in early phases of  system development pays off in better-run sys- 
tems" (Robinson  1985:3),  but the extent of farmer participation  in water man- 
agement decisions is uncertain. 
Thailand: Nong Wai Pioneer Agriculiurd Project 
The recently constructed  (1970s) Nong:  Wai Project, located in NE Thai- 
land, irrigates 27,000 acres. As part of  the tei~iary  development, a water rotation 
plan was introduced, plans for which depenced on the formation'of Water User 
Groups (WUGs) to oversee the rotations ani  attend to tertiary maintenance. A 
total of 248 chaks of various sizes were formcd into 169 groups covering 150-200 
acres and 20-60 farmers. The formation of  the WUGs was the responsibility of 
group organizers  provided  by  the Cooperative  Promotion  Department.  These 
organizers explained the duties and functions to the farmers and helped  them 
elect a chak leader. 
The responsibility  of  the WUG "is to distribute water among the farmer 
members  within  the chak  and in maiotairt  discipline  according  to the rules 
framed. They are also responsible for the maintenance and repairs of irrigation 
and drainage ditches, farm roads, and all th,: structures located on them within 
the chak" (Kathpalia 1984.:  19). Subgroups of  8-12 farmers were formed within 
units  of  about  24  acres  within  which  all  farmers  could  draw  water 
simultaneously. 
In 18 chaks comprising a "technical assistance"  area, the Royal Irrigation 
Department took particular "interest and retponsibility in activating the farmers 
within the WUG" (Ibid, p.19). Farmers were consulted concerning the location 
of  farm  inlets and  checks, and carried  on1  maintenance work  in the tertiary 
canals and small repairs to strnctures. The Iwogram has thus far enjoyed gener- 
ous rates of  water supply  (Plusquellec and Wickham.1985) and has yet  to be 
tested under conditions of water stress. 
Malaysia: Kemubu Scheme 
The Kemubu Agricultural  Development  Authority  (KADA)  encompasses 
five irrigation systems eomprising a total 01' 79,000 acres command area fed by 
the Kelantan River in NE Malaysia. Kemuhu provides a negative case of  water 
user associations;.there  is no organizational Strueinre at the farm level by which 
farmers can  coordinate irrigation  managenient  activities.  The only groupings 
that exist in theory are field "irrigation units" of 24 acres which receive water 
irom a single offtake. Since field-to-field irrigation is common, however, "boun- 
daries  between  units were  vague  and  changed  frequently" (Kalshoven  et  al. 
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The farmers were not aware of  the existelice of  irrigation units. They did 
see that they were dependent on the same wat ?r source as field neighbors and 
others both up and downstream, but this did not make them see themselves as a 
group with a collective task and common problems and interests.  They rather 
felt their interests as opposed, having become competitors for a scarce resource 
to which  they had  unequal  access,  depending on the location  of  their  fields 
(Ihid, p.108). 
Construction of  field ditches by groups oi’ 3-5 farmers represent unusual 
instances  of  collective  action.  Farmers  facing  water  problems  have  three 
options:  1) meet with upstream farmers and ask for their cooperation,  2) take 
unilateral action at night  by  blocking or  opening a  channel, or  3)  appeal  to 
irrigation personnel, who have little authority to  enforce distribution patterns. 
The term  ”Farmers’  Organisations”  (FOs) describes a  division  of  KADA 
which distributes subsidized agricultural inputs to farmer members. The FO  in 
Ketereh has a membership of  2,800 farmers ow:r an area of 93 km.’  These are, 
P government-supported  associations  of  farme;  members  represented  by  an 
assembly and a board of  directors. The official objective is for FOs  to develop 
gradually into self-supporting business organizations. In practice FOs, which are 
staffed by several government officers, project  In image of  being KADA’s  field 
units and are used  to administer and channel ngricultural  services to farmers. 
The government pays the salaries of  FO personnel”  (Ihid, p.114-115).  The link 
between  individual  farmers and  the FO  is through  locally  elected  representa- 
tives, many of  whom are non-farmers and e1ecti:d  (by farmers) because of their 
familiarity with the outside world, 
India: Pochampad Irrigation Project 
The Pochampad Irrigation  Project  will  boast  one of  India’s largest  com- 
mand areas when its 1,590,000 acres are completed sometime in the next decade. 
Located  in  an area  of  Andhra  Pradesh  where  rice  irrigation  was  previously 
dependent on 2,200 tanks and 44,000 wells, tht: project will create a system of 
chaks, each sub-divided  into several  irrigation  zones.  At  thc irstigntion  of a 
dynamic commissioner of the Command Area Dr:velopment Aathority, an exper- 
iment was  initiated in the early phases of  the project  to develop an organiza- 
tional structure to involve  farmers in  manageinent decisions. ”The  irrigation 
zone, a geographical entity, led to the notion of  the irrigation group comprising 
farmers located in a zone. And from this emerged the idea of group leaders who 
could  represent the interests of  zones and also assist  individual members:The 
idea of the pipe (or ”chak”) president followed logically from the fact that a pipe 
had  several group leaders and a representative was  required  for the pipe as a 
whole”  (Singh 1985:102). 
‘Rased  on 1110  and Chiong-lavier 1983: 243, Tablc A4. 179 
The  new  organizational  structure was  introduced  along with  warabandi 
rotations, a new practice in the area but already part of  the Pochampad plan. 
Pipe committees were seen as a means of implementing and operating warabandi 
schedules in a manner similar to that of the Vong Wai project discussed above. 
The experiment began  in  1978/79  with  two  chaks.  As an  illustration, one of 
these chaks had an area of  96 acres with  138 farmers and 11 irrigation  zones. 
The following year pipe committees were established 10  20,000 acres, which was 
doubled the next year. Implementation teams led by the deputy Executive Engi- 
neer  or his agricultural equivalent, and comprising 3-4 other officers, had  the 
responsibility  of  meeting with farmers and inducing them to form zonal groups 
and select a pipe  president.  “No  formal oriimtation training was given to the 
implementation teams.  Each  was assigned an area of  about 1,970 acres and as 
soon  as the work  was  completed the team  moved  on to another area”  (Ibid, 
P.W 
The functions of pipe committees were to  1) ensure adherence to the rota- 
tion schedule,  .2) repair field channels,  3) refer problems to government offic- 
ers and  4) share knowledge on agricultural niatters and water use. Although the 
committees tended to be most  active just after formation, and less active the- 
reafter, they did have noticeable effects on the project, particularly  in speeding 
up on-farm development work and in water distribution. Writing in 1984, Singh 
(Ibid, p.113-114)  reports  that, ”In  the course of  five years,  some 3000 pipe 
committees have heen formed” which have ”met  with varying degrees of  suc- 
cess.  They  were  not  well  enough  organizemi  to  take  up  responsibilities  that 
members as individuals were quite willing to perform.  For example,  a mainte- 
nance fund could not  be  collected.  Group interest  in  repairs could not  find, 
expression.” Much of the difficulty can be attributed to the hasty establishment 
of  the committees  without  adequate grounding.  ”The  implementation  teams 
were  always  under pressure to move  on  to new  areas, chasing targets which 
required them to put in long hours of  work. They never had the time to work 
with pipe committees even for one full irrigaiion season. There was no organisa- 
tion or personnel to provide back-up support. Whatever success came by way of 
Chak management was due to the initial intcrest of the project authorities and 
the motivational  context  provided  by  the  !iituation--availability of  water  and 
prospects of good yields.” 
Pakistan: On Farm Water Management Project, Punjab 
Of  the 54,000 watercourses in the province of  Punjab, irrigating 22.7  mil- 
lion acres, about 4,000 have heen improved iinder the On Farm Water Manage- 
ment  (OFWM)  Project launched  in  1976, and  administered  by  the OFWM 
Directorate.  Most  of  the remaining  watercourses have  been  less  intensively 
improved under locally administered projecti. One of the primary objectives of 
the project  has  been  to redvce  the amount  of  irrigation  water  lost  in conveyance. According to the USAlD  (198213)  evaluation  team, average water- 
course losses were reduced from 40% to about 25% after improvement. Farmer 
involvement was ”a basic principle und.erlying the OFWM Project”  (Mirza and 
Merrey 1979:73) both as B  means of  reducing labor costs for construction, but 
more importantly to encourage proper maintenaice over the long term. 
Farmers were required to submit a written application guaranteeing their 
commitment of labor. Initially all material costs were covered by the Project: by 
1985 farmers were required to pay 20% of  the costs but applications were far in 
excess of the Project’s  capacity to respond  to them. A typical chak  (the area 
served  by  one watercourse)  covers 240-4.80  acres and  20-80 farmers.  Crops. 
include wheat, sugarcane, rice, and maize. Und:r  the supervision of  an agricul- 
tural officer (AO) and two field assistants, farners are asked to form a commit- 
tee.  “This committee is meant lo coordinate the work  of  the farmers and the 
OFWM personnel;  it is in charge of  organizing the labor, raising the money for 
paying  the masons, and  negotiating with  both  OFWM and farmers in order to 
make decisions about location of turnouts, buffcilo baths, labor shares, tree rem- 
oval, etc.”  (Mirza and Merrey 1979). Each A0  is expected to oversee about 60 
chaks. 
While the formation of Watercourse committees has been a pre-condition to 
watercourse improvement, the long-term viability of committees is problematic. 
Neither  cleaning  (which  was  not  a  major  Froblem  either  before  or  after 
improvement)  or  illegal  water  use,  has been  markedly  affected  (Kausar  et al. 
1982).  In spite of  the claim that the committees are “gaining popularity as the 
most successful cooperative bodies in the histor i of Pakistan” (Khan 1985:176), 
there is little hard evidence. In the field study by Mirza and Merrey (1979:98) 
they conclude that  ”the committee ceases to exist as an entity after improve- 
ment is completed. The same people may contin ie to operate informally but they 
are not operating as a  committee; rather, they are continuing to operate in terms 
of their position in the local informal social netviurk.“ 
Madagascar: The ”Petit Perimetre” of Ambohibary 
Following many years of neglect, Madagas8:ar’s  ‘‘small‘‘  irrigation systems, 
with an average size of 2,960 acres, are undergoing a rehabilitation of the physi- 
cal,  as well  as the managerial  infrastructure. The Ambohibary  system, in  the 
central highlands near Antsirabe, is a prototype for the style of  participatory 
management that is being introduced to all 116 !iystems in this size range. As are 
moat of  the systems, Ambohibary is fed by a di.rersion weir leading into a short 
canal. Built in the 1930s, the system took its p.esent  form following Independ- 
ence in 1960 and,  the division of  what had beer  a large estate into a 7,400 acre 
system divided among 7,000 landowners. 181 
The system today is divided into three s:ctors each of which is subdivided 
into 10-15  maille. Each maille has a leader wt  o collectively forms a subcommit- 
tee at the sector level. Subcommittees administer water rotations needed during 
the dry season, and mobilize labor for project activities.  Every  year,  when  the 
canal must be  cleaned before water issues can begin,  farmers are obligated  to 
donate their labor, or hire a replacement. Sanctions take the form of inability to 
market paddy to the government without prod  of this labor contribution. Major 
authority lor the system rests with the proje':t  manager, a government official, 
who is assisted by  seven government-paid  laborers. The relatively  smooth func- 
tioning  of  resource  mobilization  and  water  distribution  is  due  both  to  the 
authority of  the state, arid an adequate supp y of water. Current plans call for 
increasing authority to shift to the farmer suhommittees, with the project man- 
ager becoming an advisor to, and his salary paid by, the farmers. 
Analysis 
The seven cases described in the previous section cover  a wide range of 
farmers' management participation. The Buhi-Lalo system in the Philippines is 
the clear winner in terms of  farmer input;  the Kemubu system of  Malaysia is 
just as clearly in last place. This section considers the systems in terms of  (1) 
how  the organizations  were established, (2) farmers' water management func- 
tions, (3) the organizations'  functions, and (4.1,  financial management. 
The Process of Organizing Farmers 
for Irrigation Management 
Two of  the systems discussed, Bnhi-Lala in the Philippines and the HPSIS 
project sites in Indonesia, made use of commiinity organizers who were specially 
trained  in  both organizing techniques  and  irrigation practices.  In the Philip 
pines,  COs  qualified  in  agricultural  and/[ r  social  sciences  were  recruited 
directly  by  NIA and given  supplementary  tiaining before being posted  in the 
field, Their assignment  in Buhi-Lalo had a duration of  about 16 months. The 
HPSIS sites in Indonesia also utilized COs for periods of 2 to 3 years. A private 
research institute was contracted to help recruit and train the COs and to moni- 
tor their work. In both cases the added short-term expense of employing special- 
ists was  judged  to have long-term benefits in stronger and more sustainable 
farmer organizations. 
The approach taken in Thailand (Nong Wai), India (Pochampad), and Pak- 
istan (OFWM) utilized existing agency staff who were given new responsibilities 
of establishing farmer organizations. In Nong Wai, the organizers were from the 
Cooperative Promotion Department which is not normally involved with irriga- 182 
tion; presumably the staff have some training in organizing farmers. In Pakis- 
tan’s OFWM Project the role of agricultural offi(:ers, who have jurisdiction over 
tertiary infrastructure, was to publicize and promote the watercourse improve- 
ment  program,  but  the formation  of  the grouli  was the responsibility  of  the 
farmers themselves.  Irrigation  officers in thc F’ochampad system created pipe 
committees by decree. Interaction with farmers took the form of public meetings 
with little time for personal consultation. 
Farmers’ Water Management Functiam 
The participation of farmers in irrigation mznagement varies in terms of  1) 
2)  the intensity  of  that  which  managemcnt  functions they  are involved  in, 
involvement, and  3) the geographic extent of th:ir  participation. 
Which managment functions. In four of the live systems where construction 
was planned or ongoing, (Buhi Lalo, HPSIS, Nong Wai, and OFWM), farmers 
had  input regarding  placement  of  structures and  (except in  Nong Wai)  also 
participated in construction. hPochampad pipe committees were conceived as a 
logical follow-on  to construction activities,  but  not a mechanism for carrying 
out that  construction. Maintenance of  the inf-astructure and  distribution of 
water are usually the key tasks which agencies ivould likc farmers to carry out; 
their participation  in design and  construction is seen as a means to that end. 
With the sole exception of  Kemubu  (Malaysia), where  the agency maintained 
even  quaternary channels,  farmers were  responsible  for maintaining  tertiary 
channels and for distributing the water carried h:i those channels. 
Intensity of farmer involvement. Curistructio 1 activities played  a key role in 
the initial formation of  farmers’ groups in Buhi Lalo,  OFWM, and to a  lesser 
extent, in HPSIS. Not only did farmers gain experience in working together as a 
group and managing finances, but the group g,iined experience in negotiating 
contracts with goverunient agencies. The intensity of maintenance varied among 
projects as well as within projects. In Pochampid, some pipe committees faced 
difficulties in mobilizing group resources, eithi:r financial or human, to carry 
out maintenance tasks. 
The capacity to impose sanctions on its menhers is a test which only a few 
organizations can meet. The farmer association  in Buhi Lalo  routinely  collects 
irrigation fees from and provides payments to its members. In Ambohibary, the 
mobilization  of group lahor, though implemented by  farmer leaders, is enforced 
by the government, The legal status of  the asscciation has some bearing on its 
capacity to impose sanctions; farmer groups in  Buhi Lalo, HPSIS, OFWM, and 
Ambohibary have legal standing; the others do not. Water distribution did not 
appear  to  be  a  critical  problem  in  any of  ths:  systems,  except  Kemubu.  In 
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Pochampad and OFWM, the agency drew up the warabandi schedule; the role of 
farmers was to merely to implement  it. In rJong Wai  abundant water supplies 
precluded  any  intra-group water  conflicts. Similarly  in  Ambohibary,  though 
rotations are scheduled during the dry seasiin, water  supplies are often ample 
enough that rotations are not needed. 
Geographic extent of farmer participation. Although plans in two of  the pro- 
jects  (Buhi-Ialo and Ambohibary) call  for eientual farmer management of  the 
entire system, at the time of the reports citeil here (1110  and ChionglJavier 1983 
for Buhi-Lalo; IIMI 1986 for Ambohibary),  farmer management was limited to 
subsectors of 740 acres and 2,400 acres respi:ctively. In Nong Wai and OFWM, 
farmer participation  is not envisaged to exteid beyond the chak boundaries. In 
fact, associations of watercourses under the DFWM Project would not be possi- 
ble,  since they have been  improved  on a Fiecemeal  basis;  it  is  unlikely  that 
adjacent  watercourses  would  both  have  cmnmittees.  In  Pochampad,  farmer 
representation  across chak boundaries could have been  useful, but apparently 
was  never attempted: "...there  is need for a  high  level committee of  members 
representing farmers on a minor or distributary.  Such a committee can work 
jointly with the administration to tackle unaithorized use of water in the upper 
reaches and refer  field-level problems to thi: appropriate level of  government" 
(Singh 1985:  115). 
The Management of  Other Agricultural Inputs 
With the exception  of  the Kemubu Project  in Malaysia,  in  each of  the 
projects discussed above, an organization of iarmers has been established explic- 
itly for irrigation management. Whether called  Water User Groups, Pipe Com- 
mittees, or Irrigator Associations,  the sense is  basically the same. Once a group 
has formed, however, there is a tendency t I  add more functions to it. In the 
Philippines, for example, some of the irrigatcr associations purchase agricultural 
inputs in bulk for members. In the Nong Wai project, there  was  always an 
expectation that "the WUG should be utilizel as the basis by all departments for 
their activities such as sharing of  farm equipnent, supply of farm input and pest 
control" (Kathpalia  1984.22).  One of  the. functions of  the Pochampad  pipe 
committees was  to share information  aboul  agricultural practices,  but  not to 
obtain inputs as a group. 
When added functions are imposed froin without rather than generated in 
response to membership 'demand,  the  irrigition  functions  can  suffer.  In the 
HPSIS Project, "government agencies often  ook upon the P3A as a part of their 
extension service network.  The communication seems to he from the govern- 
ment agencies down to the P3A, using the CO as a mediary, with the assumption 
that the job of  the P3A.is to help mobilize farmers to fit in with the government 
plans" (Morfit 1983: 22-23). 184 
Financial Management and Cost Recovery 
The strength of the Buhi-hlo irrigator asscciation is at least partly linked 
to the NIA's desire to recover substantial portions of  its irrigation investments 
and to minimize maintenance subsidies. Faced  lvith  severe budget  constraints, 
the NIA had a strong incentive to reduce costs. On the other side of the equa- 
tion, farmers who faced high irrigation fees wen: willing to take on added man- 
agement  responsibilities  in return for reduced  fees.  The NIA's investment of 
nearly 20 person years in COs'  time alone to devtiop organizational capacity in a 
7,200 acre system stands as eloquent testimony to an institutional commitment. 
In several of the projects discussed above (Prong Wai, HPSIS, and Amhohi- 
bary), irrigation  fee  collection  is  mentioned a:  one function of  the irrigator 
association, although there are no reports of  actual fee recovery. The manage- 
ment  of  internal  finances  was  cited  in  three cases  (Buhi-Lalo,  HPSIS,  and 
OFWM).  Where farmer groups contract with  tlie irrigation agency to perform 
construction services, experience is gained in haidling finances. Whether main- 
tenance budgets can be sustained, however, is problematic; no positive evidence 
was cited in the reports consulted. 
Comparisons with Sri Lanka 
Many of the features seen in the seven cascs discussed above can be found 
in the various approaches to participatory management  that have been  imple- 
mented in Sri Lanka. The farmer organizations that have been  formed in Gal 
Oya (the I0  program), Dewahuwa (the INMAS approach) and Mahaweli  H are 
discussed briefly with respect to the approaches developed in other countries. 
The Process of Organizing Farmers 
for Irrigation Management 
In Gal  Oya,  as  in Buhi-Lalo  and  HPSIS,  3 special cadre of  Institutional 
Organizers (10s) was  recruited and trained  to  work  as a catalyst  in  helping 
farmers organize themselves along irrigation zoiies, and to serve as an interrne- 
diary between  farmers and irrigation officers. Under the INMAS approach used 
in Dewahuwa, a specially  recruited government officer  (the Project Manager) 
has as his primary task the responsibility for creating farmer groups and inte- 
racting with those groups. 
There is a parallel with the duties of  the Project Manager, in the Amhohi- 
hary system in Madagascar, who is responsible for both organizational links with 185 
farmer groups and water distribution tasks, which in Dewahuwa are handled by 
a  separate  Technical  Assistant.  The Mahavreli  model,  which  depends on  an 
agency  official  (the  Unit  Manager)  to  ori:anize  farmers,  is  similar  to  the 
approach  taken in the Nong Wai, Pochampad,  and OFWM examples.  A  major 
difference  is  that  the Mahaweli  Unit  Manager  has  a  much  smaller  zone  of 
responsibility and can give relatively greater i ttention to farmer groups. In none 
of these three Sri Lankan systems have irriga or associations been established as 
legal entities. 
Farmers' Water Management Functions 
Farmer  groups in  Gal  Oya  gave  suggeitions regarding  the  design  of  F- 
channels and placement of structnres, but unlike the cases of Bnhi-Lalo, HPSIS, 
and OFWM, farmers were generally not involved in new construction. Shrama- 
dana activities were  important  in  the early phases  both as a  mechanism  for 
strengthening the group and as a practical solution to long overdue maintenance 
tasks  such as  cleaning F-channels  and distributaries. In both  Dewahuwa and 
Mahaweli H, the participation  of  farmers has involved water distribution, chan- 
nel maintenance, and the coordination of planting schedules. In all three irriga- 
tion  systems,  farmers have responsibility  tc  distribute water  only  within  the 
25-60 acres served by one F-channel, and not between F-channel turnouts along 
the Distributary, which are managed by agency staff. 
The  units  actively  managed  by  farmt:rs in  Gal  Oya,  Dewahuwa,  and 
Mahaweli H are smaller than corresponding areas of farmer jurisdiction in Thai- 
land (130-200 acres), Pochampad (ca. 100 ac.es),  and Buhi-Lalo (480 acres). In 
terms of  farmer representation and input of' information  which  can influence 
management decisions, however, there is also farmer participation at the project 
level through area councils (Gal Oya) and tract committees  (Dewahuwa). Sim- 
ilar levels of  project-level representation are  found in Bubi-Lalo and Ambohi- 
bary. In Mahaweli H, the highest level of  elfective farmer representation is at 
the D-channel. 
The Management of Other Agricultural Inputs 
In Mahaweli  H, turnout groups and D.channel units comprise the basic 
groups for channeling agricultural services at  d inputs to farmers. In Dewahuwa, 
the F-channel  units and  tract committees  are primarily  oriented to irrigation 
management, but may provide a forum for other agricultural services, as in the 
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Financial Management and Cost Recovery 
Irrigation fee collection  is  the responsibility  of  the agency  in Mahaweli, 
Dewahuwa, and Gal Oya. Though farmer representatives may help in the collec- 
tion (as in Dewahuwa), the fee is levied by the agency on the individual farmer, 
not  the group, since the group is not a legal  cntity.  In Gal  Oya at  least one 
D-channel  organization  has  managed  common  finances in  order  to  hid  on a 
maintenance contract with the Irrigation Departinent  (Uphoff 198633). 
Conclusions 
Experiments  with  participatory  managemmt  in  Sri Lanka  are part  of  a 
larger lahoratory in  which  irrigation agencies around the world  are attempting 
new approaches to improve system performance. Some of the features in the Sri 
Lankan approach to these issues may  have brcmad  felevance; for example, the 
INMAS and Gal Oya structure whereby  farmer representation is built into the 
project level. There are also many lessons to hi: learned from experiences else- 
where. The utility of community organizers can be studied not only in Gal  Oya, 
but in Indonesia and the Philippines. The role #of project managers in Madacas- 
car may offer insights into the role of INMAS m,inagers. 
One fundamental issue which needs to he  addressed is the meaning of  the 
term "participation" as applied  to farmer invo vement  in managing irrigation. 
Farmers are involved in evcry irrigation systein  but  at different levels and in 
varying degrees; even the farmers in Kemuhu participate in management, albeit 
in  a  rather  individualistic manner  and  with  ittle  assistance  from irrigation 
agency staff. There appears to he a qualitative difference, however, hetween thc 
managcment participation  of farmers in Buhi-L:do and the kind of par&icipation 
found  in  INMAS  schemes  like  Dewahuwa,  or  in  Mahaweli  H. In  Ruhi-Lalo, 
farmers  manage  water  distribution  within  a  40  -  620  acres  zone;  they  are 
responsihle for maintenance and repairs not only to field channels hut to secon- 
dary canals that pass through their zone. Finances must be managed within the 
group and in order to pay  irrigation fees to the agency. Under the INMAS and 
Mahaweli  approaches,  on  the  other  hand, farmer  organisations  exist  not  so 
much  tu manage water  as to provide a flow  of  information to agency officials 
who  then make  management  decisions.  Even  ,n Gal  Oya,  where an  intensive 
efforl has been made to involve farmers, their management is mostly limited to 
the level uf F-channels. 
The differences hctween  farmers'  management  roles  in  different systems 
are important and complex. It is riot enough to know that one system employs 
COs and the other does not, or that one system has a project manager and the 
othcr does not. To understand the management ol'tions, and to consider the options 187 
which call for significant input from farmers we need to have better documenta- 
tion than is currently available. Many of  ths reports, including many cited in 
this paper, provide only hints of how farmers are organized and what their man- 
agement role is in a particular irrigation system. Do farmers have management 
responsibility for turnout gates? Do they make  repairs to the field  channel? 
Major repairs or only minor ones? Does tht: association  have a budget? Who 
pays  for  repairs  to the field  channel?  Reports  tend  to  describe  in  detail  the 
planned responsibilities of irrigator associations with little concerp for providing 
a clear indication of  actual practice. Optimistic reporting of  organizational plans 
rather than realities leads to false expectation 1 of  farmers’ management roles. 
The kinds of  data needed  to evaluate  participatory  management  include 
details of the management tasks performed by farmers and the tasks performed 
by agency staff. Information is also needed on how the water user associations 
were formed, the informal organizations that preceded it, the functions of the 
association, and linkages with other associaticns and with agency officials. 
In addition to better information on the present situation, we  need follow- 
up studies conducted after the initial flush  of  enthusiasm has subsided, when 
the project has settled into routine operation. Too often, studies are conducted 
before the project has been completed, befoi,e any real evaluation of  participa- 
tory management  strategies is possible. Then, by  the time the project is over, 
interest in the management experiment has .Naned, and the valuable lessons of 
the experiment are lost. Writing retrospectively of  the Pochampad case, Singh 
(1986:18-19) points out that: 
Though Pochampad strongly suggests that people’s participation 
contributed significantly to the better utilization of water, the obser- 
vations are confounded by the co-occurrence of OFD, warahandi and 
irrigation committees. It is not known  whether the additional area 
actually brought under irrigation after I he completion of OFD works 
continues to receive water in future. If this is so, a strong case for 
irrigation  organisations  can  be  made.  One  would  like  tn  know 
whether people’s participation significantly helps in the preservation 
of  the Chak system and the equitable distribution nver a longperial 
of  time. Required are well conducted field studies to assess the con. 
tribution of  different degrees of people’s  participation  to the better 
management of the Chak irrigation systim. 
Valuable  and hard-won  experience is being gained  in participatory  experi- 
ments in many countries, hut the lessons of  that experience are not adequately 
documented. There is an urgent need to reco1.d sufficient information from each 
case, both during and more importantly aftei  the project, so that past experien- 
ces can guide current and future efforts.  In Sri Lanka there is opportunity  to 
sample a  wide  range  of  participatory  manzgement  and to  evaluate  different 
approaches in both a national and international context. 188 
A  better understanding of  the costs and benefits of  participatory  manage- 
ment is needed. If participatory management is to avoid the fate of Community 
Development, we need to develop a clear sense u"  its objectives, its possibilities, 
and its limitations. The claims made of participatory management must be sup- 
ported  by  evidence,  and  the  evidence  can  coirie  only  from  evaluating  past 
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